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ith tens of thousands of
W
migrants workers beginning to return to their respective States, the fear of corona
spreading thick and fast — as
was contended by the Home
Ministry while repeatedly
opposing their movement — is
coming true.
Seven of these workers
who returned to Uttar Pradesh
from Maharashtra have tested
positive. Five migrant workers
have tested positive in Odisha

and two in Chhattisgarh. Nine
migrant workers from Bihar
tested positive in Bangalore.
The Government had told
the Supreme Court in the past
that there were fears that one
third of the total migrants
could be infected. However,
there was test carried out before
starting the process of transporting them by train.
According to Basti’s district
magistrate Ashutosh Niranjan,
the seven labourers had travelled from Maharashtra via
Jhansi in Government buses to

0?

Basti tested positive. They were
quarantined at a Government
shelter in Haraiyya area.
Their samples were taken
and they have tested positive
for Covid-19. Heavy sanitisation of premises has been done
where they were quarantined.
“The labourers have been
shifted to a community health
centre (CHC) in Munderwa
area. Out of the total 31 cases
in the district, 1 Covid-19
patient has died while 13
patients have been discharged
from the hospital after they
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ndore Police on Saturday
Ithem
found 18 people, most of
migrant workers,

New Delhi: Union Home
Ministry on Saturday clarified
that buses are not allowed in
Orange Zones and they can run
in Green Zones with 50 per
cent passengers to maintain
social distancing norms. In
Orange Zones, taxis and cab
services like Uber and Ola are
allowed with two passengers
and a driver.

crammed inside a cement
mixer-laden truck headed
towards Uttar Pradesh from
Maharashtra, an official said.
All of them were sent to a
shelter for medical examination and a bus was being
organised for their further
transit, he said. A video of
workers emerging from the
small hole of the cement-
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he number of Covid-19
T
positive cases in the 31
Battalion of CRPF has spi-
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he coronavirus cases saw a
back-to-back second day of
2, 000 plus rise in numbers with
Punjab registering its highest
single day count of 187 cases.
Overall, the number of cases
pushed the country’s total tally
to 39,242 and death count of
1,300 with 77 mortalities in a
day on Saturday.
Punjab’s count has doubled
in the last four days due to
surge in cases following arrival
of nearly 3,500 Sikh pilgrims
from Nanded in Maharashtra.
Nearly 400 of the total cases in
the State are linked to the pilgrims.
Nearly 4,000 pilgrims were
stranded at Hazur Sahib
Gurudwara in Nanded from
where they were brought in 90
buses to Punjab and sent to
home quarantine after a normal screening. An alarming

recovered. There are presently
17 active cases,” Basti DM said
in a statement.
UP was one of the first
States to send buses to bring
back migrants. The UP
Government has made plans to
bring back 10-12 lakh migrant
workers home from different
parts in the country, especially Gujarat, Maharashtra,
Telangana and Punjab.
On Thursday, nine migrant
workers tested positive in
Bangalore. Their roommate
was a 54-year-old migrant
worker from Bihar who tested
positive on Wednesday. With
no mass scale testing done in
case of migrants and quarantine being the only basis for
their movement back to home,
the fear they could be carrier of
the virus has kept everyone
worried.
Turn to Page 4
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number of these people have
now tested positive for the
deadly coronavirus, doubling
the total number of Punjab
cases in just four days at 772.
Nearly half of the total
infected persons are linked to
the Nanded pilgrimage. The
figure of total death in the State
is 20.
Thirty two of the 187 pilgrims who tested positive on
Saturday belong to just one district — Hoshiarpur.

Punjab Health Minister
Balbir Sidhu has accused
Maharashtra authorities of
being careless, saying none of
the around 4,000 pilgrims were
tested for the coronavirus
despite them being stranded
there for around a month.
Maharashtra has rebutted the
accusation and said the pilgrims may have been infected
on way to Punjab when they
halted at Indore.
Turn to Page 4

raled up to 140 making the situation scary at the paramilitary
camp at Mayur Vihar here.
The 140 Covid-19 positive
cases include one Sub Inspector
Mohammad Ikram Hussain
who succumbed to the disease
last week and a recovered
patient, besides two private
individuals contracted by the
31 Battalion.
Majority of the men who
have tested positive for Covid19 are Constables to Assistant
Sub Inspectors. Reports of
other personnel are awaited
and the number of positive
cases is likely to further spiral
up, officials said.
The Mayur Vihar camp of
the CRPF houses one battalion
(1,000 personnel) strength of
the force. The entire campus
has been sealed as a precautionary measure to check the
spread of the disease.
All the patients have been
admitted to Quarantine Centre

mixer in the presence of police
has gone viral on social media.
“During the routine
check-up at Panth Piplai village, about 35 kms from
Indore, we stopped a truck
laden with a cement-mixer on
suspicion. After opening the
lid, we found 18 people inside,”
Traffic Police sub inspector
Amit Kumar Yadav told PTI.
He said the 18 people
included fourteen migrant
labourers and four employees
of the truck owner.
Turn to Page 4
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at Mandoli, Shahdara,
Choudhary Brahmaprakash
Ayurvedic Hospital, Delhi and
Rajiv Gandhi Super Specialty
Hospital here.
Following the development, the paramilitary directorate here has issued an advisory to all the formations across
the country that the personnel
should strictly wear face masks,
hand gloves and carry hand
sanitisers when entering
hotspots or containment zones
for performing duty.
Turn to Page 4
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he Delhi Government has
T
decided to open liquor
shops in non-containment
zones in Delhi in accordance
with the latest guidelines issued
by the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA). However, on
Saturday itself Delhi Health
Minister Satyendar Jain said
that all 11 districts in the
national Capital will remain in
Red zone till May 17, triggering some confusion.
The Excise Department
has directed four Governmentrun agencies, which are responsible to sell liquor in the city, to
identify such outlets which
fulfil all conditions prescribed

by the MHA.
Till Friday, the national
Capital had recorded 3,738
cases of coronavirus and 61
fatalities. On Friday, 223 new
cases were reported. According
to Jain, 49 people are in ICU
and five are on ventilator.
A “limited” lockdown
which includes suspension of
air, train and inter-State road
travel will continue to remain
in force for two more weeks
from May 4 across the country,
but some activities would be
allowed after classifications of
districts into red, orange and
Green zones based on Covid-19
risk profiling, the Government
had announced on Friday.
Turn to Page 4

irupati Balaji temple in
Andhra Pradesh, one of
India’s richest Hindu shrines,
has decided to do away with the
services of nearly 1,300 contractual sanitation workers
amid the coronavirus outbreak.
They were asked not to report
to duty from May 1.
The Temple trust (TTD)
with C3,309 cr yearly budget
told the firm supplying the
manpower that the contract of
the workers will not renewed
on expiry on April 30. The
workers appealed to the TTD
to retain them during the coronavirus crisis, however their
plea has been rejected.
“The issue was brought to
my notice. We will explore the
ways to help them,” YV Subba
Reddy, TTD chairman, told the
Mumbai Mirror.
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rime Minister Narendra
Modi on Saturday held a
series of meetings with key
Ministers, including Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman, Home Minister
Amit Shah and senior officials
of Finance Ministries to work
out the second stimulus package which may, among others,
comprise relief for small scale
businessmen impacted by the
countrywide lockdown aimed
to contain the spread of coronavirus pandemic.
The Prime Minister will
also have follow up meetings
with Ministers of key economic Ministries such as
Micro, Small & Medium
Enterprises (MSME), according to Government officials.
The Finance Ministry,
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which deferred release of
monthly GST collection numbers on Friday, also gave a
detailed presentation to the
PM later in the day on the state
of economy and several initiatives that it plans to undertake

to stimulate Indian economy
and reset the flow of money.
The PM already had meetings with different Ministries,
including civil aviation, labour
and power, on Friday.
Turn to Page 4
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Coronavirus-led
lockdown is changing the
way we are doing things. Be
it the work from home culture or
online classes or even our normal
socialiasing routine, we are slowly
adapting to the new normal.
However, in these times of crisis
not everything is going left. From
earth getting time to rejuvenate
itself to the entertainment industry
seeing new breakthroughs, there
are several reasons to beat the
blues.
The quote that music can heal
the wounds that medicine can’t
touch stands true in the current
situation. That’s why, stakeholders
are geared up for taking concerts
too on online platforms. Almost
everything is taking the digital
route.
With the Indian entertainment
industry coming together for a
home-to-home fundraiser concert,
‘I for India’, in partnership with
Facebook and GiveIndia is rightly
utilising the power of music
keeping in mind the social
distancing norms. All proceeds
from the fundraiser concert will go
to the India COVID Response
Fund managed by GiveIndia.
The mother of concerts, this
four-hour long musical evening
will be live globally on Facebook
today at 7:30 pm and will feature
performances and personal
messages from more than 85
Indian and global stars — A R
Rahman, Akshay Kumar, Arijit
Singh, Aamir Khan, Alia Bhatt,
Priyanka Chopra and Rani
Mukerji to name a few.
The vision for the concert by
leaders from the entertainment
industry is three-pronged — first,
to entertain those locked down in
their homes. Second, pay tribute to
those who are working on the
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frontlines. Third, to raise funds for
those who have no work and no
home and do not know where
their next meal is coming from.
Atul Satija, CEO, GiveIndia,
says that it the concert backed by
several stars feels like a nation
coming together. “The fundraiser
concert, backed by a fabulous line
up of stars, feels like a nation
coming together —though we are
isolated, we are united in our
efforts to win this battle against
COVID-19. We have already
received tremendous support for
our missions to provide
humanitarian aid to those most
affected by this crisis. But with the
concert going live on the world’s
largest social media platform, it
will help reach the millions of
people who want to contribute to
this war-like effort. We are
extremely grateful to the organisers
for putting their trust in us as the
donations partner,” he says.
Priyanka Chopra shares her
thoughts on how virtual event is
bringing everyone together.
“Unexpected, uncontrolled,
unparalleled. The coronavirus has
forged a brutal path across the

world, and in the line of fire is well
— you me and pretty much
everyone across the world.
Lockdowns, quarantines, social
distancing — yeh hain humara
naya normal. Khud ko surakshit
rakhne ke liye hume ek dusre se dur
rehna pad raha hai. Phir bhi mann
hi mann main hum ek saath hain,
as always,” she says.
Anushka Sharma says that
she in this digital age, even being
miles apart, she is feeling more
connected than ever. “While we
may be social distancing, and
that’s the requirement. I don’t

think we’ve ever been more
connected. People helping each
other, spreading awareness just so
that we can protect each other and
that is the victory of human spirit,”
Sharma opines.
On the other hand, Rani
Mukerji calls for people to become
more vigilant keeping in mind the
increase in child abuse.
“Instances of child abuse have
increased during lockdown. I urge
you all to stay more vigilant. If you
see or hear anything, suspicious or
odd please report it to the
authorities immediately. My
daughter Adira calls this
coronavirus an invisible monster
lurking in the streets, she tells me
mamma, this monster will surely
go away one day,” she says.
Zoya Akhtar says that may we
remember the lessons learnt and
never forget we aren’t above nature,
we’re just a small part of it.
Shabana Azmi too agrees with
Akhtar and says that it’s time to
stand united and understand how
interdependent we are.
“It’s time we realised how
interdependent we are on each
other. Irrespective of caste, class,
gender, religion or country. It’s time
for introspection. It’s time to shed
our prejudices, it’s time to come
together in kinship and harmony,”
Azmi says.
Katrina Kaif hails the frontline
workers and says that every penny
that will be collected will equip
these heroes better. “There are
1000s of frontliners and emergency
workers who are putting their
lives on the line every day in the
fight against COVID-19. Every
rupee we collect today will help
equip these heroes better thus
protect them better. So please
help keep safe those who keep us
safe,” Kaif says.
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BcPabWPeTd]XcTSX]VaXTUc^_PhcaXQdcT
c^cWTVaTPc[TVT]SPahPRc^aAXbWX:P_^^a
U^[[^fX]VWXbST\XbT
BcPa1WPaPcbAPSWP:aXbW] UP\T
:X]bWdZEPXShPfW^\PSTP1^[[hf^^S
STQdcPbPRWX[SPRc^aX]cWTUX[\APYd
2WPRWP UTPcdaX]VP[^]VbXST[PcTPRc^aAXbWX
:P_^^aYX c^^Zb^RXP[\TSXPc^_PhcaXQdcTc^
cWTeTcTaP]PRc^a
>]b_TPZX]VfXcW:X]bWdZP]SPbWT
aTR^[[TRcbU^]S\T\^aXTbfWX[TbW^^cX]V
fXcWAXbWXYXWT\T]cX^]b)°AXbWXd]R[TfPb
^]T^U\h\T]c^ab>]cWTbTcb^UAPYd
2WPRWPWTf^d[S\PZT\TbXc^]WXb[P_
cT[[\Tbc^aXTbP]SbWPaTWXbTg_TaXT]RTbPb
PRWX[SPRc^a7TfPbPUPcWTaUXVdaTc^P[[P]S
fTdbTSc^RP[[WX\_P_P8fX[[RWTaXbWcWTbT
\T\^aXTb[XUT[^]VATbcX]?TPRTBXah^dfX[[
QT\XbbTS±

\T\^aPQ[TCWT7^[XSPhXbP[[PQ^dcUd]P]S
QaX]Vb^dccWTT\^cX^]b^UcadTUaXT]SbWX_
8³\V[PScWT<G?[PhTaPdSXT]RTfX[[]^fVTc
PRWP]RTc^QTP_Pac^U^da[Xcc[TPSeT]cdaT8
S^]³ccWX]ZP]h^]TWPbfPcRWTSP
QPRWT[^aTccTQTU^aTfWTaTPVXa[V^TbfXcW"
^UWTaQTbcUaXT]SbfW^WP__T]c^QTQ^hb
=^fbX]RT]^^]TRP]V^U^aP7^[XSPhU^aP
fWX[TfT³[[cPZTcWT\fXcWdb^]^da
7^[XSPh±
°CWXbXbVaTPc]TfbCWT7^[XSPh XbP
QaTPcWcPZX]VUPbc_PRTSRaPiha^[[TaR^PbcTa
aXSTfXcWU^da^UcWTRaPiXTbcUaXT]SbP]S
_a^\XbTbc^VXeTTeTah^]TUaXT]SbWX_V^P[b
CWXb^]TXbQTbcfPcRWTSPbPeXacdP[QX]VT
fPcRW_PachfXcWh^daQTbc_P[b±PSSb
?aXhP]ZBWPa\P
FXcW<TWPZbQPRWT[^aTccTPbcWT
_TaUTRcTgRdbTU^aPW^[XSPhQPVbfTaT
_PRZTSP]SP_[P]TbcaPXVWcc^<PdaXcXdbfPb
Q^PaSTSCWXbW^[XSPh_a^\XbTbc^QT
TeTahcWX]VSaTP\bPaT\PST^U
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CT[TeXbX^]PRc^abWPeTRdaaT]c[hV^c
b^\T\dRW]TTSTScX\Tc^aTbcP]Sb_T]S
`dP[XchcX\TfXcWcWTXaUP\X[XTbBX\X[Pa[h
:aXbW]P1WPaPSfPYfW^WPbT]cTacPX]TS
TeTah^]TfXcWWXbTgRT_cX^]P[_TaU^a\P]RT
Pb?P]SXcAP\PZaXbW]PX]B^]hB01bbW^f

\^]ThUa^\_T^_[TfW^PaTfX[[X]Vc^WT[_
P]SPaTST[XeTaX]VcWTbTTbbT]cXP[XcT\bc^
_T^_[TX]cWTb[d\PaTPbbcPhX]Vd]STacWT
V^eTa]\T]cVdXST[X]TbP]ScPZX]VTeTah
bPUTch\TPbdaTbTaX^db[h±
CP[ZX]VPQ^dcW^fWTXbZTT_X]VWX\bT[U
_^bXcXeT:aXbW]PbPhb)°8P\V[PS8WPeTV^c
b^\TcX\Tc^Tg_[^aT\hb_XaXcdP[bXSTPVPX]
Pb8WPeTQTT]\TSXcPcX]VP[^cfWXRW8
R^d[S]cS^TPa[XTaSdTc^WTRcXRbW^^c
bRWTSd[TbCWXbWT[_bbcPhRP[\P]SZTT_b
cWT\X]SWTP[cWh8UfT[^^ZPccWT_^bXcXeT
bXST^UcWXbbXcdPcX^]cWT]8f^d[SbPh
<^cWTa=PcdaTWPbV^ccX\Tc^WTP[XcbT[UB^
\h\TbbPVTc^TeTah^]TXbcWPc[TcbcPZT
cWXbcX\Tc^f^aZd_^]^dabT[eTbS^
TeTahcWX]VcWPcfTfP]cTSc^S^P[[cWTbT
hTPabP]S\^bcX\_^acP]c[hb_T]ScX\TfXcW
^daUP\X[hQTRPdbTcWPcXbfWPc\PccTabcWT
\^bc±
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5a^\1XVc^f]PRc^abc^b\P[[c^f]
PRc^abRT[TQaXcXTbZTT_`dXccX]Vb^RXP[
]Tcf^aZbX]b^\TfPh^acWT^cWTa
4]cTacPX]\T]cX]SdbcahTg_TacbbPhcWPccWTbT
QaTPZbPaTV^^SU^aUP\^db_T^_[Tb\X]S
P]Sb^d[
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7PeTP[[h^da]TfhTPaaTb^[dcX^]bc^
b_T]ScX\TfXcWh^daQTbcXTbP]SV^^]h^da
[^]VSdTW^[XSPhfXcWcWT\YdbcVTc
RP]RT[[TS.2P]]^cfPXcU^ah^daQXVaTd]X^].
FT[[fTWPeT_TaUTRcSXbcaPRcX^]X]bc^aTU^a
h^d<G?[PhTaXbTgR[dbXeT[hQaX]VX]VQPRZ

cWTcaX_^UcWThTPafXcWCWT7^[XSPhPbW^f
cWPcfX[[STUX]XcT[hcPZTh^dQPRZc^cWTQTbc
caX_fXcWh^daQdSSXTb^aXbbdaTc^VTch^d
_[P]]X]VU^ah^da]Tgc^]T
1aTPZX]VVT]STabcTaT^ch_TbcWa^dVW
cWXbbc^ah^UUaXT]SbWX_CWTI^^\BcdSX^b
?aTbT]cb0]<G4gR[dbXeTBTaXTb¯CWT
7^[XSPhfWXRWcPZTbh^dcWa^dVW^]T^UcWT
\^bc\T\^aPQ[TQPRWT[^aTccTcaX_bcWPc
?PcaXRZ0a\PP]P]S:PQXa_[PhTSQhcWT
cWaTTWd]Zb?aXhP]ZBWPa\P0PbWX\6d[PcX
P]SETTaAPYfP]cBX]VWcWa^fU^acWTXaQTbc
UaXT]SP]SQaXSTc^QT<TWPZ_[PhTSQh
0SPWBWPa\P
>]cWTbW^f]^fQTX]VaT[TPbTS^]<G
?[PhTa0SPWBWPa\PR^\\T]cb°8cad[h
QT[XTeTcWPccWTQTbccaX_bX][XUTPaTcWT^]Tb
cWPcPaT]³c_[P]]TSCWTX\_a^\_cd^]Tb
fXcW^dc\^]cWb^U_[P]]X]V]^\P_b]^
XcX]TaPahQdcfXcWh^daR[^bTZ]XcVa^d_^U
UaXT]SbPaTcWT^]TbfWXRWPaTcWT\^bc

CT]P[XAP\Pc^^XbdcX[XbX]VcWXbcX\T^UUc^
fPcRWWXbUPe^daXcTUX[\bRPcRWd_^]b[TT_
P]S\^aTX\_^acP]c[hVa^fWXbWPXaQPRZ
:aXbW]P1WPaPSfPYfW^_[PhbAP\PXb
V[PSWTWPbV^ccX\Tc^Va^fWXbWPXaQPRZ
]^fcWPcWTXb]cbW^^cX]V^UcT]
:aXbW]PbPhb)°8P\WTaTX]<d\QPXP]S
SXS]^cV^QPRZc^\hW^\TX]9WPaZWP]SPb
8fP]cTSc^cPZTdc\^bc_aTRPdcX^]bP]S
ZTT_^cWTabbPUT7TaT8WPeTV^ccX\Tc^
RPcRWd_^]\hb[TT_cWPc8WPeT[^bcX]
cWTbTcWaTThTPabCWTbTSPhb8WPeTQTT]
TPcX]Vb[TT_X]VP]SQX]VTfPcRWX]V^]
b^\Tf^a[SRX]T\PPb8P\PQXVUP]^U
f^a[SRX]T\P8P[b^R^^ZTS\hUPe^daXcT
VPccT:XbPQYX aTRT]c[hFWPc8P\[XZX]VcWT
\^bcXbcWPc8P\UX]P[[hPQ[Tc^Va^f\hWPXa
]^f8WPeTP[fPhbWPSc^bWPeT\hWTPS
TeTahSPhU^acWTa^[T^UAP\PX]CT]P[X
AP\PP]S]^fcWPcfTPaT]^cbW^^cX]VU^a
PfWX[T8P\PQ[Tc^Va^f\hWPXaQPRZ±
:aXbW]P1WPaPSfPYP[b^bPXS)°FWX[TXcXb
PRaXcXRP[cX\TU^aTeTah^]T8P\cahX]Vc^
WT[_cWTSPX[hfPVTf^aZTabPRa^bbcWT
R^d]cah
8P\Pbb^RXPcTSfXcWP]^aVP]XiPcX^]
fWTaTfTPaTR^[[TRcX]VVa^RTaXTbP]S

Ad\^daWPbXccWPcAPSWP:aXbW] UP\T
Bd\TSW<dSVP[ZPafW^aTRT]c[hSTRXSTSc^
`dXc8]bcPVaP\XbRWP]]T[XbX]VWXbT]TaVh
X]c^_^bXcXeTPeT]dTbSdaX]VcWXb[^RZS^f]
U^RdbX]V^]b^\T²\TcX\T
B^daRTbbPh)°Bd\TSWX]cT]Sbc^UX]S
aT[PgPcX^]P\^]Vbc`dP[XcPcXeTaTPSX]VP]S
[XbcT]X]Vc^]Tf\dbXRP[cd]Tb±
3daX]VcWXb_WPbTfWTaTTeTah^]TXb
V[dTSc^cWTXa\^QX[TSTeXRTbXcXbaTUaTbWX]V
c^bTTPh^d]VPRc^acPZX]VbdRWPbcT_c^
X]Sd[VTP]SU^Rdb^]b^\T²\TcX\T
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3Xb]Th7^cbcPaE8?WPbPSSTScWT
WXVWTbcVa^bbX]V^]TSPhTPa]Ta^U!!c^
XcbTg_P]bXeT\^eXT[XQaPah¯1PPVWX"CWT
^]bRaTT]\PRW^Qa^cWTaSd^CXVTaBWa^UU
P]SAXcTXbW3TbW\dZWPaTY^X]TSQh
BWaPSSWP:P_^^a0]ZXcP;^ZWP]STP]S
9PRZXTBWa^UUX]_Xe^cP[a^[TbfXcWPb_TRXP[
P__TPaP]RTQh1^[[hf^^SSXeP3XbWP?PcP]X
CWTPRcX^]cWaX[[TaWPbQTT]SXaTRcTSQh
0W\TS:WP]P]SXbcWTcWXaS\^eXTX]cWT
TeTa_^_d[PaUaP]RWXbT1PPVWXFXcW
T[PQ^aPcTPRcX^]bRT]TbP]Sd]QT[XTePQ[T
bcd]cbcWT\^eXTXbPeXbdP[b_TRcPR[TP]SP
\dbcfPcRWU^aP[[PRcX^]UP]b1PPVWX"Xb
_aT\XTaX]V^]3Xb]Th7^cbcPaE8?Ua^\
<Ph !!^]fPaSb

A]R_J`fcDeRj2e9`^V FTTZ
a^\cWTV^[ST]PVT^UR^\XRQ^^Zb

CW^a! ) CWT_^fTaUd[Qdc
Paa^VP]cV^SCW^aXbRPbc^dc^U
0bVPaSc^[XeTP\^]VbcWd\P]bX]
<XSVPaS4PacWfWTaTWTb^^]
QTR^\Tb^]T^UcWTXaUX]TbcSTUT]STab
0]c<P]! $) 1X^RWT\Xbc3a7P]Z
?h\dbTbWXb[PcTbcSXbR^eTahPVa^d_
^UbdQPc^\XR_PacXR[Tbc^RaTPcTPbXiT
P[cTaX]VU^a\d[P
;PcTa^]WTSTeT[^_bP]X]bcad\T]c
cWPcWT[_bWX\R^\\d]XRPcTfXcWP]S
R^]ca^[X]bTRcb
1[PRZ?P]cWTa! ') C2WP[[PWTXac^
cWTWXSST]QdcPSeP]RTSZX]VS^\^U
FPZP]SP\dbcbcT_U^afPaSc^[TPSWXb
_T^_[TX]c^P]TfUdcdaTP]S\dbc
R^]Ua^]cPRWP[[T]VTaUa^\WXb
R^d]cahb_Pbc
2P_cPX]<PaeT[! () 2Pa^[3P]eTab
QTR^\Tb^]T^UcWTd]XeTabTb\^bc
_^fTaUd[WTa^TbfWT]4PacWXbRPdVWc
X]cWT\XSS[T^UPVP[PRcXRfPaQTcfTT]
cf^P[XT]aPRTb

5P]SVaP_WXR]^eT[bc^QaX]VX]VcWT\

P[XeT^]bRaTT]cWT<PaeT[2X]T\PcXR
D]XeTabTWPbRWP]VTScWTa^[T^Ubd_Ta
WTa^TbX]cWT[XeTb^U\P]h_T^_[T
BX]RT0_aX[!'!!fPbcWTBd_Ta
7Ta^3Ph3Xb]Th7^cbcPabdQbRaXQTab
fX[[PQ[Tc^Y^X]cWTf^a[Sc^b_T]ScWT
fTTZfPcRWX]VcWT^aXVX]bc^aXTb^UcWT
bd_TaWTa^TbUa^\<PaeT[2X]T\PcXR
D]XeTabT
8a^]<P]!')FWT]P]X]SdbcaXP[Xbc
XbRP_cdaTSWTR^]bcadRcbPWXVWcTRW
Pa\^aTSbdXcc^TbRP_T>]RTWT
\P]PVTbc^TbRP_TWTSTRXSTbc^dbT
WXbbdXcc^UXVWcPVPX]bcTeX[U^aRTbP]S
bPeTcWTf^a[S
2P_cPX]0\TaXRP) CWT5Xabc0eT]VTa
! )0UcTaQTX]VX]YTRcTSfXcWP
b_TRXP[Bd_TaB^[SXTabTad\fWXRW
[TPSbc^WX\STeT[^_X]Vbd_Ta_^fTab
BcTeT\dbccWfPaccWT_[P]b^UP
fPa\^]VTa
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8Uh^dPaT[^^ZX]V
U^aUTfTPbh

aTRX_Tbc^\PZTX]
`dPaP]cX]TcWPc
S^Tb]^caT`dXaTP
c^]^UX]VaTSXT]cb.
FTeTV^ch^d
R^eTaTS
C^\PZT\TP[
_[P]]X]VPbTPbhPb
_^bbXQ[TU^ah^d
P]Sh^daUP\X[h
P\XSbccWXb
R^a^]PeXadb
^dcQaTPZfTeT
a^d]STSd_
aTRX_TbcWPcRP[[U^a
UTfTa\PX]
X]VaTSXT]cb
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DbX]VPf^^ST]b_^^]
RaTP\c^VTcWTacWTQdccTa
[T\^]iTbcbdVPacX[[[XVWc
U[dUUh
!B[^f[hPSSX]cWTTVVb
\XgcX[[cWTTVVbPaT
X]R^a_^aPcTSX]c^cWT\XgcdaT
">]RTP[[cWTTVVbWPeT
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<XgP[[X]VaTSXT]cbc^VTcWTa
TgRT_cQdccTaP]SZ]TPSc^U^a\
Pb\^^cWS^dVW
!0SSQdccTa_PacQh_PacP]S
R^]cX]dTZ]TPSX]VcX[[d]XU^a\
QTT]QTT]\XgTSU^[SX]cWT "0[[^fcWTS^dVWc^_a^^UX]P
U[^daQPZX]V_^fSTa
fPa\_[PRTU^aP]W^daP]S
#;Pbc[h\XgX]cWTRaTP\
cWT]Z]^RZQPRZ
#;TPeTXcX]cWTUaXSVT
$?^dacWTQPccTaX]c^PfT[[
^eTa]XVWc
^X[TScX]
%1PZTPc %STVaTTb
$3XeXSTcWTS^dVWPb_Ta
2T[bXdbU^a!$c^"\X]dcTb aT`dXaT\T]cP]SbWP_TXccWXb
°1h2WTUAdQP]X aTRX_TXb\TP]cU^a"[^PeTb^U
0RPST\h^U?PbcahP]S "V\bTPRW
2d[X]Pah0acb %?a^^UcX[[S^dQ[TX]e^[d\T

QadbWfXcWTVVfPbWPcWX]
TeT]R^Pc^UTVVfPbWPSSX]VP
[Xcc[T[X`dXS cPQ[Tb_^^]_Ta
TVV^a !cPQ[Tb_^^]_Tah^[Z
^afWXcTP]SQPZTPc '^2
d]cX[V^[ST]Qa^f]
2WTUbCX_)
ATUaXVTaPcTP[[X]VaTSXT]cbU^a
^]TW^daQTU^aTZ]TPSX]VcWT
S^dVWc^VTcP[XVWcTaQaTPS
!C^QPZTXcfXcW^dcTVVb
aT_[PRTTVVbfXcWbP\T`dP]cXch
^U\X[Z
1h2WTU=XZ[TbWBWPa\P
0RPST\h^U?Pbcah
P]S2d[X]Pah0acb

µ:R^dfaVch`^R_cZXYe_`h¶
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Q How did your acting career

begin?
I believe I was destined to
get into acting. My friend was
auditioning for a commercial.
I auditioned as well; this was
when I was in college. An idea
took root that this was
something that I could do and
enjoy. I did couple of ads that
with served as good pocket
money. I loved the freedom
that came with having my own
money. I had the liberty to
spend it as I wished. I loved the
whole experience of it. I wanted
to explore the industry more
professionally that’s how I got
into it. Over the years, I have
done several commercials, TV
shows and films. All this I got
due to sheer hard work, talent
and merit.
Q How did you come on
board for Ishaaron Ishaaron
Mein?
The show will always be
special for me as all the actors
in the show are senior and
experienced. I always wanted to
work with them and when I
was called for the look test, I
was really hoping that I get in.
I thank God for that I was
selected at one go.
Q What made you say yes to
Rani Vivek Srivastav?
Rani’s character is very
discreet. It has layers to it. The
role is not easy to play. While
she is fearless, she is a little
scared for her family. She is
usually happy but gets upset at
the slightest of things to people
whom she loves. She is a brat
yet she is the docile girl of the
Srivastav family.
Q The show is about speciallyabled — their dreams and
aspirations. Do you think
people find a connect with
such a subject?
It is a very different kind of
a subject that the makers have
tried to bring on screen. There
have been makers who have
dealt with the subject for films
but never on the small screen.
For TV, it is one of a kind show.
There are many out there who
found a connect with the
storyline since the series is
about love, bonding and family.
Also, there is great chemistry

among the co-stars off-screen
that comes to play on-screen.
Q You have done so many
shows. Is there a favourite
role?
Yes, I loved playing Arpita
Khanna, the cop in Diya Aur
Baati Hum. It was a role that I
enjoyed doing.
I was paired against
Sandhya in the series. Another
role that is close to my heart
was the character of Shanti in
Yeh Un Dinon Ki Baat Hai. In
this show I played a Math
teacher at Pragati Vidya Ka
Mandir School; I was Naina’s
mentor.
Q You have done two-three

films only? Is Bollywood not
on your cards?
I have not shunned
Bollywood I am just looking
forward to doing roles that are
more in tune to what I want to
do henceforth. I don’t want to
take up a role just for the heck
of it. I am hope that I get the
right role so that I can say yes
to it.
Q How are you coping with
the lockdown?
I’ve given my mother
complete rest. I am handling all
household chores of two
houses — mine as well as my
mother’s. Many people know
that my mom is my neighbour

as well. I don’t want her to get
stressed out doing all the work.
One can say I am a
superwoman — managing two
homes.
Q There are lots of rumours
doing rounds related to
COVOD-19? Your advice to
people?
First, and for most
important stop believing
WhatsApp forward messages.
Half of them are fake. Only
trust newspapers and the news
they put out. There are so
many journalists who are out
there working so that they can
bring out the ground reality. We
cannot let their efforts go waste.
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elhi Health Minister
Satyendar Jain on Saturday
D
said that all 11 districts in the
national Capital will remain in
red zone till May 17.
According to Jain, 49 people are in ICU and five are on
ventilator. A "limited" lockdown which includes suspension of air, train and inter-state
road travel will continue to
remain in force for two more
weeks from May 4 across the
country, but some activities
would be allowed after classifications of districts into red,
orange and green zones based
on COVID-19 risk profiling,
the
government
had
announced on Friday.
The national capital had
recorded 3,738 cases of coronavirus and 61 fatalities. On
Friday, 223 new cases were
reported till Friday.
Jain said the 11 districts in

Delhi will be in the red zone till
May 17. "A red zone is an area
where there are more than 10
(coronavirus) cases. The relief
measures announced by centre
will be made available to people," he said.
Talking about the movement of migrant labourers
from Delhi to their home states,
he said the government is talking to other states. "We will
provide the logistics and medical support that will be needed," he said.

n fifth session of Parenting in
the time of Corona, Delhi
Deputy Chief Minister Manish
Sisodia on Saturday launched
‘English and Personality
Development’ programme for
class 10th and 12th students
studying in Delhi Government
schools starting from Monday.
Reviewing the session,
Sisodia said meeting is a review
for our team at Delhi
Government with the different
stakeholders involved.” “We
have just introduced online
classes, it is a huge transition
from the regular classes, both
for the teachers and the students. Some students have
devices and access to the internet, while some do not. So I
wanted to know if this plan is
working and how are we working to get more students to join
our classes,” added Sisodia.
Launching the new initiative for the students of classes
10 and 12, awaiting the completion of board exam and
results, the Delhi Government
introduced "Every day English
and Personality Development
classes" for them to enhance
their spoken english and soft

skills. This initiative will be
open for students from
Monday onwards.
It is being implemented in
partnership with British
Council and Macmillan
Education, Shri Binay Bhushan
said, “Spoken English and personality Development classes
for students of classes 10 and 12
will not only give them an
opportunity to make good use
of current time but also acquire
much needed new skills. The
classes will go on in May and
June and will help in adding to
the confidence of the students.”
Notably,almost 1,60,000
students of class 10 and
1,12,000 students of class 12
have appeared for their board
exams are awaiting their results.
The
Education
Department has decided to
launch spoken english and
personality development classes (online) for them to make
apt use of their free time at
home. “We started special
online classes for Maths for
Class 9 students as it evokes a
degree of fear among many students, in the same way, though
not feared but English, particularly spoken one is a need of
hour. No child should feel

inferior for not being to able to
communicate in it. Hindi is our
language, and the mode of
communication and teaching is
in Hindi only, but we cannot
overlook the importance and
relevance of English in today's
days. To progress further at
national and international level,
our students should have good
command over the language.
And that is why we are starting
the classes from the coming
Monday,” Sisodia said interacting Directorate of Education
( DoE) officials.
Explaining the course
design, the representatives of
British Council and Macmillan

Education said, “The course is
divided into two parts. First is
Everyday English where students will be taught the functional usage of english. The second part is personality development where students will be
taught about peer pressure and
made to learn basic skills like
facing interview. The students
of class 10 and 12 will receive
an SMS with a link everyday.
The link will take them to the
assigned webpage for that day
and then the child will be able
to navigate to activities of the
day. The students would also be
able to self assess from time to
time.”
“About 2,70,000 students
(class 10 and 12 combined) will
be getting the link and will be
able to join the course. With
this launch, we now have intervention for every child, across
all classes, in Delhi
Government schools.” added
Shailendra Sharma.
Reviewing the online math
classes introduced by the Delhi
Govt last week. in partnership
with Khan Academy, Sharma
said “All 4,80,000 students of
class 9 (std 8 students who just
got promoted to std 9 and those
from 2019-20 batch) have

received SMS for the online
math classes. 35,000 students
logged in on the first day itself.
So far 6 sessions have been
shared ( 3 for each batch- current and previous ), and
120,000 students attended it in
the first week.”
Sakshi, student of RPVV,
Rohini, Sec 11 who is attending these classes regularly said,
“ My Maths was slightly weak,
and everyone says that it's a
tough subject in class 9. But my
doubts have been cleared after
taking lessons from Khan
Academy. I understood Online
videos and then the test series
are also helpful” Dr. Sushma,
Maths teacher- Delhi Govt.
teacher said, “The content is
well aligned with the NCERT
and CBSE syllabus.”
“It is important to understand that these online classes
are not to be taken as parallel
teaching. Our teachers should
not think that they have to start
from the scratch when the
schools reopen and get under
pressure. it is a part of the overall teaching, it should be complementing each other,” said
Sisodia added.
“We are teaching the children starting from basic con-
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ith 41 corona cases in one
building, Delhi’s Theke
W
Wali Gali in Kapashera would
not be de-contained soon.
According to the reports
with Delhi government, 41
residing in single building in
Delhi’s Kapashera have tested
positive for Covid-19.
The building is in Theke
Wali Gali near the district collector’s office in Kapashera and
was sealed after one person
developed breathing problems.
One resident, who has been
complaining of respiratory
problems, had tested positive for
the virus on April 18, after
which other residents under-

went tests.
Of the total samples, the
results of 67 people arrived on
Saturday of which 41 people
tested positive.
The authorites had sealed
the area and collected samples
of 175 people living in the area
after the first case emerged
The building is in Theke
Wali Gali near the district collector’s office and was sealed
after one person contracted the
infection, stated the Office of
DM Delhi South-West.
A Government official said
, “Keeping in mind the high density of population in this particular building, the district
administration took the proactive decision of sealing and con-

taining the building on April 19.
While the guidelines mandate sealing an area when minimum three cases have been
reported and government
implemented Operation Shield.
Samples were collected of
all residents in the building and
sent to the National institute of
Biologicals (NIB) in Noida.
“Out of total samples collected from the building, some
reports have come on Saturday
and 41 have tested positive for
COVID-19," the official said.
Last month, a private secretary of southwest District
Magistrate Rahul Singh had
tested positive for COVID-19,
prompting the DM to go into
self-isolation.
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he Delhi Police on Saturday
registered over 100 cases
T
and detained 2,374 people
across the national Capital for
violating government orders
during the coronavirus lockdown.
According to the data
shared by the police, 161 cases
were registered under section
188 (for disobedience to order
duly promulgated by public
servant) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) till 5pm.
Police said that a total of
2,374 people have been
detained under section 65 (persons bound to comply with reasonable directions of police

officers) and 155 vehicles have
been impounded under section
66 of the Delhi Police Act.
“The police also registered
41 cases against people for
stepping outside their residence without wearing masks.
A total of 459 movement passes have been issued,” police
said.
Since March 24, over lakh
people have been detained so
far for violating order under
section 65 of the Delhi Police
Act.

However, on Saturday
Delhi Police received over 700
calls on their 24x7 helpline
number to resolve issues related to lockdown. Police said that
total 35, 074 number of calls
received by police till Saturday
on their helpline 011-23469526.
“Police received 709 calls
from Friday 2 pm to Sarurday
2 pm. Out of 709, around 43
calls were related to outside
Delhi, which have been
referred to respective state
helpline numbers. A total of
four calls were received related to no food/no money, which
have been forwarded to NGO
for direct relief at their addresses,” said police.
“While 373 calls were relat-

ed to movement passes and
were advised to apply online on
website of Delhi Police,” said
police.
“The food delivery network established in all 15 districts with involvement of nearly 400 NGOs/ RWAs/Good
Samaritans facilitated by Delhi
Police has led to provision of
meals/food packets at more
than 250 locations which
enabled feeding of nearly
283253 persons and dry ration
kits to 3756 persons,” said the
police.
The move comes following
nationwide restrictions due to
complete lockdown imposed
across the country to contain
Coronavirus.
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he Delhi Police on Saturday
cautioned migrant labourT
ers against a fake form being

circulated through the social
media after several of them
reached police stations in
Shahdara district to deposit the
filled document thinking it
would streamline the process
for their travel to their home
States.
The police urged the
migrants to not believe in
rumours and said no such
form has been issued.
On Wednesday, Union
Home Secretary Ajay Bhalla
said in an order issued to all
States and union territories
that buses shall be used to
transport migrant workers, pilgrims, students and other people stranded due to the coron-

avirus lockdown.
According to a senior
police official, the migrant
labourers must have gotten
confused and taken the fake
form at face value.
“It came to our notice
when several migrant labourers mostly from Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh reached police
stations of Gandhi Nagar,
Krishna Nagar and Geeta
Colony to deposit filled forms.
They started seeking details
about transportation facility
and urged us to inform them
when the facility begins,” he
said.
Gandhi Nagar, Geeta
Colony and Krishna Nagar
police station falls under
Shahdara district and most of
the migrant workers living in
these jurisdiction work in markets of Gandhi Nagar.
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he Delhi Police on Saturday
T
registered a case of sedition
against Chairman of Delhi

Siddharth Jain , the
Assistant Commissioner of
Police (ACP), Gandhi Nagar
clarified in a video message that
no such form has been issued

by the administration.
The police said strict legal
action will be taken against
those spreading rumours
through social media.

Minority Commission Zafarul
Islam Khan for a controversial
social media post.
According to a senior
police official of Special Cell,
the First Information Report
(FIR) was registered against
Khan on April 30 under section
124 A (sedition) and 153 A
(promoting enmity between
different groups on grounds of
religion, race, place of birth)
after police received a complaint by a resident of Vasant
Kunj.
In the FIR, the complainant alleged that Khan's
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post was “provocative”, "deliberate” and seditious and intended to cause disharmony and
create a rift in the society,
police said, adding that the case
is being investigated by the
cyber cell.
The remarks were posted
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o improve safety and operational efficiencies, backend warriors of Indian
Railways has executed long
pending major maintenance
works of bridges and tracks
besides yard remodeling,
renewal of scissors crossover
during this lockdown.
The ministry said that
these projects pending for several years in different zones
across the country. “Around
500 modern heavy duty track
maintenance machines along
with track, signal and overhead
equipment maintainers have
worked regularly for 10749
machine days to complete
overdue track maintenance of
12270 km plain track and 5263
numbers of turnouts,” it said.
Ultrasonic flaw detection
(USFD) of 30182 kms of track
and 1,34,443 rail welds has
been carried out with USFD
machine. Indian Railways
planned these works during
lockdown period considering it
‘Once in a lifetime opportunity’ to wipe out these maintenance arrears and take up the
execution of work without
affecting the train service,” it
said in a statement.
Apart from ensuring supply chains all essential com-

New Delhi: A doctor of the
NDMC-run Hindu Rao
Hospital has tested positive
for the novel coronavirus, officials said on Saturday.
Two nurses of the hospital
have tested positive for the disease in the last one week. After
the first nurse tested positive
last Saturday, samples of 78

T

modities running through
parcel trains and freight trains,
Indian Railways executed these
long pending maintenance
works during this lockdown
period when passenger services
were suspended due to COVID
-19, it added.
Indian Railways focused on
several long pending overdue
maintenance works requiring
traffic block of long durations.
“These works were pending for
several years and were confronting Railways with severe
bottlenecks. Indian Railways
planned these works during
lockdown period considering it
‘Once in a lifetime opportunity’ to wipe out these maintenance arrears and take up the
execution of work without
affecting the train service,” it
said.

The Ministry further said
that the health of the track has
been monitored through periodic runs of ‘Oscillation
Monitoring System’ (OMS)
cumulating 1,92,488 kms of
track at 5362 peak locations
indicated by OMS test has
been attended to ensure proper quality. “Ultrasonic flaw
detection (USFD) of 30182
kms of track and 1,34,443 rail
welds has been carried out
with USFD machine. Critical
summer precaution activities
like de-stressing of long welded rail (LWR)which involved
huge men power has been
taken up with a new procedure
for carrying out the work with
ensuring social distancing
norms 2,246 kms of de-stressing of LWR has been done,” it
said.

other staffers, including the
doctor, were sent for testing.
Reports of 11 staffers are awaited, they said.
The doctor has no symptoms and is under home isolation, an official of the North
Delhi Municipal Corporation
(NDMC) said.
The largest municipal hos-

pital run by the NDMC was
closed on Saturday after the
first nurse had tested positive.
Both the nurses had five
common contacts, the official
said. Services in emergency
wards, including a flu clinic and
three OPDs at the civic bodyrun hospital, were resumed
from Monday.
PTI

by Khan on Tuesday but deleted after sometime. However,
later, Khan also sought an
apology while the Bharatiya
Janta Party (BJP) demanded his
removal from the commission.
“I realise that my tweet was
ill-timed and insensitive in
view of our county facing a
medical emergency and fighting an unseen enemy. I apologise to all whose sentiments
were hurt," Khan said in a statement.
He further said that his
tweet on April 28, thanking
Kuwait for taking note of the
persecution of Indian Muslims,
in the context of the northeast
Delhi violence, has pained
some people which was never
his intention.

cepts and covering the syllabus
only, so we can take it onwards
from there when the school
reopens", said Dr Sushma.
At the respective school
level, teachers of Delhi
Government are providing last
mile connectivity by informing
and helping their students and
guiding them to do the assignments. Deputy CM also spoke
with some of them today.
Sisodia also spoke with
parents of students receiving
daily exercises via SMS and
IVR and got their feedback on
the same. “My kids are learning something new everyday.
We are participating with them
in the daily activity.,” said a contended parent, Bharat, Real
Estate agent from Laxmi Nagar.
“It is not just me, but even the
grandfather of my kid is getting
involved in making him do the
daily exercise,” said Rajni, a resident of Uttam Nagar.
“I feel online education
and such collaboration is
becoming a viable option and
a much needed one in coming
days.We also want to keep getting the feedback from the
parents. The glimpse of new
generation school of today is
before us now.” said Sisodia.
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Delhi Police constable tested positive for the noval
A
coronavirus. Police said that the
constable was posted at
Jahangirpuri police station in
northwest Delhi.
According to a senior
police official, he used to live in
the barrack at the police station.
"The constable's report of being
positive for Covid-19 came on
Friday. He has been admitted
in a hospital here," he said.
Total 10 police personnel
from the Jahangirpuri police
station have tested positive for
COVID-19.
Two officers - - a head constable and a constable - - of
Jahangirpuri have been recovered and joined their duty on
Saturday afternoon, the officer
said, adding that they received
a round-of-applause when they
came to the police station.
Earlier, three Delhi Police
Crime Branch personnel tested positive for coronavirus.
After two policemen, who
were on lockdown enforcement duty in northeast Delhi,
tested positive for COVID-19
on
Thursday,
Special
Commissioner of Police, operations, Muktesh Chander wrote
a letter to Special CP, Armed
Forces, Robin Hibu informing
him about the development.
"They were residing at barrack number 5 of the Khajoori
Khas police station. In the
same barrack, the staff of commissioner of police reserve was
also residing. It is important
that they are also tested for
COVID-19 and are quarantined immediately. Similar precaution need to be taken for all
CP reserve staff at other locations too," the letter had stated.
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New Delhi: The Delhi Police has received over 700 calls, including 373 related to movement passes, since Friday afternoon on
its 24x7 helpline number, an official said on Saturday.
So far, police have received 35,074 calls on helpline number
011-23469526 since the lockdown was announced on March 24,
he said. Between Friday 2 pm and Saturday 2 pm, they received
a total of 709 calls, the official said, adding that 373 were related to movement passes.
Out of the 709 calls, 43 were from outside Delhi, which were
referred to respective state helpline numbers. Four other calls
received were related to no food/money, which were forwarded to NGOs for direct relief at their addresses.
PTI
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Ne w Delhi: Healthcare
providers working in Delhi
and Gurgaon are having a
harrowing time as they are
unable to commute to work
due to the sealing of the DelhiGurgaon border in the wake of
COVID-19 outbreak. At a
time when they are fighting
the coronavirus battle, inconvenience to them means
inconvenience to several
patients.
Ritu Garg, Zonal Director,
Fortis Memorial Research
Institute says there is an urgent
need to ensure medical assistance to patients on
chemotherapy, dialysis and
having other medical emergencies.
"The biggest challenge we

are currently facing is that a
number of our health workers
are settled outside Gurgaon.
While we are trying to make
some arrangements, it is very
difficult for them to leave
their families and move to
Gurgaon in the present circumstances,” she says.
“It would be a great help if
a system is put into place for
healthcare workers to be
screened and allowed to move
across the border after full validation by authorities," Garg
adds.
Deepak Sharma, a resident
of west Delhi, who works with
a diagnostic lab in Gurgaon is
another such worker who is
bearing the brunt of the sealed
border.

“It is a crucial time for laboratories, and we are working
with full strength, but I cannot
commute to my workplace
now, so it is kind of leave from
work. Also, there is no concept
of work from home in this sector. I did not want to take leave
during such time, but now I
am forced to do it,” he says.
Arjun Dang, CEO, Dangs
Lab says the sealed DelhiGurgaon border is leading to
shortage of manpower, delay
in medical processes that need
to be done on time and also
causing inconvenience to
patients driving to Delhi from
Gurgaon and vice versa.
He said one of their
senior-most doctors who specialises in hematology has not

been able to come to Delhi
from Gurgaon for the last
three days.
"The hematology samples
are mostly oncology samples
and we are unable to process
them. Also, a lot of my patients
come to Delhi for the drivethrough coronavirus testing. It
gets difficult if they are
stopped at multiple places
while they are commuting,"
Dang adds.
Echoing Garg, Dang says
a uniform system be put in
place for healthcare workers
who are travelling between
Delhi and Gurgaon.
He says his organisation
caters to many hospitals in the
NCR and is unable to function
due to the sealed border.

Ritika Sharma, who works
as a nurse in a Delhi hospital
and stays in Gurgaon, says she
has been given time till
Monday to arrange for some
accommodation in Delhi till
the time borders are sealed.
Siddhartha Bhattacharya,
Secretary-General, NathealthHealthcare Federation of
India, says the government
should remove curbs on
movement of doctors, medical
personnel and other associate
service providers, and allow
them to commute to and fro
the Delhi-Gurgaon border.
Nathealth-Healthcare
Federation of India is an apex
industry association of healthcare providers.
PTI
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New Delhi: Lokpal member
Justice (retired) Ajay Kumar
Tripathi, who tested positive for
Covid-19, died after suffering
a cardiac arrest at the AIIMS
Trauma Centre here on
Saturday, official sources said.
Tripathi (62) breathed his
last around 9 PM.
A former chief justice of
the Chhattisgarh High Court,
he had been in the AIIMS
Trauma Centre, which has
been converted into a dedicated Covid-19 hospital, since
the first week of April.
"He was very sick. He was
in the ICU and on ventilator for
last three days," one of the
sources said.
Tripathi is one of the four
judicial members of the anticorruption ombudsman,
Lokpal.
PTI
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Lucknow: Uttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath on
Saturday asked officials to firm
up a plan to provide employment to nearly 20 lakh people in
the State after studying the
Centre's advisory on lockdown
and the permitted economic
activities amid it.
He also asked them to compile all details including names,
addresses, mobile numbers and
work competencies of labourers
returning to the State to facilitate their employment.
"A work plan should be
made to provide employment
to 15-20 lakh people. During
Covid-19 pandemic, the State
Government has paid salaries
to 16 lakh State Government
employees and 12 lakh retired
employees," he said, while
chairing a meeting of senior
State Government officials at
his residence.
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Ranchi: A special train from
Rajasthan's Kota, carrying
around 1,200 students belonging to Jharkhand, reached the
Hatia railway station in Ranchi
on Saturday, a senior railway
official said.
The train entered the platform at 7.05 pm, Divisional
Railway Manager of Ranchi
Neeraj Ambast said.
These students were stranded in Kota due to the nationwide
lockdown imposed to contain
the spread of coronavirus.
Earlier this week, the Union
Ministry of Home Affairs
(MHA) allowed the states to
ferry migrant labourers, students
and tourists back home in buses
or special trains.
Ranchi
Deputy
Commissioner Rai Mahimapat
Ray, Senior Superintendent of
Police Anish Gupta and other
officials were present at the station to receive the students.
The officials welcomed
them with flowers, food packets and water.
Over 300 students from
Ranchi were among those who
returned by the train.
"It is a happy moment," a
girl said as she struggled to
hold back tears.
Shreya, a student from

Ramgarh, got emotional after
getting off the train. "I am very
happy. I was confident that our
(state) government will bring us
back," she said.
Shreya said when other
students started leaving Kota
and she was stranded amid the
uncertainty, it was a "devastating feeling".
"But our teachers were very
supportive, she said.
A woman, who returned
from Kota with her son, broke
down after getting off the train,
but said it was tears of joy after
returning home.
The students headed
towards the buses waiting outside the station, which will take
them to their respective districts
or neighbourhoods in Ranchi.
"I thank our Chief Minister
Hemant Soren...We will achieve
for what we went away from the
state," said another student.
Sujan Kumar, a student,
said he got frustrated and
depressed in Kota as tension was
mounting.
"Now I feel glad," he said.
"When I boarded the train
around 10 am in Kota, I heaved
a sigh of relief as I will be back
home. There was no problem
during the journey," said another student.
PTI
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He said the labourers had
been trying to reach their
native State Uttar Pradesh from
Maharashtra, as they found
no work due to the coronavirus
lockdown.
Yadav said the workers
had boarded the truck on
Friday.
"They all were sent to a
shelter for medical examination. A bus is also being
arranged to send them to Uttar
Pradesh," he said.

An FIR has been registered
against the truck driver under
various sections of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC), Yadav
added. The Centre government recently allowed movement of stranded labourers,
tourists and students from one
state to another on permission
of local authorities.
The Maharashtra government on Friday and Saturday
ran two special trains carrying
migrant workers to Bhopal
and Lucknow.

Adityanath also directed
officials to study the Centre's
advisory pertaining to the lockdown, and, restart economic
activities accordingly.
"Even during the lockdown,
it is necessary to search possibilities. Industrial activities
should be conducted while following all anti-infection measures," he said.
The chief minister observed
that sugar mills have been
allowed to operate and no case
of Covid-19 infection has been
reported from that sector.
Similarly, no such case has
been reported from brick kilns,
he pointed out. "In the same way,
all industries should operate. A
detailed work plan should be
prepared to give a new dimension to investment in the state,"
Adityanath said in a statement,
issued by the UP government.
He also directed that health

check up of labourers who came
back to UP should be mandatorily conducted.
"The respective state governments should be informed
that they should prepare a list of
labourers from UP staying there,
conduct their health check up,
and facilitate their departure.
Health check-ups of labourers
who come back to UP should be
mandatorily conducted. Infrared thermometer should be
made available so that the health
check-up of labourers can be
done," he said.
The health workers should
screen the labourers coming
back to the state, and those who
are healthy should be sent to
home quarantine for 14 days, he
said. “Those who are not well,
should be given treatment. An
officer-in-charge for these activities should be nominated in
every district,” he added. PTI

New Delhi: Traditionally considered in public perception as
a corrupt, inefficient and highhanded institution, the Indian
police have become phenomenally popular and trustworthy
for Indians across the board during the ongoing Covid-19 crisis.
The Covid-19 pandemic
and the ensuing disruption and
sense of fear it has triggered in
India has led to a dramatic
improvement in the public perception of the police as an institution, according to the latest
results of IANS/CVoter tracking
survey conducted across the
country.
This could come as a surprise to many commentators
who consider the police force to
be the most disliked, mistrusted and denigrated institution in
the country. This dramatic
improvement in trust in the
police is visible across all geographies, income and education
levels as well as caste and ethnic
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WRJREDFNDJDLQWR,&New Delhi: Senior advocate
Harish Salve, speaking on the
Kulbhushan Jadhav matter,
said that a point has come in
the case where India would
have to decide whether to go
to the International Court of
Justice (ICJ) for further consequential directions.
Responding to a query on
the current status of the Jadhav
matter, as it has been a while
since the ICJ verdict and also
nothing has been heard so far,
Salve said that India has been
in touch with Pakistan through
various channels.
"I think we have reached a
point where we may have to
decide whether to go to ICJ for
further consequential directions. Because Pakistan has not

moved ahead," said Salve.
He was speaking at the
Adhivakta
Parishad's
Dattopant Thengadi Lecture
Series on the Kulbhushan
Jadhav case and his experience
at the ICJ. The lecture was livestreamed.
Pakistan had alleged that
Jadhav was a senior Indian
intelligence officer who entered
the country illegally to carry
out acts of sabotage at the time
of his arrest. He has been sentenced to death by a Pakistan
military court on terrorism
charges.
Salve insisted that Pakistan
has a serious problem on its
hands, as other than the confession, it has nothing.
Detailing on Pakistan's non-
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Bihar Chief Minister Nitish
Kumar was strongly opposed to
the idea of taking back the migrant
workers at this stage, but had to
succumb after the Ministry of
Home paved the way for their
return.
On Saturday, five Shramik
Special trains carrying almost
5,000-6,000 migrants left Kerala to
Jharkhand and Bihar. Out of the
five trains, two each are for Bihar
and Jharkhand and one for
Odisha.
Three special trains, carrying
1,200 migrant workers each left
Saturday night for Uttar Pradesh
and Odisha from Gujarat’s
Ahmedabad and Surat stations,
while two trains will leave from
Ahmedabad to Agra, another will
depart from Surat to Behrampur
in Odisha.
Chhattisgarh Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel on Saturday urged
Railway Minister Piyush Goyal to
run at least 28 trains to bring back
1.17 lakh labourers from the State
stranded in 21 States and four
Union Territories.

cooperation, Salve said that till
date, Pakistan has refused to
share the FIR, the chargesheet
and also the judgment of the
military court.
Also, the confession does
not disclose any particular
offence, he added.
He also cited the limitations in fighting the case at the
ICJ. Salve said the dispute
had to be brought under the
Vienna Convention, as it
should fall under the ICJ's
treaty jurisdiction. Salve said
that breach of basic human
rights by Pakistan was not
available as a ground for a dispute between India and
Pakistan. "That is the limitation we were stuck with,"
added Salve.
IANS

According to Railways, the
first Shramik Special train to
Bihar, carrying 1,187 migrant
labourers, reached the Danapur
railway station in Patna from
Rajasthan’s Jaipur on Saturday
afternoon after a 16-hour journey.
Meanwhile, the first “Shramik
Special” train carrying 839 migrant
workers would be arriving at
Lucknow railway station from
Nashik in Maharashtra on Sunday.
UP Chief Minister Yogi Adityanath
has asked officials to firm up a plan
to provide employment to nearly
20 lakh people in the State.
He also asked them to compile
all details including names,
addresses, mobile numbers and
work competencies of labourers
returning to the State to facilitate
their employment.
On the other hand, the Indian
Railways will charge for tickets for
operating special trains for stranded migrant workers. The fare
includes the price of regular sleeper class tickets plus superfast
charges of Rs 30 and an additional charge of Rs 20.
“This includes meals and
drinking water for long-distance
trains. State Governments will
coordinate and can pay on passengers’ behalf, the Railways clarified.

identities.
At an all-India level, the latest tracking survey revealed that
among 18 odd institutions that
were tracked, the biggest positive jump in image has been registered by the Indian police.
While in 2018, only about 29.9
per cent of the respondents had
expressed a "lot of trust" in the
police, during the Covid-19
pandemic in 2020, this figure has
shot up to an overwhelming 70
per cent Indians expressing the
same feeling.
Correspondingly, the number of Indians who displayed a
lack of trust in the police has fallen dramatically in the same time
period. In 2018, 28.4 per cent of
the respondents said that they
have "no trust at all" in the police
as an institution. By 2020, with
Covid-19 playing havoc, just 8.1
per cent of Indians said that they
had "no trust at all" in the
police. The nett trust factor for
the police zoomed up from a

measly 1.5 per cent to a massive
61.8 per cent at the national level.
Compelling human-interest
stories and their narration in
mainstream as well as social
media have perhaps added to
this changing perception of the
police. A few examples will
illustrate this point.
Tammana in Bareilly in
Uttar Pradesh was expecting a
child and was worried. Her
husband Anil was at work hundreds of kilometres away in
Noida. Thanks to the lockdown, Anil could not travel to
Bareilly. A desperate Tamanna
made a video and tagged the SSP
of Bareilly who forwarded it to
his colleagues in Noida. An
Additional DCP at Noida,
Ranvijay Singh, took it up as a
personal challenge and ensured
that Anil reached Bareilly without any hiccups despite the
travel ban. A healthy young
boy was delivered and the grateful parents named him
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ollywood actor Rishi
Kapoor's ancestral home,
B
dubbed as the 'Kapoor Haveli',
here cannot be converted into
a museum as promised by the
Pakistan Government due to
financial constraints, sources
said on Saturday.
In 2018, the Pakistan
Government decided to convert the 'Kapoor Haveli' in
Qissa Khwani Bazar in
Peshawar
in
Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa province into a
museum, heeding to a request
by Rishi Kapoor who died this
week at a hospital in Mumbai.
Foreign Minister Shah
Mahmood Qureshi had
assured Rishi Kapoor that the
Pakistan Government will convert the actor's house into a

Interestingly,
State
Governments and railways are
neither announcing the schedule
of the trains in public nor giving
too much of advance notice to the
migrants.
In a related development,
Karnataka Chief Minister B S
Yediyurappa and Odisha Chief
Minister Naveen Patnaik discussed
transportation of Odisha labourers residing in Karnataka. The two
Chief Ministers were joined by
Union Minister Dharmendra
Pradhan via video conference
mode and discussed the current
status of migrant labourers.
Meanwhile, Yediyurappa and
Deputy Chief Minister Lakshman
Savadi discussed the modalities of
allowing migrants travelling by
State owned buses to their respective districts in the State. It was
decided that single fare tariff for
migrants travelling by Karnataka
Roadways buses in the State be
allowed after following social distance. The other fare is to be borne
by the labour department.
Har yana Chief Minister
Manoharlal Khattar has asked
migrant workers in the State not
to leave and start working in
industrial units that have been
allowed to resume operations
amid lockdown.

museum.
The sources in the Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) Heritage
Department told PTI that the
department prepared a comprehensive plan under which
the haveli's front would be
preserved and its inner portion
will be repaired and renovated.
However, the plan did not go
ahead due to lack of financial
resources, they said.
Federal Minister Shaheryar
Afridi had promised to give the
status of museum to the
'Kapoor Haveli' soon after the
present Government of Imran
Khan's Pakistan Tehreek-einsaaf party came into power in
July 2018.
However, the announcement to this effect could not be
materialised despite a lapse of
around two years.
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The advisory also directed the formations to place four to five Personal Protection
Equipment kits in the vehicles carrying personnel detailed for duties. If the personnel
entered hotspots for duty, they must wear
PPE kits and on return, the used PPE kits
must be destroyed as per guidelines.
Paramilitary personnel with serious
health ailments visiting Composite Hospitals
here must come with a corona negative test
report as they are being entitled to empanelled private hospitals for treatment. "Any
patient being sent to Delhi for treatment at
empanelled hotspot must be sent with negative corona report without which patient
will not be accepted," reads the advisory.
The Central Reserve Police Force is
also mulling over a proposal to increase
the number of beds for quarantine facilities across the country. The CRPF has so
far set up quarantine facilities for admitting 1,800 patients/suspects. Meanwhile,
a paramilitary personnel who visited the
Composite Hospital of the Force here
today has been tested positive for corona
virus. Detailed contact tracing with this
patient is being carried out to take precautionary measures.
The entire Welfare Branch of the CRPF
has already home quarantined including 49
personnel for 14 days and a Deputy
Inspector General of the branch after being
traced to have been contact with a Havildar

Mohhamed Ranvijay.
A video went viral showing
a visibly emotional lonely senior
citizen breaking down looking
at a Chandigarh Police team surprising him with a cake to celebrate his birthday. Another
viral video was of hilarious
reactions of lockdown violators
spoofed by Chennai Police into
locking them in an ambulance
with a fake Covid-19 patient as
a punishment.
The Delhi Police's drive
with Uday Foundation to distribute ration among the homeless has been among the countless positive stories circulated on
social media. The outreach programme of the police took
another level when none less
than Superintendent of Police of
faraway Umaria in Madhya
Pradesh called on all senior citizens living alone in his area and
personally ensured uninterrupted supply of essentials delivered to their doorsteps. IANS
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Chandigarh: The Punjab
Government on Saturday
decided to test all those returning from outside, saying it
can't rely on the medical examination conducted by other
states in the wake of a surge in
the infection count.
It also decided to ramp up
coronavirus testing, with Chief
Minister Amarinder Singh
directing to increase the capacity to 6,000 tests a day by midMay.
The states' coronavirus
tally rose substantially in the
past a few days due to a large
number of Sikh pilgrims evacuated from Maharashtra's
Nanded testing positive for
the virus.
So far, 292 pilgrims have
been found infected with the
virus, a Government statement said.
PTI

with Covid-19 symptoms like headache,
throat infections and fever.
The BSF has reported a total of 17 positive cases till now. In the BSF, seven personnel have been found Covid-19 positive
in Delhi on Saturday. All of them were on
duty with Delhi Police. Personnel from a
company of 126 Battalion of BSF and 178
Battalion of BSF were deployed in Jama
Masjid/Chandani Mahal area. All of them
have been moved to Composite and Referral
Hospital, Noida. Five more BSF personnel
have been found positive from the BSF
Hospital RK Puram ward. "Few critically ill
patients are admitted here, who visit different super specialty hospitals from this
ward. One such kidney patient, who visits
an outside super specialty hospital for
dialysis, have been found positive on April
29. He has been admitted to LNJP Hospital,"
an official said.
Two other BSF personnel suffering from
cancer, who visited a cancer specialty hospital, from the BSF hospital ward, were
found positive on April 30. Both cancer
patients are now admitted to Jai Prakash
Narayan Trauma Centre.
Other patients admitted in BSF hospital ward with above patients, their attendants, nursing staff have been quarantined
and tested. Out of these, five more positive
case have come today.
Two BSF personnel were found positive
in Tripura. One of them was admitted to
local hospital at Dhalai district. Other person found positive is his attendant.
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Outside Punjab, in a
biggest-ever surge in coronavirus infections in a single day,
Mumbai’s Dharavi recorded as
many as 89 Covid-19 positive
cases on Saturday, taking the
total infected cases in Asia’s
largest slum to 496. There have
been as many 127 new infections in Dharavi during the last
48 hours. While as many as 38
persons tested positive for
Covid-19 on Friday, the infected cases jumped to 89 in a single day on Saturday.
Maharashtra added 790
new cases on Saturday after a
day when it added 1,008 cases.
The State has now a total of 12,
296 cases and 521 deaths.
Gujarat added 33 new cases
for total of 5,054 and 262
deaths while Tamil Nadu saw
another day of big surge reporting 231 cases for a total of
2,757. Uttar Pradesh also
reported big number at 157 for
total of 2,487. Ahmedabad
recorded the highest single-day
fatality count with 20 deaths,
and a spike of 250 new cases.
The city’s total number of
deaths has reached 185
After the number of
Covid-19 patients in Tamil
Nadu touched the 2,757 mark,

a new crisis has unfolded in
Chennai because of shortage of
beds in Government-run hospitals to admit those tested positive for coronavirus.
Out of the 2,757 tested positive for coronavirus on
Saturday, Chennai registered
174 cases. A single street in
Chennai’s Triplicane area registered 42 Covid-19 diseases on
Saturday and this has substantiated the apprehensions about
community transmission in
the capital city though the
Government is yet to accept it.
There are 1,384 active
coronavirus cases in the State.
The number of fatalities
reached 29 with the passing
away of one patient on
Saturday. The increase in the
number of coronavirus
patients in the State came
immediately after the Tamil
Nadu Government’s decision
to relax the rules and regulations about the opening of
shops and business establishments in the State.
After remaining free from
any positive cases for a month,
Wayanad in Kerala reported a
lone Covid-19 case on
Saturday, following which the
district was marked from the
green to the orange zone, Chief

Minister Pinarayi Vijayan said,
even as he asserted that the
State cannot afford to lower its
guard.
The other positive case in
the State was from Kannur,
which has the highest number
of cases at present.
Andhra Pradesh reported
62 new Covid-19 cases in the
last 24 hours, taking the total
number of positive cases in the
state to 1,525. The toll stands
at 33.
Despite this steep rise in
the number of cases, the country’s recovery rate has jumped
past the 26 per cent mark.
In the past one week, about
1,500 new cases were reported
each day on an average. Yet, the
recovery rate of coronavirus
patients has doubled in the past
14 days. According to the
Health Ministry, a total of
9,950 people have been cured,
and in the last 24 hours, 1,061
patients have recovered.
“This takes our total recovery rate to 26.65 per cent. The
total number of confirmed
cases is now 37,336. Since
Friday, an increase of 2,293 has
been noted in the number of
Covid-19 confirmed cases in
India,” read a Health Ministry
statement on Saturday.
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He had detailed deliberation with Commerce and MSME
Ministries among others on Thursday with focus on attracting
both domestic and overseas investment and revival of small businesses in the country so that the recovery process is hastened.
In view of continued state of lockdown with economic activities almost at standstill, a repeat dose of relief measures for the
smaller business segment and a stimulus package for India Inc
is on the anvil and may be announced shortly, sources said.
Last month, the Government had announced an economic
package of Rs 1.7 lakh crore under Prime Minister ‘Garib Kalyan
Yojna’ for daily wage earners, farmers, women and senior citizens and pensioners in the organised and unorganised sectors
aimed at helping the poor sections of the society when the country was under a 21-day lockdown announced by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi from March 25.
Under this first stimulus deprived sections were to receive
additional 5kg of wheat or rice per person as also ‘dal’ of 5 kg
per household for next three-months besides getting money in
their bank accounts through DBT (Direct Bank transfer). A total
of 80 crore people were covered under the first economic package.
The Government had first imposed a 21-day nationwide lockdown beginning March 25 and later extended it till May 3 which
is now again being extended for two weeks.
Beginning May 4, the Government has decided to ease certain restrictions including opening of industries for green and
orange districts which either have nil or low number of cases. The
easing of restriction in specified districts is till May 17 with strict
vigil by local administration.
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Jain said the 11 districts in Delhi will be
in the red zone till May 17. “A red zone is an
area where there are more than 10 (coronavirus) cases. The relief measures announced
by centre will be made available to people,” he
told reporters.
Talking about the movement of migrant
labourers from Delhi to their home States, he
said the Government is talking to other States.
“We will provide the logistics and medical support that will be needed,” he said.
Delhi Tourism and Transportation
Development Corporation, Delhi State
Industrial and Infrastructure Development
Corporation, Delhi State Civil Supplies
Corporation Limited and Delhi Consumer’s
Cooperative Wholesale Store have been given
the rights to open liquor shops in public places,
except in malls.
The agencies have been asked to provide
the details immediately and also give an
undertaking stating that liquor shops being
allowed to open will fulfil all conditions prescribed by the MHA, according to the Excise
Department.
There are around 450 liquor shops, except
those in malls, in the national Capital.
In the latest guidelines issued by the Home
Ministry, sale of liquor, paan, tobacco will be
allowed after ensuring minimum six-feet
social distancing while no more than five people will be allowed inside a shop at a time.

These shops should not be located in markets and malls in urban areas. In rural areas,
all shops are permitted to remain open without any distinction of essential and non-essential.
However, consumption of liquor, paan,
gutka, tobacco etc is not allowed in public
places during the lockdown.
On Saturday, the Centre decided to
extend the ongoing lockdown by two weeks
effective from May 4. In an order, the Union
Home Ministry said the decision was taken
after a comprehensive review of the Covid-19
situation.
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ationwide salutations to
“corona warriors” by the
N
armed forces commenced on
Saturday with military bands
playing in various districts and
the Services helicopters showering petals at hospitals treating
the coronavirus affected. The
grand finale on Sunday will see
fighter jets streaming across the
skies in thrilling fly pasts and
some aircraft and helicopters flying over hospitals in the national Capital and other parts of the
country.
The armed forces will also
pay respect to the police by placing wreath at the National Police
Memorial here and helicopters
showering flowers as a mark of
gratitude.
This unique way of thanksgiving to the frontline fighters of
the pandemic was carried out a
day after Chief of Defence
Staff(CDS) General Bipin Rawat
announced that the nation will
witness such activities as a tribute to corona warriors including
doctors, nurses, sanitation workers, police personnel and media
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on Sunday.
He had said IAF planes will
fly past from Srinagar to
Thiruvananthapuram and
Dibrugarh to Kutch on Sunday
to honour the corona fighters
besides warships deployed on
the coasts will be lit up in the
evening. Moreover, the army
bands will perform in almost all
districts of the country.
In fact, the bands performed
in some parts of the country
including Srinagar, Kolkata and
Gandhinagar towns on Saturday
also, officials said here. Also,
warships
in
Thiruvananthapuram lit up on
Saturday and will do so on
Sunday too. In fact, the Navy

and Coast Guard have planned
to put up such a show at 25
places across the country.
Giving details about the
IAF fly past, especially in the
national capital on Sunday, they
said the aerial salute is planned
between 10-10.30 am. The
Services helicopters will also
shower petals on the National
Police Memorial earlier in the
day, officials said.
The fly past includes fighter aircraft formations, comprising of the Sukhoi-30 MKI, MiG29 and Jaguar over Rajpath, and
will orbit over Delhi and will be
visible to the residents of Delhi
from their roof tops.
In addition, C-130 transport

aircraft will follow a similar
profile as fighters covering the
entire Delhi and National
Capital Region(NCR). The aircraft will be flying at an approximate height of 500-1000 meters
keeping aerospace safety in
mind especially in respect of bird
activity.
Moreover, helicopters will
drop petals on Police War
Memorial followed by Delhi
hospitals involved in providing
relief to patients of COVID-19
between 10-10.30 am. The list of
hospitals includes AllMS, Deen
Dayal Upadhyay Hospital, GTB
Hospital, Loknayak Hospital,
Ram Manohar Lohia Hospital,
Safdarjang Hospital, Sri Ganga

Ram Hospital, Baba Saheb
Ambedkar Hospital, Max Saket,
Rohini Hospital, Apollo
Indraprastha Hospital and Army
Hospital Research and Referral.
The events start on Sunday
morning with wreath laying at
the Police Memorial on behalf of
all three Service Chiefs to show
respect towards the sacrifice by
our police and paramilitary
forces.
Helicopters from IAF and
Indian Navy will fly over hospitals treating Corona patients
and shower petals as a tribute to
the Corona warriors. Naval helicopters will shower petals on
hospitals at Mumbai, Goa, Kochi
and Visakhapatnam on Sunday.
In the evening hours, Naval
ships at sea on the coasts of
Mumbai, Porbandar, Karwar,
Visakhapatnam, Chennai,
Kochi and Port Blair will light
up and fire flares in solidarity,
Anand said. In addition to the
Navy, Coast Guard ships will be
seen at 24 places some of
which are - Porbandar, Okha,
Ratnagiri, Dahanu, Murud,
Goa, New Mangalaore,
Kavarati, Karaikal, Chennai,
K r i s h n a p a t n a m ,
Nizamapatanam, Puducherry,
Kakinada, Paradip, Gopalpur,
Sagar Island, Port Blair,
Diglipur, Mayabundur, Hut
bay and Campbel Bay. A total
of 46 Coast Guard ships and
around 10 helicopters will take
part in the initiative.
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s the country looks to
overcome the economic
A
setback dealt by the coronavirus pandemic, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on
Saturday discussed ways to
reform the agriculture sector
with emphasis on agriculture
marketing, access of farmers to
institutional credit and freeing
the sector of various restrictions with appropriate backing
of laws.
Agriculture accounts for
15 per cent of India's gross
domestic product and is a
source of livelihood for more
than half of the country's 1.3
billion population.
Union
Agriculture
Minister Narendra Singh
Tomar, Union Home Minister
Amit Shah and Union Finance
Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
were present in the meeting.
The prime minister has
been stressing on boosting
exports to aid economic
growth. The meeting also discussed ways to make several
government instruments for
the sector including the Kisan
Credit Cards, PM-KISAN and
e-Nam even more effective
and increase their contribution
to farmer welfare.

Kisan Credit Cards offer
short-term credit limits for
crops and term loans to holders by participating banks
including cooperatives. This
initiative grants farmers access
to formal banking networks.
KCC credit cardholders are
also eligible for personal accident insurance for death and
permanent disability.
The Prime Minister
directed to further strengthen
the role of FPOs to bring
vibrancy in agrarian economy,
transparency in agriculture,
trade and enable maximum
benefits to the farmers. The
government has maintained
that the country's farm sector
is functioning smoothly
despite the Covid-19 lockdown and there will not be
much impact on its growth in
the current fiscal, unlike other
sectors.
The pros and cons of biotechnological developments in
crops or enhancement of productivity and reduction in
input costs was also deliberated, an official statement said.
“Overall emphasis was on
revisiting the existing laws
governing market for better
price realization and freedom
of choice to the farmers,” said
an agriculture ministry official.

The meeting also focused
on making strategic interventions in the existing marketing
eco-system and bringing
appropriate reforms in the
context of rapid agricultural
development.
Discussion also emanated
on the possibilities of a uniform statutory framework in
the country to facilitate new
ways for farming which will
infuse capital and technology
in the agrarian economy.
The challenges of the
Model Agricultural Land
Leasing Act, 2016 and how to
protect the interest of small
and marginal farmers was discussed in detail. Ways to
make
the
Essential
Commodities Act compatible
with present times so that
large-scale private investment
in post-production agriculture infrastructure is incentivised, and how it has a positive effect on commodity
derivative markets, was also
discussed.
Developing Brand India',
creation of commodity specific
boards/councils and promotion of agri-clusters or contract
farming are some of the interventions that were deliberated
to boost agriculture commodity export.
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ongress on Saturday
launched a fresh tirade
C
against the Modi Government
over its attitude on handling the
migrants affected due to corona scare.
The party also questioned
the go ahead to the Central
Vista plan despite suggestions
to shelve the costly project in
view of the economic challenges
presented by coronavirus outbreak and called it a “criminal
waste” of public money.
Accusing the Government
of not handling the issue of
migrant labourers in a humane
or compassionate manner,
Congress chief spokesman
Randeep Singh Surjewala
urged the Prime Minister and
the Centre to ferry the migrant
labourers to their home in

sanitised trains for free, along
with food. The party said Prime
Minister Narendra Modi must
come forward and address the
countrymen to enlighten them
on the way ahead in dealing
with the coronavirus and the
economic situation. Asking
when the lockdown will finally end, Surjewala said the
Prime Minister must also lay
out the exit strategy from it and
spell out the goalpost in dealing with the Covid-19 pandemic and economy.
"Will we see another lockdown? When will the lockdown finally end? The Prime
Minister must come forward
and address 130 crore Indians
and enlighten them on the way
ahead," Surjewala told reporters
at a AICC press briefing through
video-conferencing.
Senior Congress leader
Anand Sharma urged Modi to
halt the central Vista project for
now, along with the proposed
mega central secretariats in 17
state capitals, calling it a “criminal waste” of public money in
the times of coronavirus pandemic. “Urging PM to shelve the
wasteful Central Vista project &

proposed mega Central secretariats at 17 State capitals.
Spending over C25,000 crore on
grand buildings at a time of
unprecedented national crisis
will be a criminal waste of public money,” Sharma said.
The opposition parties
have sought the scrapping of
the project citing the economic burden placed by the coronavirus outbreak.
In the past few days, the project, however, received two key
approvals, including from the
environment ministry’s expert
appraisal committee and the
Central Vista committee, taking
it a step closer to reality.
Another senior Congress
leader Abhishek Manu Singhvi
questioned the two clearances
for the project when a second
fiscal relief package to mitigate
the hardships faced by several
sectors of economy and individuals was yet to be announced.
“The lockdown has been
extended for a second time and
a new parliament building has
been approved, but there is still
no sign of a second financial
package to support industries.
Does the BJP Govt care at all?”
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he CPI(M) Politburo on
Saturday urged President
Ram Nath Kovind and Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to
come out with a comprehensive
economic package for the poor
and the medium and small
industries to survive the
adverse Covid-19 impact.
In a detailed proposal, the
Left party suggested that the
Centre must immediately give
C7,500 per month for three
months for the non-Income
Tax paying families. The proposal also suggested for the
revival of MGNREGS activities
across the country to engage
poor to find their income and
packages for MSMEs, which
are the major job providers in
the country.
The CPI(M) also suggested for Supplementary Budget
to add up new taxes and
increases in the wealth tax.
“The total sum required for
such cash and food transfers for
the respective periods is estimated to be about 3 per cent of
the Gross Domestic Product,
on the assumption of a 20 per

T

cent voluntary “dropout” by the
rich from the list of beneficiaries. Raising taxes for this purpose has to be explored later,
when a supplementary budget
will become necessary. In that
budget wealth tax will have to
play a crucial role: it will both
raise resources and also keep
the rapidly increasing wealth
inequality
in
check.
Additionally, a tax on the super
rich should also be imposed,”
said CPI(M).
“How long this distress
will continue is not known; but
to start with, the central government must make available
to every non income tax pay-

ing household C7,500 per
month for a period of three
months, and to every individual 10 kg. of free grains per
month for a period of six
months. There are 77 million
tonnes of food grains with the
FCI at present against the
buffer-cum-operational stock
“norm” of 24 million tonnes; in
addition, about 40 million
tonnes of rabi harvest will be
added to this amount.
“So, there are plenty of
grains available for distribution, so much so that the government is planning to use rice
stocks for producing ethanol.
Giving food free to the distressed millions surely has priority over such use. In cases
where the recipients have no
cooking facility, cooked food
can be given in lieu of grain.
The nation wide network of
mid-day meals scheme can be
used for this purpose. Apart
from cereals a certain amount
of pulses, cooking oil and
other necessities should also be
provided free over this period,”
said the detailed proposal of
CPI(M) to President and
Prime Minister.
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aintaining "there should
be no concern over priM
vacy-related issues", Union
I&B Minister and senior BJP
leader Prakash Javadekar on
Saturday said that the Aarogya
Setu app is one of the best scientific means to alert people
if some Covid-19 infected
person is nearby.
He was responding to
AIMIM MP Asaduddin
Owaisi's remark on the possibility of private information
being collected by the app.
Javadekar said the app is
being preferred worldwide
over other means of tracking
and mapping the pandemic.
"It alerts people if some
Covid-19 infected person is
near them. This is one of the
best scientific means. There is
no privacy-related issue here,"
he told ANI.
"There is no information
actually. If you have a cough,
a cold or tested positive, then
only you have to fill up the
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New Delhi: Seventeen personnel of the Border Security Force
(BSF) in Delhi and Tripura have
tested positive for coronavirus,
a force spokesperson said on
Saturday.
He said out of the total,
seven troops who were deployed
as part of an assistance deployment to Delhi Police in the
Chandni Mahal and Jama
Masjid areas over the past few
weeks, have tested positive. They
are part of the 126th and 178th
battalion of the force. The troops
have been admitted to an isolation facility of the CAPF
(Central Armed Police Forces)

Referral hospital located in
Greater Noida near here. Eight
more personnel, admitted at a
force hospital in RK Puram, also
contracted the virus and their
tests were confirmed over the
last few days, the spokesperson
said. These include two personnel who are suffering from
cancer and their attendants.
Two more personnel have contracted the disease in Tripura, he
said. The BSF is primarily tasked
with guarding Indian borders
with Pakistan and Bangladesh
apart from rendering a variety
of duties in the internal security domain of the country. PTI

ven as the Centre defended
the contact-tracing app,
E
Congress leader Rahul Gandhi

on Saturday raised doubts over
the Aarogya Setu mobile application saying it is a "sophisticated surveillance system" outsourced to a private operator,
raising serious data security
and privacy concerns.
'The Arogya Setu app, is a
sophisticated surveillance system, outsourced to a pvt operator, with no institutional oversight - raising serious data
security & privacy concerns.
Technology can help keep us
safe; but fear must not be
leveraged to track citizens

without their consent," Rahul
said on Twitter.
According to the Centre,
the mobile application helps
users identify whether they
are at risk of the Covid-19
infection. It also provides people with important information, including ways to avoid
coronavirus and its symptoms.
Congress chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said
various experts have raised
multiple issues of privacy
regarding Aarogya Setu app.
"We are looking at the privacy issues, as also the compulsory deduction of amount
and hopefully within next 24
hours we will come with a more
comprehensive and a calibrat-

ed response on the issue. But,
these are areas of concern, we
have noted," he said at AICC
press conference.
"The Aarogya Setu app, is
a sophisticated surveillance
system, outsourced to a pvt
operator, with no institutional
oversight - raising serious data
security & privacy concerns.
Technology can help keep us
safe; but fear must not be
leveraged to track citizens without their consent," he said on
Twitter.
The Central Government
has made it compulsory for all
its employees to download
the app and urged private
entitles to also ask their
employees to use it.

New Delhi: Hitting out at
Rahul Gandhi for calling
'Aarogya Setu' app a sophisticated surveillance system, the
BJP on Saturday said the
Congress leader spoke a "new
lie" daily and retorted that
those who indulged in surveillance all their lives won't know
how technology can be leveraged for good.
Senior party leader Ravi
Shankar Prasad, who is also
communications, electronics
and information technology
minister, rejected Gandhi's
charge that the app has been
outsourced to a private operator and asserted that it has a

robust data security architecture.
"Mr Gandhi, really high
time that you stop outsourcing
your tweets to your cronies who
do not understand India," he
tweeted, adding that the app,
which the government says is a
tool in fighting the coronavirus, is being appreciated
globally.
Attacking Gandhi, Prasad
said, "Daily a new lie. Aarogya
Setu is a powerful companion
which protects people. It has a
robust data security architecture. Those who indulged in
surveillance all their lives, won't
know how tech can be leveraged for good!"
PTI

information. The app will
continue to operate for the
next one or two years. The
lockdown will be over soon,
but this app will be a
permanent help till we win
the war against this pandemic," he said.
Javadekar also said that
India took various timely initiatives, including a countrywide lockdown, and its management of Covid-19 has been
better than other countries.
"That is why it (lockdown)
has been extended for two
weeks. The various zones are
well-defined. Following the
social distancing norm of ''do
gaz ki doori'' will be a
new normal till the time a vaccine is developed for Covid19," he said.
Earlier, attacking the
Government, Owaisi had
tweeted: "The Central govt is
fighting COVID-19 with taali,
thaali, bijli & a very shady app.
Now Delhi's Sultans have
issued a farmaan that people
have no choice in the matter.
They MUST share their private data with govt (& whoever the govt wants? (sic)"
The Government has
made the coverage of containment zones through the
Aarogya Setu app a must in its
guidelines during lockdown
3.0. All Central government
employees too have to mandatorily download the app.
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s the non-Covid Hospitals
have been asked to be open
A
for patients, the Union Health
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Ministry on Friday issued guidelines on the rational use of personal protective equipment
(PPE) for healthcare workers in
such treatment areas.
These guidelines are in continuation of guidelines issued
previously on 'Rational use of
Personal Protective Equipment,'
and specifies on the type of personal protective equipment to be
used in mild, moderate, low and
high-risk areas.
The Personal protective
equipment (PPE) is a combination of protective gears designed
to safeguard the health of workers by minimising the exposure
to a biological agent. Goggles,
face-shield, mask, gloves, coverall/gowns (with or without

aprons), head cover and shoe
cover are components of PPE.
The full complement of
PPE includes N-95 mask, coveralls, goggles, nitrile examination gloves and shoe cover.
In addition to this, the ministry has also advised them to
take standard precautions, not
use PPEs as alternative to basic
preventive public health and follow respiratory etiquette.
Besides this, the Ministry
said that health functionaries
working in moderate risk-environment, such as dental cham-

ber, check-up clinic, ICU, labour
room, operation theatre, lab,
should wear triple layer medical
mask, face shield, sterile latex
gloves and goggles.
Those working in the mild
risk area of the hospital such as
help desk, doctor chamber,
pharmacy counter, ward room,
blood bank, radio diagnosis
have been advised to put on
triple layer medical masks and
latex examination gloves. Staff
working in low risk areas
should just wear masks.
Help desk/ registration
counter, doctors'' chamber used
for clinical management of
patients and pharmacy counters
among others have been marked
in the mild-risk category and the
Ministry has recommended the
use of triple layer medical mask
and latex examination gloves,
besides following social distancing guidelines and frequent

use of hand sanitiser over gloves.
Chambers of dental/ENT
doctors/ophthalmology doctors
and pre- anesthetic check-up
clinics have been categorised as
moderate-risk areas where the
usage of N-95 mask, goggles,
latex examination gloves has
been advised.
All hospitals should identify a separate triage and holding
area for patients with influenzalike illness so that Covid-19 suspect cases are triaged and managed away from the main outpatient department, as per the
guidelines.
It has recommended the use
of triple layer medical mask, face
shield ( wherever feasible), sterile latex gloves and goggles.
Patients should also wear masks
in labor rooms and latex examination gloves while handling a
body in wards or ICU.
According to the guide-

lines, areas where emergency
cases are attended come in the
mild risk category and areas in
the Emergency department
where severely ill patients are
being attended to while performing aerosol generating procedure have been marked in the
high risk category.
The ministry has recommended usage of all the
components of PPE in high
risk areas.
Besides, laboratories which
are used for sample collection
and transportation and testing
of routine (non-respiratory)
samples come under mild-risk
category, while labs where respiratory samples are collected
and tested fall in moderate-risk
category, according to the
guidelines.
Radio-diagnosis and blood
bank, etc. fall in the mild-risk
category, while kitchen areas

have been marked in the lowrisk category.
Ambulances transporting
patients not on any assisted
ventilation come under the lowrisk category, while emergency
vehicles carrying patients with
severe acute respiratory infections (SARI) come under the
high-risk category.
The guidelines stated that
standard precautions should
be followed at all times and
PPEs are not alternative to
basic preventive public health
measures which must be followed regularly.
"Always follow the laid
down protocol for disposing
off PPEs as detailed in infection
prevention and control guidelines available on the website of
MoHFW. In addition, patients
and their attendants are encouraged to put on face covers," the
guidelines stated.

nion Home Ministry on
Saturday clarified that
U
buses are not allowed in
Orange Zones. Bus transport is
only allowed in Green Zones
with 50 per cent passengers
with social distancing norms.
In Orange Zones, Taxis and
Cab Services like Uber and Ola
are allowed with two passengers and a driver.
“In the Orange Zones, in
addition to the activities prohibited throughout the country,
inter-district and intra-district
plying of buses remains prohibited. Two other activities
have been allowed with restrictions: Taxis and cab aggregators
are permitted, with one driver
and two passengers only.
Inter-district movement of

individuals and vehicles is
allowed, only for permitted
activities, with maximum two
passengers, besides the driver,
in four wheeler vehicles,” said
MHA in a clarification. The
MHA officials also said that all
stand alone shops including
liquor shops are permitted
subject to State Government’s
clearance in Red Zones. But
Barbershops, Saloons, Spas are
not permitted in Red Zones.
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wo Army personnel sacrificed their lives in the cross
LoC firing in Rampur sector of
Uri in Baramulla district late
Friday night while two terrorists were eliminated by the joint
teams of security forces in
Dangerpora area of Pulwama
on Saturday.
Meanwhile, another anti terrorist operation was
launched by the security forces
in Chanjmulla area of
Handwara after receiving
inputs about the presence of
terrorists in the area.
In a separate incident, a
grenade attack was attempted
on a CRPF patrol party at
Tahab Chowk in Pulwama late

T

evening in which CRPF jawans
escaped unhurt.
According to Col Rajesh
Kalia, Ministry of Defence
spokesman in Srinagar, two
soldiers succumbed to their
injuries late Friday night". A
total number of three soldiers
were injured in heavy exchange
of cross LoC firing in Hajipeer
sector of Uri on Friday afternoon.
The martyred soldiers
were identified as Havildar
Gokaran Singh and Naik
Shankar Singh Mehra.
Sharing details of
encounter in Pulwama, police
spokesman said, "based on a
credible input about the presence of terrorists in Hydergund
Dangerpora area of district

Pulwama, a cordon and search
operation was launched jointly by Pulwama Police, 55RR
and 182Bn, 183Bn CRPF in the

area".
Police spokesman said,
during the search operation,
the hiding terrorists fired on
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umber of Covid-19 patients
N
in Tamil Nadu touched the
2,757 mark by Saturday evening
as a new crisis has unfolded in
Chennai because of shortage of
beds in Government-run hospitals to admit those tested positive
for coronavirus.
Out of the 2,757 tested positive for coronavirus on Saturday,
Chennai registered 174 cases. A
single street in Chennai’s
Triplicane area registered 42
Covid-19 disease on Saturday
and this has substantiated the
apprehensions about community
transmission in the capital city
though the Government is yet to
accept it.
There are 1,384 active coronavirus cases in the State. The number of fatalities reached 29 with
the passing away of one patient on
Saturday. The increase in the
number of coronavirus patients in
the State came immediately after
the Tamil Nadu Government’s
decision to relax the rules and regulations about the opening of
shops and business establishments in the State.
The State Cabinet met during
Saturday and decided to relax certain conditions to kickstart the
economy once the lockdown is
lifted. The council of ministers

decided to implement the guidelines issued by the Union Home
Ministry for the third leg of the
nation-wide lockdown which
begins from May 4. All regulations
fixed and decided by the Centre
would be in operation in the State
depending on the categorization
of the regions in question viz red,
orange and green.
But what is of concern is the
increase in the number of patients
infected with the disease over the
last four days. Dr Rajesh Kesavan,
consultant surgeon and adjunct
professor at SRM Institute of
Science and Technoloy said the
situation is grave in the State in
general and Chennai in particular. “Most of the patients who
come to me are apprehensive of
the future. Workers who have
been thrown out because of the
lockdown are worried over the
future while the entrepreneurs
having their own mini, small and
medium industrial units are broken because of financial crisis.
They are worried about the loans
to be repaid and are mental
wrecks,” said Dr Kesavan.
Dr T Jacob John, south India’s
leading virologist, attributed the
indifference of the general public
to the guidelines issued by the
government as the reason for the
sudden spurt in the number of
coronavirus positive cases in

Chennai. “I am shocked over the
scant disregard shown by the
people towards the instruction
issued by the authorities. People
come out without wearing masks
and this is one of the main reasons
for the spread of the pandemic in
Chennai,” Dr John told The
Pioneer.
He said the information about
the seriousness of the disease is yet
to reach the people. “I saw a man
in the street who had no face
mask. When I asked him why he
was nit wearing the mask he
took out a dirty cloth from his
pocket and covered his face. I
wish he was much better without
that kind of mask,” said the virologist.
Suresh Krishnan, social
activist and media personality,
said the government of Tamil
Nadu has failed in creating an
awareness among the people
about the seriousness of the pandemic. “Since morning, one can
see hundreds of people roaming
around either by two-wheelers or
by cars. And the numbert of
people coming out for shopping
is mind boggling. They keep on
buying things as if the stock is
going to disappear from the
shelves. There is no social distancing norms in heavily crowded residential areas,” said
Krishnan.

the search party.
The fire was retaliated leading to an
encounter. In the
e n s u i n g
encounter, 02 terrorists were killed.
The identification
of killed terrorists
is being ascertained.
The
medico legal formalities of the
killed terrorists are
being done".
Incriminating
material including
arms and ammunition were also
recovered from
the
site
of
encounter. Police has registered a case and initiated investigation in the matter, police
spokesman added.

Bengaluru: Two more Covid
patients, an 82-year-old man
from Bidar and a 63-year-old
man from the city have succumbed to the virus, even as
positive cases rose by nine to
598, an official said on
Saturday.
"Positive case 590, 82-yearold male resident of Bidar
admitted on Monday with a
complaint of Severe Acute
Respiratory Infection (SARI)
died on Tuesday found positive
for Covid," said a health official.
The 82-year-old man is
Karnataka''s 24th Covid death.
Bidar is 690 km north of
Bengaluru in this southern
state.Though Bidar has reported 15 positive cases, six are currently active and eight got discharged while the 82-year-old
man is the first death.
Similarly, another man
from the city, a 63-year-old

Covid patient with diabetes,
hypertension, hypothyroidism
and renal failure succumbed to
the virus on Saturday.
Designated as positive case
557, the city man was also on
dialysis, chemotherapy and
suffered from multiple myeloma.
He was admitted in hospital with a complaint of breathlessness on Thursday and died
on Saturday due to cardiac
arrest, the official said.
The 63-year-old man is
the state''s 25th Covid death.
In Karnataka, Bengaluru
Urban reported the highest
number of Covid cases in a single place at 141, out of which
66 are active and 69 discharged.
Bengaluru Urban also
reported six Covid deaths, the
highest number in the state, followed by Kalaburagi with
five.
IANS

In second incidence of its kind in less
than one month, three police personnel posted outside Maharashtra
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray’s private residence “Matoshri” at Bandra
(East) in north-west Mumbai have tested positive for coronavirus.
In a development that came to light
after test reports came on Saturday,
three police personnel – attached to the
local arms unit of the Mumbai police
–were diagnosed positive for Covid-19.
Informed police sources said that
all the three infected police personnel
have been hospitalised, while all those
who have come in contact with them
are being traced and quarantined.
The sources said that the police
personnel who contracted the pandemic werein the outer ring of the chief
minister’s security.
“After we learnt that three of our
personnel have tested positive for
Covid-19, we have initiated the entire
security set up outside the chief minister’s private residence as a precautionary measure. Similarly, the civic
health authorities are tracing all the
contacts of three infected police per-
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ith 22 new Covid-19
cases, the number of posW
itive cases has touched 501 in
the Taj city, health officials said
on Saturday. District authorities
have declared nine new
hotspots.
So far 7000 samples have
been taken. While 15 succumbed to Covid-19, 126 people have fully recovered and
sent home.
In the last three days, the
number of cases touched an
alarming 111.
In neighbouring Firozabad
district, the number of cases
has gone up to 122, while
Mathura reported ten new
cases. Agra, which is in the red
zone, is now totally sealed.
Patrolling on the highways has
been intensified.
Meanwhile, responding to

complaints and appeal for medical support, the SN Medical
College opened its emergency
ward
for
non-Covid
patients. District authorities

have asked the private doctors
and nursing homes to provide
medical services, after strictly
following the protocol and
guidelines.

he total number of positive
cases in Srinagar crossed
T
100 mark as Kashmir valley
reported 25 fresh cases of coronavirus while 2 cases were
detected from Samba district of
Jammu division on Saturday.
The total tally of positive
cases in Jammu & Kashmir
reached 666 cases. Out of these,
606 cases were reported from
Kashmir and 60 from Jammu
division. Meanwhile, no fresh
case was reported from Jammu
district for the 17th day in a
row. The last positive case was
detected in Jammu on April 15.
According to the media
bulletin, 27 new positive cases
of novel coronavirus (Covid19), 02 from Jammu division
and 25 from Kashmir division,
were reported on Saturday thus
taking the total number of

positive cases in Jammu and
Kashmir to 666. Srinagar district alone reported 15 fresh
cases of coronavirus on saturday. Bandipora is another hot
spot in Kashmir with 128 positive cases so far.
Out of 666 positive cases,
404 are Active Positive, 254
have recovered and 08 have
died.
Moreover, 07 more Covid19 patients have recovered and
discharged from various hospitals of Kashmir Division on
saturday.
To further contain the
spread of coronavirus in the
coming days, the Jammu and
Kashmir Government has
decided to conduct coronavirus test of all those stranded people returning home from
different parts of the country.
The announcement in this
regard was made by Chief

Secretary BVR Subramanyam
during his visit to Lakhanpur,
the gateway of Jammu and
Kashmir.
After reviewing the
arrangements in the presence
of senior officers of Kathua district, Chief Secretary told
reporters on ground zero, "an
estimated number of 30,000
to 40,000 people of J&K are
stranded outside UT due to the
lockdown.
He said, In Lakhanpur,
3000 people can come at a time
and 100 buses can ferry these
people to their respective districts, but now onwards 100%
corona testing is mandatory for
all the incoming travelers". He
said necessary directions
regarding this have already
been given to the Mission
Director, NHM adding result of
the blood test will be available
within 24 hours.
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according to Chief Minister Pinarayi Vijayan. “It
is not possible to claim that the State is free of the
threat of community transmission. Situation is not
normal in Kerala,” said the Chief Minister.
He said the districts of Kannur and Kottayam
continued to be red zones while the scenic
Wayanadu district ended up in the orange zone
by Saturday evening following the detection of
coronavirus positive cases. Interestingly, Kannur
is the home district of Vijayan and a stronghold of
the CPI(M).
“Till date we have 499 confirmed coronavirus
positive cases in the State. There are 21,894 persons who are under observation throughout the
State. Out of this 410 persons have been admitted
to hospitals while 21,494 are in their houses. There
are 80 places designated as hotspots in Kerala,” said
the chief minister.
In the backdrop of the new set of guidelines
announced by the Centre to be followed during the
lockdown period which has been extended till May
17, the chief minister said Sundays should be
observed as a closed day. “Offices and other establishments would not be allowed to function on
Sundays. We are asking the citizens not to take out
their vehicles on Sundays,” said Vijayan.
The Chief Minister said it has been decided not
to allow sale of liquor in the State till the lockdown
is lifted. Inter-district travel remains suspended and
public transport would not be allowed during the
lockdown period.
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sonnel. All those who have been
exposed to the three police men are
being quarantined,” a senior police officer said. The three infected police personnel are among nearly 150 police
personnel who have so far been tested
positive for Covid-19 in various parts
of the state.
As many as three police personnel
have so far succumbed to the pandemic. All the three deaths – comprising two head constables and one
constable – took place last week.
It may be recalled that a tea vendor of Thackerays’ private residence
“Matoshtri” had tested positive for
Coronavirus on April 6. On the following day, as many as 170 security personnel, including state reserve personnel, were quarantined at a building
in the neighbourhood, as a precautionary measure. Following the incident, the top police had replaced the
entire security personnel posted earlier outside the chief minister's private
residence.
The tea vendor, who had tested
positive pandemic, underwent treatment at the HBT Medical College and
Dr RN Cooper Hospital at Juhu in
north-west Mumbai.

resultant pandemic got into full
steam on Saturday as five
Shramik Special Trains left Kerala
on Saturday to Jharkhand and
Bihar.
Out of the five trains, three
are to Jharkhand, Odisha and
Bihar while the two trains from
North Kerala are to Dhanbad and
Danapur. These trains were put
into service to help the migrant
workers from these States who
were working in Kerala.
The Shramik Special to Hatia
in
Jharkhand
left
Thiruvananthapuram Central by
Saturday evening. The two
Special Trains from Ernakulam
Junction and Aluva to
Bhubaneswar in Orissa and Patna
respectively were getting readied
for departure by late evening at
the time of going to Press.
The train from Kozhikode to
Dhanbaad left at 3 pm while the
ser vice from Tirur in
Malappuram district to Danapur
(satellite town of Patna) is expected to leave late Saturday evening.
Each Shramik Special could
accommodate 1,142 travellers

where we were employed, the
Kerala Government took care of
us. We were looked after well by
the district administration. The
food was really good and they
had even installed television
screens for us to watch movies
throughout the day,” said
Nazeer, a migrant labourer from
Patna.
Most of them said they
would come back to Kerala as
soon as the State returns to normalcy and the companies are
reopened for business.
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Patna: A 54-year-old Covid-19
patient died in East Champaran
district, taking the total number of deaths due to coronavirus in Bihar to three, a
health official said on Saturday.
The total number of positive cases in Bihar stands at 466.
Sanjay Kumar, Principal
Health Secretary, said that the
man was a cancer patient and
was undergoing treatment. He
returned from Mumbai on
April 20. However, when his
samples were tested he turned
out to be coronavirus positive.
Later, he was admitted to
Nalanda Medical College and
Hospital in Patna, where he
succumbed to the disease on
Friday.
Earlier on March 21, the
State's first Covid-19 patient,
from Munger district, had died
and his reports later confirmed
he was suffering from the pandemic disease.
Another 35-year old
Covid-19 patient died on April
17 in Patna.
IANS

Amaravati: While Andhra Pradesh continues to report Covid-19 cases, the good
news is that the numbers are showing a
slight dip over the past few days. On
Saturday, the State nodal officer reported 62 new cases which were detected
from the samples tested in the last 24
hours ending at 10 a.m. on Saturday.
On Friday too, the State reported 61
cases, which is in marked contrast to the
high of 82 cases witnessed last Sunday.
Kurnool remains Andhra Pradesh's
weak spot as the district reported 25 cases
on Saturday. The district, with 436 cases,
has the highest tally of coronavirus
cases in the state. Krishna district also
reported 12 cases while Nellore reported 6 cases. Anantapur, Kadapa, and
Visakhapatnam districts reported 4 cases
each, and East Godavari reported 3 cases
while 2 cases were detected in Guntur
district. Prakasam and West Godavari
districts reported 1 case each. In all, 3 districts reported no fresh cases, of which
Vizianagaram is the only district to
remain unaffected till date.
Meanwhile, recovery rates in the
State are on the rise. By Saturday morning, 38 persons were discharged, taking
the overall tally of discharged people in
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Hyderabad: It's more than 2
months since Covid-19 cases
surfaced in India, and despite
constant dissemination of
information about the virus,
fears about the medical condition continue among lay persons, leading many to take
extreme steps.
In fact, it's not just the fear
of Covid-19 but the doubt of
contracting the virus that is also
driving people to suicide.
In the latest such incident,
a man in Hyderabad jumped to
death from his apartment
building on Saturday merely on
the suspicion that he may be
exhibiting Covid-19 symptoms.
The tragic incident
occurred in the Ramanthapur
area, when the 60-year-old
leaped off the third floor of his
apartment building. He sustained severe head injuries and

in 24 coaches as social distancing norms had to be observed.
District
Collectors,
Superintendents of Police and
subordinate staff were busy
preparing the list of passengers
who had applied for tickets in
these trains.
Aluva station in Ernakulam
district wore an entirely different
look on Friday and Saturday as
migrant workers formed a systematic queue outside the station
building. “Though we were laid
off by the plywood factories

died on the spot. Police shifted the body for autopsy and
registered a case of death under
suspicious circumstances.
According to Vasiraju
Krishna Murthy's family, he
was suffering from gastric
problems and fatigue. Since he
had doubts that he may be
infected with Covid-19, he
approached government-run
hospital King Koti a few days
ago but doctors told him that
he was not having any such
symptoms.
As he was not satisfied
with the diagnosis, the family
members agreed to take him to
Gandhi Hospital, the state
nodal centre for Covid-19, for
screening. While getting ready
to go to hospital on Saturday
morning, the man jumped
from the balcony of his apartment.
IANS
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Andhra Pradesh to 441. Earlier, by
Friday morning too, 82 persons were discharged.
The death toll in the State has
remained 33 as no further casualty was
reported. While the cumulative tally
stands at 1525, presently, there are 1051
active Covid-19 cases in Andhra Pradesh.
After almost 40 days since the first cases
were detected in the state, the pandemic's presence has been most felt in the five
districts of Kurnool (436), Guntur (308),
Krishna (258), Nellore (90) and Kadapa
(83).
Even as it has relaxed lockdown conditions to facilitate agricultural activities,
the state government has intensified containment measures in red zones. IANS
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n a biggest-ever surge in
coronavirus infections in a
Isingle
day, Mumbai’s Dharavi
recorded as many as 89 Covid19 positive cases on Saturday,
taking the total infected cases in
Asia’s largest slum to 496.
In a development that has
caused considerable anxiety
among the health officials in the
metropolis, there have been as
many 127 new infections in
Dharavi during the last 48
hours.While as many as 38 persons tested positive for Covid19 on Friday, the infected cases
jumped to 89 in a single day on
Saturday.
There have been as many as
18 deaths in this most densely
populated slum ever since the
first week of April when the first
few positive cases and a couple
deaths were reported.

The new infected cases have
been reported from Muslim
nagar, Dharavi Cross Road, SM
Road, Indira Kureshi Nagar,
Rajiv Gandhi Nagar, Indira
Nagar, Matunga Labour Camp,
Mukund Nagar, Azad Nagar,
Sant Rohidas Marg, Municipal
chawl, Dharavi main road, Kala
Killa, Saibaba chawl, Nehru
Nagar, Kunchi Kurve Nagar,
Kalpataru housing society,
Social Nagar, Ambedkar chawl,
Kamala Nagar, Kalyanwadi,
PMGP colony, Shahu Nagar,
Abu Bakar chawl and Gandhi
Society.
The other areas from where
new cases have been reported
are: Siddhivinayak housing society, Jasmine mill road, samrudha darshan housing society,
Gangadhar chawl, Shastri Nagar
Agas Wadi, Shiv Shakti Nagar,
Pivla Bunglow, Nawab nagar, 90
feet road, Subhash Nagar, dhor-

wada, Kumbarwada, Chamda
bazaar, Tata HSG colony, transit camp, sanklpana chs, suhana
nagar, Maharana pratap chs.
What has sent alarm bells in
the city health circles is that
infected cases have been reported from most parts of Dharavi,
which is spread over 240 hectare
area.Dharavi, which is home to
4 lakh people, is one of the
Covid-19 hotspots in Mumbai.
Ever since first few cases of
Covid-19 were reported in the
early first week of April, the
Brihanmumbai Municipal
Corporation (BMC) is closely
monitoring the situation in
Dharavi where the health
authorities have clamped a total
lockdown. Meanwhile, 19 new
infected cases have been reported from neighbouring Mahim
suburb, while Dadar recorded
13 new positive cases on
Saturday.
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he United Nations secretar y-general says the
Covid-19 pandemic is causing
“untold fear and suffering” for
older
people
around
the world who are dying at a
higher rate, and especially for
those over the age of 80 whose
fatality rate is five times the
global average.
Antonio Guterres said on
Friday that beyond the health
risks, “the pandemic is putting
older people at greater risk of
poverty,” with an especially
devastating impact on
the elderly in developing
countries.
The UN Chief launched a
16-page policy briefing on the
impact of Covid-19 on older
people with several key messages, most importantly that
“no person, young or old, is
expendable” and “older people
have the same rights to life and
health as everyone else.”
Guterres also called for
improved social support and
“smarter efforts” to use digital
technology to reach older people who may face great
suffering because of isolation
and restrictions on their
movements.
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ussia and Pakistan reported their biggest one-day
jumps in new coronavirus
infections as some other countries and US States where case
numbers are stabilising allowed
businesses and public activities
to reopen.
China, where the pandemic began in December,
reported a single new infection
on Saturday, extending a steady
decline in confirmed cases.
South Korea reported six
new cases on Saturday, none of
them in the hard-hit city of
Daegu in the southeast. Both
countries are easing anti-virus
controls and reviving economic
activity.
Russia reported 7,933 new
cases on Friday, raising its total
to 114,431. The true number is
believed to be higher because
not everyone is tested and
Russian tests are reported to be
only 70% to 80% accurate.
At least five Russian regions
reported a surge of pneumonia
cases. In Moscow, which
accounts for half of all virus
cases, all respiratory infections
are likely to be caused by the
coronavirus, according to the
public health agency.
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Beijing: The World Health
Organisation has praised China
for its handling of the coronavirus pandemic, and said that
other countries need to learn
from Wuhan on how the epicentre of the virus was bringing the society back to normal,
a day after US President
Donald Trump likened the
global health body to a public
relations agency for Beijing.
Trump on Thursday said
the WHO should be “ashamed”
of itself, as he compared the
UN’s health organ to a public
relations agency for China
amidst the coronavirus pandemic after it originated in the
central Chinese city of Wuhan.
The Trump administration has launched a probe into
the role of the WHO on coronavirus, and has temporarily
suspended the US’ financial
assistance to it.
Many countries, including
Germany, Britain and
Australia, are blaming China
for the spread of coronavirus,
that has killed over 2,35,000
people globally, including
64,000 Americans, and has
infected 3.3 million.
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Noting that there are zero
Covid-19 cases in Wuhan, Maria
van Kerkhove, the technical
lead for the WHO’s Health
Emergencies Programme at a
virtual press briefing in Geneva,
said, “that’s very very welcome
news to hear that there are no
more severe cases, no more
patients in Wuhan.”
“So congratulations on this
achievement,” state-run Xinhua
news agency quoted her as saying on Saturday.
“The world has learned
from China and we need to
continue to learn from Wuhan
on how they are lifting those
measures, how they are bringing society back to normal, or
a new normal, in terms of how
we’re going to live with this
virus going forward,” she said.
Health officials in Wuhan,
where the coronavirus emerged
in December last year, said all
COVID-19 cases were cleared
from hospitals on Sunday.
The Hubei province and its
capital Wuhan have not reported coronavirus cases for 28
consecutive days since April 4,
the local health commissio
said on Saturday.
PTI

Pakistan announced 1,297
new cases, raising the total in
the country of 220 million
people to 18,114.
The increase coincides
with increased testing. The
Government said more than
9,000 were conducted in the
previous 24 hours. Prime
Minister Imran Khan has set a
goal of 20,000 per day.
Also Friday, the first drug
shown to help fight the disease
received emergency approval
from the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration. In a study,
remdesivir shortened patients’
recovery time from 15 days to
11 on average and may have
reduced deaths.
The virus has killed more
than 2,30,000 people worldwide, including more than
64,000 in the United States and
more than 20,000 each in Italy,
Britain, France and Spain.
Health experts warn a second
wave of infections could hit
unless testing is expanded dramatically.
Models released by the
White House coronavirus task
force on March 29 projected
deaths of 100,000 to 2,40,000
Americans, assuming efforts
such as social distancing and
staying home as much as pos-

sible were in effect. The task
force director said the worstcase scenario was 1.5 million to
2.2 million US deaths without
those measures.
As the crisis stabilises in
some European countries and
American states, governments
are easing the shutdown of
businesses that plunged the
global economy into its deepest slump since the 1930s and
wiped out millions of jobs.
France, Spain, Germany
and other governments plan to
allow factories, offices, other
businesses, churches and
some other public facilities to
reopen gradually and under
strict controls.
China has lifted blanket
restrictions that kept 800 million people at home but kept in
place extensive fever-checks
and other monitoring.
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On Friday, the former
imperial palace in the Chinese
capital, Beijing, reopened after
a 2 1/2-month shutdown, but
the number of daily visitors was
limited to 5,000, down from the
usual 80,000. Photos on social
media showed palace visitors
wearing masks and being
escorted by police.
China has reported 82,875
confirmed virus cases and
4,633 deaths.
The country’s ceremonial
legislature is due to hold its
annual session May 22, postponed from March.
Trump, who is running
for reelection in the midst of a
US economic slump that has
wiped out more than 10 million
jobs, is pressing state governors
to lift anti-disease controls
despite warnings by some
health experts that might lead

to a spike in infections.
On Friday, more than a
dozen US states including
Texas and South Carolina
allowed restaurants, stores and
other businesses to reopen in
the biggest one-day push yet to
revive their economies.
Other governors including
Andrew Cuomo of New York,
the hardest-hit American state,
and J B Pritzker of Illinois say
they won’t relax controls until
conditions are safer.
Also Friday, a New York
City nursing home reported 98
deaths of residents believed to
have had the coronavirus.
Mayor Bill De Blasio called the
toll horrifying.
The
governor
of
Washington, where the first US
virus case was confirmed in
January, extended a stay-athome order through at least

London: The UK on Saturday
announced 621 more deaths
in the coronavirus outbreak,
taking the overall cumulative
toll to 28,131, just behind
Europe’s worst-hit country
Italy. The Government said
that 1,82,260 people had tested positive for Covid-19, up
4,806 on Friday. But
hospital admissions had fallen, it added.
Prime Minister Boris
Johnson said the country had
“past the peak” of the virus,
as he comes under mounting
pressure to ease lockdown
restrictions imposed in late
March. A review is expected
this Thursday and Johnson
said the Government will
outline a plan to lift social distancing measures that would
keep transmissions rates
down.
AFP

May 31. The governor of
Michigan said a similar order
there is in effect through May
15 despite the state legislature’s refusal to extend her
emergency declaration.
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Shanghai: China has published
a short animation titled “Once
Upon a Virus” mocking the US
response to the new coronavirus
using Lego-like figures to represent the two countries.
Washington and Beijing are
locked in a war of words over
the origins of the disease, which
emerged in the Chinese city of
Wuhan and has grown into a
global pandemic.
US President Donald
Trump said on Thursday he was
confident the coronavirus may
have originated in a Chinese
virology lab, but declined to
describe the evidence.
In the animation posted
online by China’s official Xinhua
news agency, red curtains open
to reveal a stage featuring Legolike figures in the form of a terracotta warrior wearing a face
mask and the Statue of Liberty.
“We discovered a new
virus,” says the warrior.
“So what?” replies the Statue

of Liberty. “It’s only a flu.”
As the warrior issues warnings about the virus and counts
off the grim milestones in
China’s outbreak, the Statue of
Liberty replies dismissively with
echoes of Trump’s press conferences in which he played
down the severity of the illness.
“Are you listening to yourselves?” asks the warrior as the
statue begins to turn red with
fever and gets hooked up to an
intravenous drip.
“We are always correct,
even though we contradict ourselves,” the statue replies.
“That’s what I love about
you Americans, your consistency,” says the warrior.
The United States and
other countries have accused
China of misleading the world
about the severity of the outbreak, and there are growing
calls for an international
inquiry into the origins of the
virus.
Agency

Washington: President Donald
Trump says he’s hoping that the
total number of Covid-19
deaths in the United States will
be below 1,00,000.
Even that, he acknowledged on Friday, is a “horrible
number.” Trump’s predictions
of the expected US death toll
have changed over time, and he
repeatedly has used high estimates to make the case that his
administration’s actions,
especially his decision to
restrict travel from China, have
saved lives.
His actions have been challenged by state, local and public health officials who have
complained about shortages
of testing supplies and safety
gear for doctors and nurses.
On March 29, Dr Deborah
Birx, coordinator of the White
House coronavirus task force,
revealed models projecting the
deaths of 1,00,000 to 2,40,000
Americans, assuming social
distancing efforts were ongoing. At the same time, she said
epidemiology models initially
had predicted a worst-case scenario of 1.5 million to 2.2 million US deaths without mitigation efforts such as social distancing, hand washing and
staying home as much as possible.
AP
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“Shi has been troubled by
rumours for quite a long time.
The recent rumour which has
been circulating on overseas
social media platforms said
that ‘Shi Zhengli director at
#Wuhan Institute of Virology
has defected with a treasure
trove of intelligence to the US
embassy in Paris,” the report
said but gave no details of her
whereabouts.
Her social media postings
reported by the official media
here comes in the immediate
backdrop of increasing focus
on the WIV with allegations by
US President Donald Trump as
well as suspicions raised by sev-

eral other world leaders that the
Covid-19, which has caused
massive death and devastation
globally, may have originated
from the lab.
There were also questions
about her absence since
December last year when the
virus began spreading in
Wuhan and then the rest of
China and the world.
While some reports said,
she was muzzled by the
Chinese Government after she
unlocked the genome sequence
of the coronavirus on January
2, others said she may have
been defected to the West.
The Global Times report

said it is not the first time that
Shi responded to the rumours
on her WeChat account.
On February 2, she said on
her WeChat Moment that, “the
2019 novel coronavirus is a
punishment by nature to
humans’ unsanitary lifestyles. I
promise with my life that the
virus has nothing to do with
the lab,” in a response to an article by Indian scientists implying the novel coronavirus possibly originated from the WIV,
the report said.
China is resisting mounting
pressure from the US and the
leaders of many countries for an
inquiry into the origin of the

terious disappearance sparked
speculation about the deadly
novel coronavirus emanating
from the laboratory, has denied
reports of her defection to
West with the secrets about the
Covid-19.
Shi Zhengli, known as the
“Bat Woman” for her passionate research about bats and the
viruses associated with them,
refuted rumours of her defection on her Chinese social
media WeChat account, the

state-run media here reported
on Saturday.
Denying “rumours” of
“defecting to the West”, Shi on
her WeChat account wrote,
“Everything is alright for my
family and me, dear friends!”
She also posted nine photos of
her recent life, the Global Times
reported.
In the post, Shi, reported to
be the Director of the WIV,
said, “No matter how difficult,
it (defecting) shall never happen. We’ve done nothing
wrong. With strong belief in
science, we will see the day
when the clouds disperse and
the sun shines.”
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leading Chinese virologist
from the Wuhan Institute
A
of Virology (WIV), whose mys-
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he United States tweeted its
support for Taiwan’s participation in the United Nations
Friday, provoking a sharp
response from China expressing “strong indignation and
firm opposition.”
The tweet from the US
Mission to the United Nations
said the 193-member global
organization was founded to
serve “all voices,” welcome “a
diversity of views and perspectives” and promote
human rights.
It said “Barring #Taiwan
from setting foot on UN
grounds is an affront not just
to the proud Taïwanese people,
but to UN principles.”
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orth Korean leader Kim
Jong Un made his first
N
public appearance in 20 days as
he celebrated the completion of
a fertiliser factory near
Pyongyang, state media said
Saturday, ending an absence
that had triggered global
rumours that he may be seriously ill.
The North’s official Korean
Central News Agency reported
that Kim attended the ceremony Friday in Sunchon with
other senior officials, including
his sister Kim Yo Jong, who
many analysts predict would
take over if her brother is sud-

denly unable to rule.
State media showed videos
and photos of Kim wearing a
black Mao suit and constantly
smiling, walking around facilities, applauding, cutting a huge
red ribbon with a scissor handed by his sister, and smoking
inside and outside of buildings
while talking with other officials.
Seemingly thousands of
workers, many of them masked,
stood in lines at the
massive complex, roaring in celebration and releasing balloons
into the air. A sign installed on
a stage where Kim sat with
other senior officials read:
“Sunchon Phosphatic Fertilizer
Factory;
Completion

Ceremony; May 1, 2020.”
There were no clear signs
that Kim was in discomfort. He
was shown moving without a
walking stick, like the one he
used in 2014 when he was
recovering from a presumed
ankle surgery. However, he was
also seen riding a green electric
cart, which appeared similar to
a vehicle he used in 2014.
It was Kim’s first public
appearance since April 11, when
he presided over a ruling
Workers’ Party meeting to discuss the coronavirus and reappoint his sister as an alternate
member of the powerful decision-making Political Bureau of
the party’s Central Committee.

That move confirmed her substantial role in the government.
Speculation about his
health swirled after he missed
the April 15 birthday celebration for his late grandfather
Kim Il Sung, the country’s most
important holiday, for the first
time since taking power in
2011.
The possibility of highlevel instability raised troubling questions about the future
of the secretive, nuclear-armed
state that has been steadily
building an arsenal meant to
threaten the US. Mainland
while diplomacy between Kim
and President Donald Trump
has stalled.
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2^eXS (PRR^aSX]Vc^aT_^acb
?aX\T<X]XbcTa1^aXb9^W]b^]
WPb_a^\XbTSP
°R^\_aTWT]bXeT_[P]±Qh]Tgc
fTTZ^]W^fWT_[P]bc^
°d][^RZ±1aXcPX]fWT]WT
aTeXTfbcWTb^RXP[SXbcP]RX]V
\TPbdaTbQh]TgcCWdabSPh
cWT[TVP[STPS[X]TU^acWT
aTeXTf
O 8aP]bPXS^]BPcdaSPhcWTaT
fPbP°R[TPaSa^_±X]cWT
]d\QTa^U]TfR^a^]PeXadb
X]UTRcX^]bPbXcaT_^acTS'!
UaTbWRPbTbcWT[^fTbcSPX[h
R^d]cbX]RT<PaRW CWT
]TfRPbTbQa^dVWcc^(%##'
cWT]d\QTaaTR^aSTSX]8aP]
bX]RTXcP]]^d]RTSXcbUXabc
RPbTbX]\XS5TQadPah°CWXb
bW^fbPR[TPaSa^_X]cWT
]d\QTa^U]TfX]UTRcX^]b
R^\_PaTSc^aTRT]cfTTZb
STb_XcT^daPRcXeTcTbcX]V±
WTP[cW\X]Xbcahb_^ZTb\P]
:XP]^dbW9PWP]_^dabPXS^]
bcPcTcT[TeXbX^]
O BXV]b^]5aXSPhcWPcbTeTaP[QXV
\TPc_PRZX]V_[P]cbfX[[b^^]
aT^_T]\XVWcP__TPac^
bd__^ac?aTbXST]c3^]P[S
Cad\_³bPbbTacX^]cWPcWTWPS
°b^[eTScWTXa_a^Q[T\b±X]
ZTT_X]VVa^RTahbc^aTb³R^^[Tab
bc^RZTSSdaX]VcWTR^a^]PeXadb
RaXbXb1dccWTaTP[XchXb]³c[XZT[h
c^QTb^TPbhCW^dVW
\TPc_PRZTabWPeTQTT]\^eX]V
c^bWXUc^_TaPcX^]bc^\PZT
T\_[^hTTb[Tbbed[]TaPQ[Tc^
R^a^]PeXadbX]UTRcX^]cWThbcX[[
WPeTPf^aZU^aRTST_[TcTSQh
X[[]TbbfXcWPc[TPbc#(
T\_[^hTTb]PcX^]fXSTX]UTRcTS
O =TPa[h %QX[[X^]f^aZTabX]
cWTX]U^a\P[TR^]^\h¯cWPc
Xb]TPa[hWP[U^UcWTV[^QP[
f^aZU^aRT¯bcP]SX]
X\\TSXPcTSP]VTa^UWPeX]V
cWTXa[XeT[XW^^SbSTbca^hTScWT
8]cTa]PcX^]P[;PQ^da
>aVP]XbPcX^]8;>WPbfPa]TS
PSSX]VcWPc\^aTcWP]#"%
\X[[X^]T]cTa_aXbTbUPRTWXVW
aXbZb^UbTaX^dbSXbad_cX^]
V[^QP[[h8]Xcb[PcTbcd_SPcT^]
V[^QP[Y^Q[^bbTbcWT8;>bPXS
cWPccWTSa^_X]f^aZX]VW^dab
X]cWTRdaaT]cbTR^]S`dPacTa
^U!!XbTg_TRcTSc^QT
bXV]XUXRP]c[hf^abTcWP]
_aTeX^db[hTbcX\PcTS
O ?a^UTbb^aBXaAP[UB_TcWcWT
2WXTU4gTRdcXeT^UCPcP<^c^ab³
^f]TS9PVdPa;P]SA^eTa
9;AP]S?a^UTbb^aEXZaP\
3TbW_P]STUa^\cWT
2P\QaXSVTD]XeTabXchWPeT
QTT]T[TRcTSPb]Tf5T[[^fb^U
cWT_aTbcXVX^dbA^hP[B^RXTchX]
cWTD:fWXRWaTRT]c[hPSSTS
\^aTcWP]%TgRT_cX^]P[
bRXT]cXbcbc^XcbU^[S
O CWT6^eTa]\T]c^U2h_adbXb
T]R^daPVX]VcWTe^[d]cPahdbT
^UP[^RP[[hSTeT[^_TS
RT[[_W^]TP__[XRPcX^]STbXV]TS
c^[^RPcT_T^_[TfW^\PhWPeT
R^\TX]c^R^]cPRcfXcW
b^\T^]TRPaahX]VcWT
R^a^]PeXadb2^d]cah³b3T_dch
<X]Xbcah^UATbTPaRW
8]]^ePcX^]P]S3XVXcP[?^[XRh
bPXS2>ECA024AP__
STeT[^_TSX]_Pac]TabWX_fXcWP
V^eTa]\T]cUd]STSaTbTPaRW
RT]caT

virus, which was initially
stated to have emerged from a
wet market in Wuhan selling
live animals located close
to WIV.
On April 29, state television
CGTN reported that US scientists are working with their
Chinese counterparts to investigate the origin of the
coronavirus, a prime demand
of Trump and several other
countries.
The report said China
Centre for Disease Control
and Prevention is facilitating
the cooperation between Dr
Yan Lipkin, Director for Centre
for Infection and Immunity of

Columbia University, and Prof
Lu Jinhai of Sun-Yat-Sen
University of Guangzhou to
conduct the probe.
The two are working
together to determine whether
the virus emerged elsewhere in
China before Wuhan in
December last year, the report
said. But since then there is no
official announcement on
the probe.
Brushing aside calls for an
inquiry, China on Monday said
such a probe has no precedence
or legal basis besides investigations into such pandemics in
the past had not provided any
conclusive results.

,6,6PLOLWDQWVNLOO
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Baghdad: Islamic State militants killed at least 10 Iraqi
militiamen in a coordinated
assault overnight near the central city of Samarra, security
officials said on Saturday,
adding to concerns the extremist group that once controlled
large areas of the country is
staging a comeback.
The military and the
Popular Mobilization Forces, an
umbrella group of mostly Shiite
militias allied with the government, confirmed the attack in
separate statements. It was the
deadliest of a series of attacks in
recent weeks that come as
authorities are grappling with a
worsening economic crisis and
trying to contain a coronavirus
outbreak.
AP
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on Saturday denounced
recent US Allegations that it
Iwasran
providing covert aid to
help Venezuela overcome gas
shortages as “baseless” without
directly addressing them.
Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo last week said “multiple aircraft” belonging to Iran’s
Mahan Air had transferred
“unknown support” to
Venezuela’s Government.
He called for a halt to the
flights and for other
countries to bar overflights by
Mahan Air.
The Associated Press
reported last month that
Mahan Air was delivering key
chemical components used for
producing gasoline to help

revive an aging refinery in the
South American country,
which is in the grip of a severe
economic crisis. Venezuela has
been suffering from widespread gasoline shortages
despite having the world’s
largest oil reserves.
Both Iran and Venezuela
are under heavy US sanctions,
and have had close relations for
the last two decades.
Iran’s Foreign Ministry
tweeted that the “baseless comments were made in order to
prepare the ground for mounting US pressure on the
Venezuelan government.”
Another statement said the
US intended to “obstruct the
Venezuelan government’s plan
for reviving the country’s
refineries.”
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to boost the morale
the entrepreneurs who
Ihavenoforder
been suffering due to the
lockdown, Union Minister
Nitin Gadkari has been talking
to various stakeholders and
telling them not to lose hope.
Gadkari has been using social
media and other means like
video conferencing to reach out
to people, entrepreneurs and
industry leaders.
Gadkari is even reaching
out to foreign students, seeking
their suggestions on how to
bring the battered economy
back on track. He believes only
dialogue can solve problems.
According to a top official
of the MSME ministry, Gadkari
makes a point in all meetings
that there is a need to convert
this crisis into an opportunity.
“He tries to instil a sense of

6PSZPaXWPbb_^ZT]c^
aT_aTbT]cPcXeTb^U5XRRX
0bb^RWP\2A4308P]S[TPSTab
^U^cWTaQdbX]Tbb^aVP]XbPcX^]b
bX]RTcWT[^RZS^f]RP\TX]c^
U^aRT^]<PaRW!#

hope amidst all the gloom. It
has positive impact on the
stakeholders as it is coming
from none other than a minister,” the official said.
He held a talk ‘Response to
global pandemic, Roadmap for
India’ with students of Indian
origin living in 43 countries
including Britain, Canada,
Singapore and Australia recently. During the talk he appealed
to them to play an active part
in the fight against the coronavirus and said that the youth
have the ability to take the
country forward. He asked
them to work on innovative
ideas in this direction. He also

asked them to take advantage
of the situation arising from the
world’s disillusionment with
China.
During a recent meet with
representatives of Assocham on
reviving the MSME sector,
Gadkari said that the Japanese
government has recommended a special package for its
industry to pull out of China
and invest elsewhere. Gadkari
termed it a big opportunity for
India to take advantage of the
situation. “There is a need to
forge new partnership to establish joint ventures in India to
attract global firms. We need to
meet the global demand apart
from meeting domestic
demand as many companies
now want to get out of China.”
Gadkari also emphasised
on the need to lessen the burden of big cities such as
Gurugram, Delhi and Mumbai

as economic drivers. He said
there is a need to create economic and industrial clusters
outside the big cities to drive
growth.
Gadkari said currently
work on 22 expressways is
going on at a fast pace. The
Delhi-Mumbai Expressway is
one of them where there is an
opportunity of investment in IT
Parks, Logistics and industrial
units.
Gadkari has spoken to representatives of Ficci, Assocham,
CREDAI and leaders of other
business organisations since
the lockdown came into force
on March 24.
According to ministry officials, Gadkari has reached out
to at least 10,000 industry leaders during the lockdown period and has discussed its economic fallout and how to revive
the economy post lockdown.

(WDLOHUVVHHXSWLFNLQ
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industry need to undertake technological upgradaItionndian
and import substitution to
attract investments from global businesses that look to exit
China due to the Covid-19 outbreak, Union minister Nitin
Gadkari said on Saturday.
The minister has been
exhorting the industry to capitalise on growing “hatred”
against China amid coronavirus pandemic. Interacting
with members of the Ficci
Ladies Organization in a webi-

nar, the minister for MSME
and Road Transport and
Highways said recommendations for “another big package”
have been shared with the
Prime Minister and the Finance
Minister, and said he was
“hopeful of a declaration soon”.
Gadkari also expressed
confidence that 25 lakh
MSMEs will be restructured by
the end of the year. The
Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
extended the restructuring of
debt schemes beyond the
deadline of March 31, 2020, to
December 31, 2020.

B297_fUb^_b]UUdcRQ^[cµXUQTc
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eser ve Bank of India
Governor Shaktikanta Das
R
on Saturday held a meeting
with the heads of banks and
reviewed the economic situation and implementation of
various measures announced
by it to reduce stress in the
financial system amid the
Covid-19 crisis.

The meeting, which happened in two separate sessions
through video conference, saw
participation of managing
directors and CEOs of major
public and private sector banks,
the RBI said in a statement after
the meeting.
In his opening remarks, the
governor appreciated the
efforts of banks in ensuring
normal to near normal operations during the lockdown
period. During the meeting,
among other matters, review of
the current economic situation
and stability of the financial
sector among other things were

discussed.
Credit flows to different
sectors of the economy, including liquidity to non-banking
financial companies, microfinance institutions, housing
finance companies, mutual
funds, etc and post lockdown
credit flows including provision
of working capital, with special
focus on credit flows to
MSMEs were also deliberated.
Implementation of three
months moratorium on repayment of loan instalments
announced by the RBI was also
reviewed during the meeting.
The SC earlier this week

directed the RBI to ensure that
its March 27 guidelines directing lending institutions to allow
a three-month moratorium to
all borrowers is implemented in
letter and spirit.
Monitoring of overseas
branches of banks in view of
the slowdown in economies
across the globe was discussed,
it added. The Reserve Bank has
announced several steps to
ease the pressure being faced by
borrowers, lenders and other
entities including mutual funds
and has promised to take more
initiatives to deal with the
developing situation.

-commerce players on
Saturday said they are gearing up for serving millions of
Indians users from May 4 as
there has been an uptick in
searches mainly for apparel,
household products and personal grooming items in the
past 24 hours.
Although the Government
has allowed the sale of only
essential products in the red
zone through e-commerce platforms, non-essential products
are allowed in green and orange
zones, starting May 4, subject
to specific approval from the
respective state governments.
The relaxation comes as a
major relief for the e-commerce
players. Flipkart said that as a
marketplace e-commerce player, it is its responsibility to
enable sellers and the MSME
community to bounce back and
facilitate economic activity.
“We are working with lakhs
of sellers and MSMEs across
India and helping them prepare
their businesses and workforce
to make products available for
consumers in this time of
need,” a company spokesperson
told IANS.
“Our seller support team is
providing constant online
counsel and support to sellers
on our platform to help them
resume operations over the
next couple of days complying
with the government directives,” the company added.
The Centre on Friday
announced the extension of the

nationwide lockdown for two
more weeks from May 4, with
certain relaxations to regions
categorised as orange and green
zones. Snapdeal said that traffic to its platform has been
growing steadily since the
MHA announcement easing
lockdown restrictions, including on e-commerce.
“The users are thronging
the platform looking to place
orders for a wide variety of
products for which they have
been waiting for a long time.
Apparel and household products topped the list for searches and orders placed,” said a
company spokesperson.
Although there is no categorical statement regarding
allowing of non-essential sales
by e-commerce players, the
MHA order mentioned that all
activities are permitted in green
zones except buses, metro rail
services, educational institutions and other non-essential
places which could lead to mass
congregation of people, including, malls, and cinema halls.
An Amazon spokesperson
said on Friday that it welcomes the government’s decision to allow ecommerce in
Orange and Green Zones to
serve people safely with products that they need and have
not been able to access due to
the lockdown.
“Millions of small and
medium businesses and traders
will now be able to jumpstart
their businesses and livelihoods
across their workforce,” said the
company spokesperson.

5TPaX]VbW^acPVT^USaXeTabcaP]b_^acTabST\P]S >UgWeYTU\Y^UcW__TcdQbdV_bdXU
US_^_]icQicbUdQY\UbcR_Ti
aT[XTU_PRZPVTX]R[dSX]Vbd__^acc^SaXeTab
New Delhi: Fearing shortage of
drivers in the wake of migration of labourers, transporters’
body AIMTC on Saturday
demanded an immediate relief
package to drivers to avoid any
disruption in supply chain.
All India Motor Transport
Congress (AIMTC) also
demanded allowing opening of
godowns and warehouses with
support staff for ensuring sup-

ply of goods. It said another
problem faced by the transport
sector is migration of drivers to
their hometown and if financial
support is not provided to them
their return would be difficult.
“There is severe downturn
in the transport sector due to
persistent lockdown 1.0, 2.0
and now 3.0. 85 per cent of the
population is of small operators
and they are not able to sustain

/RZRLOSULFHVKHOSV*RYWWR
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ower global oil prices have
not helped reduce auto fuel
prices for consumers but it has
saved the Government from
paying subsidy on cooking gas
cylinder into the accounts of
household beneficiaries.
From May, government
will not be paying subsidy into
the accounts of domes tic LPG
customers in all metros under
the direct benefit transfer
scheme. While the subsidy will
be limited to just C2-5 in other
cities given increased cost of
transportation and just about
C20 per cylinder for 8 crore
Ujjwala beneficiaries.
All consumers have to pay
the market price of a 14.2 kg
cylinder upfront. The
Government transfers the subsidy directly into the account of
eligible consumers. The subsidy

L

is the difference between market and subsidised price of
cooking gas.
Global crude oil prices are
on a free fall since middle of
March bringing do wn crude
prices from a level of $35 a barrel to below $20 for sometime
and n ow to around $25 barrel.
Along with crude fall, product
prices, including LPG prices,
have also fallen drastically
pushing oil companies to cut
price of non-subsidised domestic LPG cylinder by a record Rs
162.50 to C581.50 a cylinder in
Delhi from May 1.
“At current market price of
cooking gas, government may
not need to p ay any subsidy to
households. Only marginal
subsidy may be required for
Ujja wala customers. If the
price trend continues, government could completely el iminate oil subsidy bill in FY21

that could come handy for
making additional spending
for other Covid-19 related relief
measures,” said an official of a
country’s largest public sector
oil refiner and retailer as king
not to be named.
The budget had allotted
C37,256.21 crore for LPG subsidy in 2020-21, 9 per cent
more than C34,085.86 crore
revised estimate for 2019-20.
This requir ement should come
down drastically with no need
to pay LPG for a large sect ion
of beneficiaries.
Apart from LPG, government’s oil subsidy bill also pays
to keep kerosene price under
check. With kerosene prices
also low and government
reducin g its allotment to states,
government could look at completely eliminating oil subsidy
this year.
Sources said, not only

depressed global oil market
but oil companies have al so
been increasing the price of
subsidised domestic lpg prices
gradually by C4-5 per cylinder
since late last year. That has also
helped to bridge the gap
between the market and subsidised price of the product.
According to an analyst
report, during July 2019January 2020, the OMCs
increased the price of subsidized LPG by C63 per cylinder,
almost at an average of C10 per
cylinder per month.
While Government has
reduced its subsidy bill in the
current period of oil price
crash, auto fuel consumers
have not got any benefit so far.
In fact, petrol and diesel prices
at pumps have not changed for
last 50 days when global oil
prices have fallen more than 40
per cent.

the financial pressure and it is
going to boomerang into
another major crisis.
“The entire road transport
fraternity of India is critical.
The government must extend
a helping hand to more than 20
crore people dependent on
this sector to contain the huge
social and economic holocaust
out the present scenario,” it
said.
PTI
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erming the new notification by the Centre as a
T
“good start to get the economy
moving”, the Retailers
Association of India has said it
now looks forward to it being
adopted by various state governments.
The Retailers Association
of India (RAI) said that it now

expects the respective state
government to recognise shopping malls as safe space and
allow them to open for customers in a regulated manner.
On Saturday, the government issued a new notification,
easing some restrictions in the
green and orange zones during
the third phase of the lockdown
beginning May 4.
“The new notification by

7960RWRUVHOOV]HUR
HR]]DecVVe
ef^S]VdR^ZU XQLWVLQGRPHVWLF
PDUNHWLQ$SULO
^Rc\VedV]]`WW
New York: US stocks finished
Friday’s session noticeably
lower amid a broad market selloff. The Dow Jones Industrial
Average shed 622.03 points, or
2.55 per cent, to 23,723.69. The
S&P 500 fell 81.72 points, or
2.81 per cent, to 2,830.71. The
Nasdaq Composite Index
decreased 284.60 points, or
3.20 per cent, to 8,604.95,
Xinhua reported.
All the 11 primary S&P 500
sectors dropped, with energy
BWPaTb^U^cWTaQXVcTRW
]P\TbX]R[dSX]V5PRTQ^^Z
0__[T=TcU[XgP]S6^^V[T
_PaT]c0[_WPQTcfTaTP[b^
d]STa_aTbbdaT
closing down 6 per cent, the
worst-performing group.
Amazon shares slipped 7.6
per cent. The US e-commerce
giant on Thursday posted a
first-quarter profit that missed
analysts’ expectations and
pledged to spend entire second-quarter operating profit on
coronavirus response.
Shares of other big tech
names, including Facebook,
Apple, Netflix and Googleparent Alphabet, were also
under pressure.On the data
front, US manufacturing
Purchasing Managers’ Index
registered 41.5 per cent in
April, down sharply from the
March reading of 49.1 per
cent, the Institute for Supply
Management reported on
Friday. Any reading below 50
per cent indicates the manufacturing sector is generally
contracting.
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VS Motor Company on Saturday
said it did not sell any unit in the
T
domestic market last month as all its
plants remained closed due to the coronavirus lockdown.
Since March 23, the company’s
plants have been closed in compliance
with the government guidelines,
TVS Motor Company said in a statement.
During April, the company had zero
sales in the domestic market, it added.
However, following resumption of
operations at Chennai Port, 8,134 units
of two-wheelers, and 1,506 three-wheelers
were
shipped
utilising
the stocks from March 2020 while
ensuring utmost safety, the company
said.
The two-wheeler major said it is
gearing up to restart operations as per
state guidelines and is undertaking
strong measures to safeguard the health
of its employees.
“We are optimistic about the potential demand for personal mobility once
things normalise,” it added.

4`c`_RTRdfR]ej+
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onda Motorcycle & Scooter India (HMSI) on
H
Saturday reported nil domestic sales in April, but
managed to close the month with limited exports of
2,630 two-wheelers.
“Honda’s domestic sales in April’20 stood at nil as
all 4 of its production facilities suspended operations
from 22nd March till now in accordance with lockdown
guidelines issued by the Government. Covid-19 outbreak and the subsequent lockdown has resulted in massive economic upheaval.
While on one hand factories and businesses are
shut, consumer sentiment is also marred
with the fears of uncertainty over the current
health crisis”.
There has also been a changes in the top management of the company
On Friday, the Honda Motor Co. Japan announced
new top management at HMSI to strategically
steward the brand towards market leadership in the disruptive future.
Under the new management team, Atsushi Ogata
has become the President, CEO and the Managing
Director of the company.
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he country’s largest lender,
State Bank of India, on
T
Saturday said it would be very
difficult to assess medium or
long-term impact on the banking sector at the moment in the
wake of the ongoing nationwide lockdown as this will
continue to evolve in the
emerging situation.
The bank is looking at the
short term now - the next two
or three quarters, a senior SBI
official said on condition of
anonymity.
The impact of the lockdown over the next one to two
years will be difficult to assess
at the moment, he pointed
out.
“In the next one to two
years, we will have to navigate
very carefully and SBI is sure of

the MHA is a good start to getting the economy moving. We
look forward to clarifications
from the states and how they
would like to adopt these new
guidelines.
“We hope that the government does recognise the safe
space that malls provide for
shoppers and opens them up in
a regulated manner,” RAI said
in a statement.

a turnaround as India is young
country and a growing economy,” the senior official of the
lender said.
He said the bank was the
first to come out with the
response by providing working
capital as “emergency Covid
credit line to the extent of ten
per cent”. This was extended to
all the customers with “standard assets”, he said, adding that
other banks then followed the
suit.
Regarding the three-month
moratorium on repayment of
loans, announced by the
Reserve Bank of India in the
wake of the coronavirus outbreak, he said, nearly 20-25 per
cent of SBI’s corporate borrowers had availed of it.
“Availing of the moratorium has an inherent interest
cost,” the official said.
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or Avinash Singh, a 21-year-old college student, the day starts at 9:30 am by logging
in to the computer and be all set for the
day’s classes from the comfort of his home.
Interestingly, his Professor is in Delhi and
the other classmates in their respective hometowns.
But at a click of a mouse, all are together. Elsewhere
in Delhi, an 85-year-old mother, is worried because
one of her daughters is stuck in the US due to the
lockdown. But can take heart that they can keep in
touch and get to see each other as many times in
a day despite being thousands of miles away.
Welcome, to the world of the new normal.
Not even in our wildest dreams had we
thought of such a life — when everything would
come to a near standstill and would feel like we were
living under a rock. But the lockdown has made this
a reality. With social distancing becoming a must,
work from home and taking online classes is the
way forward and technology has shown that it can
be a perfect tool in the present situation.
A case in point are video conferencing apps like
Zoom, Microsoft Teams and Google Meet. From
corporate events to business meetings to classes to
live concerts and to dance workshops, everything
is taking the digital route. With a variety of platforms to choose from, there is a raging competition.
Sameer Raje, India Head, Zoom Video
Communications, tells you that it is the easy-to-use
setup that makes Zoom the number one platform
for video conferencing. “There are a couple of
aspects that makes us the user’s choice. One, it has
an easy to use interface. With the touch of a button or click of a mouse you are into a meeting. Two,
the experience. When you join a meeting, whatever
bandwidth you are on or even if you are struggling
with poor connectivity, the platform tries to
accommodate to the fluctuating network giving
users a rich experience with no complaints of bad
connectivity or finding difficulty in joining a meeting,” Raje says.
For those who still are unaware of the app, it
is an enterprised platform, designed for communication and collaboration. “While we service large
enterprises, we also service small and medium ones
as well. While doing this we have our premium version, which any one can sign up for on the platform.
This allows 40 minutes of video conferencing if there
are more than two participants. For those who want
to use it more, they have to subscribe to the various services and licenses. Each of one that would
have its pricing plan. Then there is an enterprised
plan, which has more features and functionality. The
pricing for this varies from C1,499 to C1,999 per user
per month,” Raje explains.
Though the platform has been here for over
nine years but the surge in users came during the
lockdown period. “We never anticipated such kind
of surge. From 10 million users a day we went to
a high of 300 million a day. This is a crazy number. Many companies may be looking forward to
cover this journey in a couple of years but we did
this in less than 12 weeks. This is a humongous
achievement,” he says.
However, lately a lot of queries were raised on
the platform’s security with the Government even
banning it for official calls and meetings. Eric S
Yuan, CEO of Zoom issued an apology for the privacy issues and assured the people that they are
doing the best to protect users’ privacy. Raje too says,
that the company is putting in best efforts to
improve the security.
“We are and will always be a secure platform.
What happened was unfortunate and was quite similar to like you are going out of your house, leaving it unlocked and then advertising it on social
media that I am out of the house. When you are
on a virtual platform you have to keep in mind safe

F

practices. Now, we have started educating people
about that. Yes, the growth in users was unprecedented and there were some human errors from our
side as well. But now we have taken appropriate
security steps and have introduced a 90-day plan
which we are working on and there is a significant
progress in that. In this plan, we have introduced
a robust security system, improving the security
considerably,” he tells you.
As it is an evolving product, Raje adds, the company will keep on building the platform with new
and updated features and functionality but the focus
at present, is to only improve security.
The app is not just being used by corporate and
educational institutes, but for personal connectivity as well.
“The life before Coronavirus hit the world was
different. Our app was then used by organisations
and enterprises for meetings and other work, but
now things have changed. People have started using
it for socialising as well. A couple of days back,
somebody told me that her friend got married on
our platform. She is going to remember the platform forever. Also, marriages over the app in New
York are now considered to be legal. There was
another instance, where a five-year-old was adopted via the platform. And the UK Parliament is holding their parliamentary meet on the platform for
the first time. Who would have imagined that something like this could happen? We had never anticipated that someday our platform will be used to
this extent and in such a manner. We are happy that
we could help people,” Raje tells you.
These apps are also helping people beat the lockdown blues. It has become a way to connect in these
tough times. “Since the lockdown, my friends in the
US, Canada, France and elsewhere in India had been
planning to connect. We decided to do a video call.
It was an amazing experience — to simultaneously video chat with 10 friends. One of our friends is
pregnant so we asked her to show her baby bump.
It was nice to share a personal, special moment in
such difficult times,” says Aaradhana Ramesh, who
have now become a regular user of the platform.
Amit Pandey, senior scriptwriter at Cosmos
Maya, who write scripts for cartoon shows like Selfie
with Bajrangi, Tik Tak Tail and Eena Meena Deeka
which airs on Disney, Cartoon Network and OTT
platforms like Amazon Prime, Hotstar and ZEE5
to name a few and is actively using video conferencing platforms for his script narration feels privileged to be living in the digital age.
“We are privileged that we are living in a digital age which has turned out to be a blessing during this COVID-19 crisis while following the work
from home routine. Ever since the Coronavirus-led
lockdown shut down schools forcing kids to stay
at home, the consumption of cartoon shows has
boomed like never before. This has, in turn, forced
us to churn out more engaging stories keeping us
as busy. Video conferencing tools have helped us
keep our pace to fulfil our commitment to provide
with the best stories for kids,” he says.
He tells you that for a working professional like
him, video conferencing platforms are like a God’s
gift. “For a scriptwriter like me who loves to add
expressions to storytelling sessions, video conferencing apps are a Godsend. It becomes impossible
to convey those feelings with a regular audio call.
The facility has helped me a lot and has made my
life easy during difficult times like this. These tools
not only bridge the gap between a physical and a
virtual narrating session, but they let me put my feelings across to all the stakeholders and churn out
captivating stories for kids. Thanks to the video conferencing tools, I’m able to easily put my point across
and finish sessions quickly. It leaves me with ample
time to focus on other important parts of the project,” Pandey tells you.
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Another platform that is equally making waves
is Microsoft Teams, which marked its third anniversary on March 19, 2020. “We announced an array
of product innovations across different aspects of
the Teams experience — many with a tie to meetings. We continue to invest in experiences that will
make it easier for teams to communicate and collaborate. The new capabilities reflect our commitment to two things: Building the very best online
meeting experience for our customers and bringing technological solutions to traditionally underserved professionals, including frontline healthcare
workers,” Samik Roy, Country Head, Modern
Workplace, Microsoft India tells you.
Some of the features that make the platform
stand out are: Real-time noise suppression, which
will minimise distracting background noise (keyboard typing, vacuum cleaner), allowing you to hear
what’s being said. Second, the raise hand feature,
which will let anyone in a virtual meeting send a
visual signal that they have something to say. Third,
offline and low-bandwidth support, which will let
you read chat messages and write responses-even
without an Internet making it easier for you to move
things forward no matter where you are. Fourth,
custom backgrounds, which allow you to replace
your background in Teams meetings with a fresh
and bright home office. This feature builds upon
background blur, which uses artificial intelligence
to blur the environment behind you.
“In the future, we will also include the ability
to upload your own custom images,” Roy tells you.
At Microsoft, Roy says, privacy and security are
never an afterthought. It is ingrained in the core
design principles of very product. “We provide privacy and security controls for video conferences,
safeguard customer privacy by design, protect user
identity and account information, protect customer’s
data and defend it against cybersecurity threats and
we meet more than 90 global regulatory and industry standards,” he says.
In the face of COVID-19, there are countless
stories from customers who are using this to connect and thrive in inspiring ways. “We understand
that now more than ever consumers are relying on
us to ensure continuity and by making Teams available to as many people as possible, we aim to support businesses, educational institutions and healthcare segments. We take this responsibility very seriously and have a plan in place to make sure services
stay up and running,” Roy says.
Unlike other apps, this is being widely used by
teachers and students for online learning. A case
in point is Divya, a 12-year-old trying not only to
keep herself occupied but also helping other kids
learn new trick or two in solving the Rubik’s Cube
with other kids by conducting online classes on
Microsoft Teams. This Class VII student converts
lessons into interactive sessions. Seeing her passion,
a neighbor enlisted Divya to take summer vacation
classes this year for other children in their apartment’s clubhouse. The experiment was a success and
more than 15 kids turned up for the initial class,
which Divya divided into smaller classes for better focus. But just when her classes were getting
intense, a country-wide lockdown was implemented.
Healthcare workers too are providing virtual
consultation service powered by Microsoft Teams
for its group hospitals. Using this, doctors are able
to schedule, manage, and conduct virtual visits with
patients, such as post-surgery follow-ups.
Another happening app that has seen a surge
in usage by 30 times in the recent months is Google
Meet. “More than three million users have been connecting on Meet every day and are spending more
than three billion minutes together — more than
3,800 years of secure meetings in a single day. This
is a new milestone for us and we are humbled by

this huge responsibility and trust our users have
shown. Meet’s day over day growth has surpassed
60 per cent in the last few weeks and the usage has
surged 30 times to what it was in January 2020. We
are committed to help them presently and beyond
this pandemic by protecting their data and meeting their end needs,” says Karan Bajwa, Managing
Director, Google Cloud, India.
Some of the features that make this platform
stand out is that it is accessible directly through
chrome and other modern browsers without the
requirement of additional plugins. One can also host
a meeting directly through a browser without any
limitations.
“Only meeting creators and calendar owners
can mute or remove other participants. This
ensures that instructors can't be removed or muted
by student participants. Google Meet regularly
undergoes independent verification of security, privacy and compliance controls. In order to protect
highest-risk accounts, account hijacking and phishing. The users can enroll their account in the
Advanced Protection Program (APP). Additionally,
it adheres to IETF security standards for Datagram
Transport Layer Security (DTLS) and Secure Realtime Transport Protocol (SRTP). The data is
always encrypted by default with Google meeting
room hardware,” Bajwa tells you.
To grab more eyeballs, Google Meet have come
up with new features that will definitely pose a threat
on its competitors. It has made the premium video
conferencing platform free for all users everywhere.
“The feature will be accessible to everyone in the
coming weeks. We have also updated the layout. The
newly updated tiled layout will now support the
screen space for 16 participants compared to four
participants previously. Additionally, Meet now uses
AI to enhance the participants’ visibility to other
under sub-optimal lighting conditions. This feature
is currently rolled out to mobile users and will be
available for web users too in future. In the
upcoming weeks, Meet will also support background noise cancellation,” Bajwa explains.
However, there are two sides of a coin. This
increased usage of digital platforms may lead to an
increase in cybercrime, thereby putting personal
information at risk.
“During this COVID-19 pandemic there is an
increased risk of cybercrimes considering there is
a substantial rise in digital usage, especially video
conferencing platforms. This has increased many
avenues for hackers to use personal information or
to infect your system with malware. This rise in
usage of video conferencing platforms, increases the
possibility of new avenues for cybercrimes. Hackers
can not only attack the platform, but also join these
sessions and cause damage to businesses with
respect to confidentiality as well as privacy,” Rajesh
Kumar, Director Cybersecurity, Netrika Consulting
India Pvt Ltd, says.
But there are certain good practices as well
which can eliminate the risks of cyber threat.
“Disable file sharing and accepting the files through
these platforms. Keep the platform and application
always patched. Set strong, difficult passwords for
all meetings and sessions. Enable features like waiting room, lock meeting sessions, join before host.
Limit screen sharing on purpose and disallow public recording,” Kumar advises.
Apart from these safe practices, Kumar says, one
should also follow the basis etiquette of using
Internet. “Basic things which a person should keep
in mind while using Internet are: Don't click on any
suspected mails, it can be phishing mails and can
contain malware. Avoid connecting your devices on
public hotspots or open Wi-Fi. Ensure your endpoint devices uses latest anti-virus/anti-malware and
is updated. Keep yourself aware of latest phishing
campaigns and basic IT cyber etiquette,” he tells you.
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‘Really hope there are not more leagues than Int’l cricket after pandemic’
?C8Q =4F34;78

ndia’s premier off-spinner
Ravichandran Ashwin doesn’t
want a post-COVID-19 world
that is more conducive for organising T20 leagues at the expense of
international cricket.
The fastest Indian to 350 Test
wickets, the seasoned spinner said
on Saturday he forsees another
“purple patch” for him in the traditional format, provided his body
holds. He also outrightly rejected
the four-day proposal.
“I really do hope that this
(pandemic) does not transpire
into something where you have
more leagues and not much of
international cricket because the
borders are closed,” Ashwin said
during a videocast with former
India cricketer Sanjay Manjrekar
on ESPNcricinfo.
With the COVID-19 pandemic yet to subside, Ashwin
doesn't see cricket resuming anytime soon.
“I think we are still some distance away. In terms of the health
of world cricket I think it is going
to take longer than what people
might assume.
“So, that’s an imminent possibility, but I don’t know what the
further future has in store.”
He calls himself a "hardened"
T20 cricketer but it is the five-day
format in which he has tasted maximum success. And he is far from
being done in the game's long
form.
“If my body is in great space,
I think Test cricket I just have
another streak of great purple
patch I am looking at.”
"I believe I am a hardened professional in T20 cricket, and good
at what I do. Wherever I play I will
be able to deliver, with the experience that I have got and the
courage that I have."
He said the ICC's plans to trim
Test cricket by a day doesn’t excite
him.
“The thought of four-day
cricket doesn’t really excite me. I
am a spinner and if you take a day APeXRWP]SaP]0bWfX]Q^f[bSdaX]VPcTbc\PcRW
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out, I dont know if it's going to be
healthy, you are taking out a very
fascinating aspect of the game,”
Ashwin said.
Asked about Indian cricket, he
said, “The current state of Indian
cricket is as healthy as it can be.
Hope we can pick it up from
where we had left once sport
resumes.”
Ashwin also spoke about his
love for operating with the new ball
and explained the mechanics
involved.
“I like a new ball because of the
fizz that I get on it. One of my
strengths is to be able to put revs
on the hard ball as it responds better to the pitch.
“But I generally like to use the
arm ball in first 2 or 3 overs because
when you use the arm ball, it challenges both the edges of the batsman and forces him to go across
the line which is rendered risky.”
The spin ace who has often
been seen with the new ball across
formats, added, “The others that I
use are the floaters that swing, the
one that pitches in and goes out or
the other one that lands on the
seam and gets to go the other way.
So these balls become very effective.
“With a new ball I use my middle finger more than the index finger but when I bowl with an older
ball, I try and get over the top.
“Sometimes, I don’t use index
finger to go over the top, it is
behind and I still put the revs and
that's when the ball actually goes
the other way.”
He shared his views about the
need to be versatile in the T20 format, where the bowlers have little
margin for error, and about finger
and wrist spinners.
“In a T20 cricket, you need to
call yourself a bowler. At times you
should be able to bowl a bouncer
or a spinner.
"Wrist spin is successful not
because it is challenging both
edges of the bat but because of its
unpredictable nature when bowling length. And this makes wrist
spin extremely relevant.”
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alling M S Dhoni his mentor, wicket-keeper
batsman Rishabh Pant says the World Cup-winC
ning skipper has his own way of helping the younger
crop as he never provides a full solution to a problem, encouraging them to look for answers.
Pant, was heir apparent to Dhoni until K L
Rahul emerged as a wicket-keeper batsman in the
limited overs format, making the southpaw no more
a certainty in the playing eleven.
“He (Dhoni) has been like a mentor to me, on
and off the field. I can approach him freely with any
problem I may be facing, and he will never give me
the entire solution for it,” Pant said in an Instagram
live session with his IPL team Delhi Capitals.
“This is so that I don't become entirely dependent on him, he gives me hints only that helps me
solve the issue myself. He’s also one of my favourite
batting partners, though it's not something that happens too often.
“If Mahi bhai is at the crease, you know things
are sorted. He’s got a plan in his head, and all you
need to do is follow it!”
Dhoni, who has not played competitive cricket since July, was supposed to make a much awaited comeback with the IPL, which has now been
postponed indefinitely due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Former India spinner Harbhajan Singh
thinks Dhoni has already played his last game for
the country.
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ri Lankan batting great Mahela
Jayawardene says there is “nothing
Sharmful”
in having players with big egos
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e is an integral part of Indias limitedovers set-up, but spinner Kuldeep
H
Yadav has revealed how then coach Anil
Kumble had told him that he had to pick five
wickets while informing the youngster that
he would be making his debut against
Australia in Dharamsala.
Speaking to Cricbuzz in their Youtube
show Spicy Pitch, Kuldeep recalled the
episode of Kumble informing him that he
would be getting his Test cap next day while
having lunch. “I get emotional when I
remember my Test debut in Dharamsala.
The most important thing for me at the time
was how to perform. I remember a day
before the match, Anil sir came to me and
said ‘you will play tomorrow, you have to
take 5 wickets’,” he said.
“So, I paused for a second, and then I
was like, 'yes sir, I will pick up 5 wickets’.
(Laxman) Sivaramakrishnan sir gave me my
Test cap. He gave me some advice, I don’t
remember what, as I was completely blank
at the time.
“I was feeling lot of pressure, I was really nervous. I felt that it was a big stage —
how will I perform here. But then I bowled
a couple of overs before lunch, and I felt
relaxed. I decided to play it like it is a Ranji
Trophy match. Test cricket has always been
very close to my heart.”
Kuldeep recently spoke about the influence of former skipper M.S. Dhoni in his
career and said that the wicket-keeper
even made up for his childhood coach as
they both thought alike.
“I can’t pick up just one as there are
many (when asked about Dhoni’s instructions from behind the stumps). He always
used to tell me 'ball ko spin karana hai (you
have to spin the ball) rather than bowling
flat'. This used to remind me of my coach.
This is the best thing that I heard from
Dhoni and because of this I never felt like
I was missing my coach,” Kuldeep said in a
video uploaded on a sports app.

in a team as long as he is able to get the
best out of them within an ideal environment.
Jayawardene has achieved considerable success in leadership roles in recent
years, first as a captain and then coach,
and said he has always backed his players to the hilt.
Helming the affairs in a team-game
like cricket, Jayawardene was asked how
does he deal with big egos.
“It’s good to have that. It’s nothing
harmful. It’s about identifying and making sure that they thrive. Everyone has got
to this level because they are good, right?
So you try and get them to prove that.
That’s all you need to do,” Jayawardene
was quoted as saying by ESPNcricinfo.
The 42-year-old is one of Sri Lanka’s
most successful captains.
Speaking further on handling players with big egos, he said, “It’s about treating everyone professionally, and about
treating everyone with respect. It is a
team culture that you create.
“Once you create that culture, it’s
hard for an individual to go beyond that.
“The rest of the players will bring
that person down to the group level. If
you haven’t created that team environment, then you can have a problem
because there are no boundaries and
people drift.”
Under his guidance, Mumbai
Indians have won two titles in the last
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ngland’s Test tour of Sri Lanka, which
could not be completed in March due to
E
the COVID-19 pandemic, has been reschedthree editions of IPL.
He said experience is one of things
that has helped Mumbai Indians thrive
during his time.
“We try to make everybody involved
in the processes. The thing with Mumbai
is that a lot of guys have a lot of experience. There are very few young guys about three or four - but those guys also
have played a lot of first-class cricket and
are mature players.
“So you try and encourage everyone
to contribute. It's always good for the captain to get ideas, and at the end of the
day it's he who has to make the call, but
the more ideas he gets (from others), it

influences his thought process.”
When asked if has ever felt in any of
his leadership roles the absence of control over the dressing room, he responded in the negative.
“It hasn’t happened. I’m very honest
with whatever I do. We can have brutally honest conversations. Nothing is personal with me.
“You just need to cultivate that
mutual respect. If the transparency is
there and there are no agendas, the players understand that.
“I also back the players to the hilt,
whether as a captain or a coach. I'm
always on the players’ side,” he said.
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ustralian run-machine
Marnus Labuschagne
A
is gearing up for a packed
schedule to make up for the
time lost due to the COVID-19
pandemic once cricket resumes.
All cricket is on hold right
now due to the pandemic
sweeping through the globe
with several tours and tournaments being either cancelled or
postponed.
“There is going to be a lot
of tours that will need to be
made up,” Labuschgne told
Australian Associated Press.
“There’s going to be a whole
heap of cricket in a very short
time frame. We'll be making up
for missed time, that schedule
is just going to be packed.”
Australia’s ODI series
against New Zealand was called
off after the first match, while
the T20 World Cup is facing an
uncertain future.
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With several tours being
rescheduled in an already congested calender, Laubuschagne
feels players will be expected to
play a lot more than usual.
“It’s going to be a bit different to what we’re used to.
We’re going to have to be
ready coming out of this break
to play heaps and heaps of

cricket.”
The 25-year-old, who rose
to fame after coming in as
Steve Smith’s concussion substitute in the Ashes last year, is
disappointed to see the English
county season also suffer.
“It’s very sad. I really
enjoyed it last year. I loved
Glamorgan, hence why I
signed a two-year extension.
It’s disappointing to see them
and England cricket in trouble,” he said.
Several boards like Cricket
Australia are facing a financial
crisis and the youngster feels
the entire cricket community
should come together and do
whatever is in their hands to
get the sport going again.
“It’s our responsibility,
cricket on the whole, to make
sure once this period is over
that we get games on television
and get the sport started again.
We need to support each
other,” he added.

uled to January next year, claims SLC CEO
Ashley de Silva.
England had spent around 10 days in
Sri Lanka in March and played a warm-up
match before the tour was called-off due to
the coronavirus outbreak. It was supposed
to be a two-Test series as part of the World
Test Championship.
“We are in the process of rescheduling
the tours that have been postponed. England
has been already rescheduled for the month
of January next year but the dates have not
been finalised,” de Silva told Daily News.
“At the same time, we are also looking
at exploring the possibility of rescheduling
postponed tours and looking at the windows
which are available and alternatives too.

“South Africa is one of the tours which
we are looking at rescheduling. We are
engaged in discussions with the member
countries and see how it can be planned
out.”
However, England are scheduled to tour
India in January for a five-Test series, so, it
remains to be seen how the scheduling will
work out.
All cricketing activity has come to a halt
due to the pandemic, throwing the international calendar haywire.
India too were scheduled to tour Sri
Lanka for a limited overs series after the IPL,
which has been postponed indefinitely.
“There are also two other tours which
are scheduled to take place, with India and
Bangladesh due to tour Sri Lanka in JuneJuly and July-August respectively.
“We will explore the possibility of playing those two tours in another week or two,”
de Silva added.
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ew Zealand batsman
Henry Nicholls has
N
decided to donate the shirt
he wore in the World Cup
final last year to help the
families impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
Nicholls will be donating the jersey to Unicef
New Zealand.
“NZ
Cricketer
@HenryNicholls27 Cricket
bat and ballhas offered up
one of his prized 2019
Cricket World Cup jerseys,
signed by the whole team!
One lucky donor who has
supported
our
#FoodForKiwiFamilies
appeal will receive it. You’e
got to be in it, to win it so
donate now!” Unicef tweeted.
“Since the start of lockdown, it’s more than tripled
the demand for food
parcels throughout New
Zealand,” Nicholls told

Stuff.Co.Nz.
“That was something
that really sparked my
interest and from my point

of view, everything that
happened at the World Cup
last year, that’s a pretty
memorable experience. I

thought I could put that
shirt up as a bit of an
incentive for people to
donate.”
Unicef New Zealand is
focusing humanitarian
efforts on Kiwi children
and families and has partnered with the Salvation
Army and Countdown to
provide urgent food and
hygiene supplies across the
country.
“For me I wanted to go
away from the auction sort
of thing, where the highest
bidder wins it. I wanted to
make it a bit more inclusive
and anyone can donate five
or 10 dollars and go into the
draw to win it,” said
Nicholls, who top-scored
for New Zealand in the
final, hitting 55.
“It all adds up. A lot of
families and everyone in
New Zealand is really feeling the pinch. It’s a small little thing and hopefully it
can make a big difference.”
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ndia will step up its battle to win
the 2032 Olympic Games and
other international events when
the global coronavirus pandemic
eases, its top sports leader Narinder
Batra told AFP.
Ten years after hosting the
Commonwealth Games, the Indian
Olympic Association president said
his country had lessons to learn but
would not be deterred.
“We are serious and definitely
pitching for the 2026 Youth Olympic
Games and the 2032 Olympics,” he
said on Friday.
India has already written expressions of interest to the International
Olympic Committee but faces reported competition from Thailand, Russia
and Colombia for the 2026 event.
Queensland in Australia,
Shanghai and a potential joint bid
between Seoul and Pyongyang are
also being touted for the 2032
Olympics.
However, the pandemic has halted all debate. Batra, also head of the
International Hockey Federation,
said “documentation” has started for
2032 but work is now frozen. A final

Commonwealth Games was marked
by construction delays, failing infrastructure and accusations of financial
mismanagement.
More recently, Delhi was stripped
of the 2021 world boxing championships, with the global body accusing organisers of failing to pay a hosting fee on time.
Batra said he knew nothing of the
boxing dispute but insisted that the
2010 multi-sport event had made
India think big and its growing economic clout means it has resources.
“I can say the biggest takeaway
was that India is capable of hosting
all big-ticket events whether it is
Olympics or any other Games,” said
Batra.
But he added that New Delhi did
not capitalise enough on the 2010
Games by encouraging more young
athletes.

I

decision may take until 2025.
“Now there is a team that visits
the various venues and you keep talking to them and then they submit a
report. It is a continuous process
which I believe will see no activity
until December,” India’s most influential sports leader said.

“This is not the time to talk with
business houses or government about
pitching for the Olympics. The first
thing should be how we sort out this
problem which has come into the
world,” Batra added, referring to the
virus.
Delhi’s hosting of the

7>2:4H7>?4B
“The Delhi event fell short on
legacy values. The legacy that you
produce more athletes and you develop them never happened here and
that is why tournaments shifted out
of Delhi,” he said.

“The fact that such a big event
happened here was not properly
exploited.”
India has a population of 1.3 billion people but while it excels at
cricket, its team returned from the
2016 Rio Olympics with just two
medals.
The coronavirus pandemic has
only made it harder for athletes to
train for the postponed Tokyo
Olympics, put back until at least 2021.
But Batra is sticking to his prediction that India will get more than
10 medals whenever the next Games
are held.
“About 80 Indian athletes have
already qualified for the Olympics
and are being monitored by directors
and chief coaches,” he said.
“So I maintain my earlier prediction of a double-figure medal tally
and I don't think this situation will
change anything.”
Batra said he was counting on the
men’s hockey team -- which has won
eight Olympic golds but not finished
in the first four since 1980 — to
return to success.
“In this Olympics I am certainly looking to the men’s team for a
medal,” he said.
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gym session gone awry has
threatened to end her career
A
but after two eye surgeries and
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months away from the game, midfielder Reena is looking at selection
in Indian women’s hockey team for
the Tokyo Olympics.
Reena, who was a regular feature in the Indian squad since her
debut in 2017, fought her way
through the challenging times with
strong will and a tremendous support system.
“I was using a stretch-band to
do some simple flexibility exercise
when the band snapped and hit my
left eye. It happened so quickly that
I had no time to react. At that time,
little did I know that the next four
months would be the worse phase
of my life,” recalled Reena.
She was part of the team that
7^RZTh8]SXPCfXccTa won the Silver medal at the 2018
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Asian Games and also played the
FIH Women’s World Cup in the
same year. She was going along
nicely until the mishap in 2019,
which cast a doubt on her partici-

hockey kept me motivated.
“When I held the stick again,
after almost three months, I knew
I would do anything to return to the
team and I am thankful to the
coaching staff who supported me
with step-by-step return to full
training and didn’t put any kind of
pressure,” she said.
To the surprise of many, Reena
was available for FIH Olympic
Qualifiers selections, having made
her comeback in the Test Event in
Tokyo in August 2019.
She went through another corrective surgery in December, but
the danger had passed by then.
“I got a break in the Indian
team quite late. I was around 24
when I made my India debut and
my junior India experience is less,
so the next one year I will do everything I can do prove myself worthy of a place in the Olympicbound India squad,” she said.
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iscus thrower Sandeep
Kumari has been slapped
D
with a four-year ban by
Athletics Integrity Unit for
flunking a dope test, nearly
two years after her sample was
deemed clean by the NDTL.
The National Dope
Testing Laboratory (NDTL)
had failed to detect the
banned substance — a steroid
— which was present in her
blood sample, collected by
NADA officials during the
National
Inter-State
Championships in June 2018
in Guwahati.
Kumari had won the Gold
with a throw of 58.41m.
The World Anti-Doping
Agency (WADA) then decided to test the sample of
Kumari at its Montreal
Laboratory in Canada and it
returned positive for anabolic steroid Metenolone in
November 2018.
Kumari’s results from June
26, 2018 to November 21,
2018 will now be annulled.
Her four-year ban,
announced by WADA on
Friday night, will begin from
June 26, 2018 — the date of
her sample collection.
Not only Kumari’s but

samples of four other Indians,
including 2017 Asian champion quarter-miler Nirmala
Sheoran’s had returned negative at NDTL but were found
positive when tested in
Montreal.
Jhuma Khatun, one of
them, was also handed a fouryear ban, last month.
WADA referred Kumari’s
results management to the
AIU which notified her of the
charges and provisionally suspended her in November
2018.
The Har yana athlete
waived her right for the confirmatory ‘B’ sample test and
accepted the adverse analytical finding (AAF).
In February 2019, Kumari
participated in an interview
with representatives of AIU by
phone during which she confirmed that she admitted the
Anti-Doping Rule Violations
(ADRV).
In February 2020, the AIU
issued a notice of charge to
Kumari, asking her to either
admit the ADRV or undergo
a hearing before the
Disciplinary Tribunal.
After missing three deadlines to respond, Kumari finally accepted the charge and did
not request a hearing.
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oberto Ayala is one footballer who has had the
est Ham vice-chairman Karren
honour of playing with both Diego Maradona WBrady insists that every Premier
R
and Lionel Messi and the Argentina assistant coach League club wants to complete the seabelieves that they are two footballing giants.
Speaking on ‘90 minutes’ with Fox Sports, the
former player spoke about the two names which
have shone on the football stage like diamonds.
“I played with both of them, with Diego I was
taking my first steps. They are two footballing
giants, and when he retires, Messi will be remembered. I don’t know if it’ll be like Diego, it doesn’t
matter. They are different. Diego was pure art in
all his mannerisms, Messi a Speedy González who
carries the ball two centimetres from his foot,” he
said. Ayala also believes that Messi has the ability to help the national team and feels that the fact
that Messi wants to be treated as one among the
other players and not as a star makes him a delight
to work with.
“I hope that he gives us his footballing level,
that he makes us grow as a team. Having a team
with him, not of him. He wants to be treated like
this, like just one more. We told the players that
he will not be treated differently by us. You all have
to step up, do what you do for your clubs, and he
will help you. You have to take advantage of that,”
he revealed.
Brazilian star Neymar had earlier revealed how
Messi, one of the greatest footballers to have played
the beautiful game, always had his back at
Barcelona.
“Honestly, it’s difficult, very difficult for me to
talk about Messi, because it was very special for
me at Barcelona, I say this to everybody,” he told
Rede Globo’s Esporte Espetacular. “At the moment
when I needed the most support, the best player
in the world arrived and gave me a hand. He said:
‘Come here, I'm here to help you.’”

pation in the all-important Olympic
Qualifier.
“Initially the doctor has said it
will heal soon but even after a
month when the pain was persistent, the doctor then advised
surgery to rule out permanent
damage to the retina. This news
was devastating and all I could
think of was whether I will ever play
hockey again,” said the 26-year-old
Reena, who is from Chandigarh.
After a brief break, Reena
returned to the national camp in
July.
“I was advised two months bed
rest and when I returned to the
camp chief coach Sjoerd would talk
to me regularly to pep me up. He
would tell me about a player in
Netherlands who played hockey
with vision only in one eye.
“Positive stories like these and
emotional support from my parents
and some close friends outside of
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son despite there being “a lot of obstacles”
to restarting the campaign.
Clubs were presented with the
league’s “Project Restart” plans at a
meeting on Friday and were told the
remaining 92 matches of the 2019-2020
season must be played at neutral venues.
That is an extra sticking point to a
litany of other logistical issues as there
remains opposition on sporting integrity grounds about the idea of not finish-

ing the campaign on a home-and-away
basis.
“At yesterday's meeting, every club
said it wants the season to
restart,” said Brady in her column
for the Sun newspaper.
"The only common theme
from all the Prem clubs is that
any compromises have to be fair
and uphold the integrity of the
game.
"Players and managers have
to be key decision-makers on the
protocols as there is a long way to go from
where we are now to actually getting playing again.

“There are a lot of obstacles to overcome and no doubt many compromises
to make.”
Brighton chief executive
Paul Barber said on Thursday
that the idea of not playing
matches home and away was a
“further imperfection” on top of
games being behind closed
doors.
Before plans to return to
playing can progress, the
Premier League clubs must
also address the thorny issues of testing
and player welfare.
Players, coaches and backroom staff

would reportedly be tested two or three
times a week and could be forced to quarantine in hotels away from their families
to help prevent the spread of the virus.
The Bundesliga’s ambitious plans to
return to playing matches this month
were dealt a blow with the news on
Friday that three people at Cologne have
tested positive for coronavirus and been
placed in a 14-day quarantine.
Manchester City striker Sergio
Aguero admitted this week that players
are “scared” at the prospect of being
rushed back into action, while Brighton’s
Glenn Murray questioned whether it is
right for football’s return to drain

resources from public services such as
ambulance crews and police.
The proposal of neutral venues by
the Premier League is designed to
reduce the number of medical, security
and broadcast personnel needed at
every match.
“It’s clear that the location of the
games when the league recommences
will be subject to approval from both the
Government and Sports Grounds Safety
Authority,” added Brady.
“They could argue neutral grounds
better protect the welfare of all involved
and reduce the burden on public services
like police and ambulance.”
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apoli were on Saturday given the green light to
restart training next week by regional authoriN
ties as Serie A clubs eye a return to action from the
coronavirus pandemic shutdown.
The Campania region, where Napoli are based,
said in a statement that "the region’s positive ruling
has already be sent to the government”, adding that
it had asked for an OK as soon as possible "in order
to enable training to restart on Monday”.
Campania is the second region in Italy to allow
its local Serie A club to recommence preparations,
under strict health guidelines, at their training
ground after Emilia-Romagna made a similar ruling
on Friday for Bologna, Parma, SPAL and Sassuolo.
Lazio, which hosts the Rome-based club of the
same name and city rivals Roma, Hellas Verona’s home
the Veneto and Sardinia, where Cagliari are based, are
expected to follow suit.
The announcement comes despite a government
decree which stops players from training at their
locked-off sports centres where social distancing could
be guaranteed, but allows them to run in public parks.
Italy is preparing to relax its lockdown on
Monday as the Covid-19 numbers continue a positive trend. The virus has killed over 28,000 people in
the country. Many regions have had a fraction of the
number of deaths experienced by Lombardy and
Piedmont in the north.
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hree people have tested positive for
coronavirus at Cologne and will be
T
placed into a 14-day quarantine, the
Bundesliga club said in a potential
blow to hopes of restarting the
German football season this month.
“Cologne had the entire team
and coaching staff, along with the
backroom staff, tested on Thursday for
COVID-19. Three people tested positive, all are symptom free,” the club
said in a statement on its website.
“After an assessment of the cases
by the responsible health authorities,
the three people who tested positive
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he International Table Tennis
Federation (IT TF) on
T
Saturday extended the suspension

will go into a 14-day quarantine at
home.
“Cologne will not confirm any
names out of respect for the privacy
of those affected.”
The club said it would continue to
train in preparation for the campaign
to resume, with further tests to be carried out as part of the league's health
and safety protocol.
“We now see in everyday life that
our concept recognises and reduces
risks at an early stage,” said Tim Meyer,
head of the German league's medical
task force.
“We are convinced that with our
concept, we can enable players to prac-

tice their profession with the best possible protection against infection.”
The Bundesliga had set a target return
date of May 9 but still needs permission from the German government.
A delay on the decision this week
meant a resumption would not be possible before May 16.
A final decision is expected next
Wednesday.
The German league confirmed
Thursday that clubs had started testing players for the virus as part of
plans to get the season up and running
again.
It has been suspended since March
13.

its activities till end of July due to
the COVID-19 pandemic.
Earlier this month, the ITTF
was forced to cancel as many as
nine tournaments including two
World Tour events amid the
ongoing health crisis.
“The current period of suspension of all ITTF events and
activities has been extended up
until the end of July 2020; the situation is being monitored closely for an eventual restart of ITTF
events in August 2020,” said the
world body in a statement.
The ITTF had also set new
dates for the World Team
Championships, which were supposed to take place in Busan in
March. They were rescheduled to
September-October but the decision will be reviewed next month.
“A decision about the status
of the Hana Bank 2020 World
Team
Table
Tennis
Championships will be made in
June 2020.
“ITTF management have
been asked to find ways to reduce
operation costs overall, including
the need for there to be some HR
restructure in order to manage
2020 financial realities,” the statement added.
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mma has come to take me
away, he told his wife and
broke into tears. It has been four
days since Irrfan Khan bid
adieu to the world in Kokilaben
Dhirubhai Ambani Hospital and Medical
Research Institute, Mumbai but still the sole
thought of Khan not being with us anymore
gives goosebumps to many.
Khan’s demise has shaken everybody
to the core. A man with no or very less
haters and critics, kept entertaining the audience even weeks before his demise with
Angrezi Medium. It seems like Irrfan had
sensed that he was slowly losing the battle
with cancer, that’s why he chose to tell the
world with the trailer of the film that something was not right. Mere shareer ke andar
kuch anchahe mehmaan bethe hue hain,
unsey vartalaap chal raha hai. Dekhtey hain
ki oonth kis karwanth bethta hai, jaisa bhi
hoga aap ko ittila kar di jayegi, was what he
said in the last message to his fans through
the trailer.
The film released on March 13, 2020
but with Coronavirus pandemic taking over,
Delhi’s cinema halls were shut leaving many
people deprived of watching the versatile
actor on the 70 mm screen. However, later
the film saw the day’s light on Hotstar.
Khan was and will be pure magic. With
his poker face, sunken eyes, totally unscreen
looks and yet a screen presence which
would be cause for envy, Khan paved his
way through the industry at the time when
Bollywood was ruled by the heavy weight
Khans and the Kapoors. Not only that, with
no Godfather in the industry, the Paan
Singh Tomar actor proved that it is sheer
hardwork and talent that take you to
heights.
There was something in Khan’s eyes.
They spoke a lot — of his journey from
Sahabzade Irrfan Ali Khan of Tonk,
Rajasthan to Irrfan Khan, the B-town star
and of the efforts that it took him to reach
where he is. But, with no complaints. Not
to mention, the name and fame that he
earned, but adding to that he reached a
stage in life when people started feeling a
connection with him. So much so that
moments after his demise, tears won’t stop
flowing and everyone took to social media
to tell how personal his death meant to
them.
The aura of Khan was such that even
Tom Hanks didn’t shy away from praising
the personality and agreed that he was the
coolest guy. Hanks had said: “And as soon
as I walked up to him I said, ‘Irrfan Khan,
I am going to steal from you everything I
possibly can. I am going to start speaking
very quietly in films. I am going to wear very
nice suits. And I will draw out the last sound

A

of every sentence that I say.’ And by doing
that, I will be doing a very pale imitation
of the coolest guy in the room.”
Irrfan’s wife Sutapa Sikdar, who stood
by him till the very end, posted the duo’s
picture on Facebook with a caption stating
that she has not lost but gained in every
which way.
And when one is talking about Irrfan,
there is no chance of missing the films that
people duly associate with him. Who
would have loved, a whimsical love story
that managed to skip the cyber world and
had curious consequences, The Lunchbox,
after watching say the hardcore romantic
Raanjhana or the action-comedy Chennai
Express. But that did happen. The Lunchbox
got its due, with film theory professors using
that as an example for studying the subject.
The audience’s taste changed, content driven cinema came to the forefront with Irrfan
riding on the bandwagon of powering small
budget films, the you and me kind of cinema like The Warrior. But Bollywood was
not the only station for Khan, as he went
on travelling seas and carving a niche for
himself in the British and American films.
“The last time I met him was in January
or maybe earlier. We met in the common
parking. I live on the seventh floor and he
on the fifth of the same society. He looked
fine, a little tired though. He was just leaving for the shoot for Angrezi Medium. We
didn’t chat for long just exchanged some
pleasantries. He said that it was good to
meet after such a long time. I asked him
how he was doing and he said that all was
good and was following doctor’s advise and
taking his meds. ‘I am happy’ he said. Then
the lockdown happened. But my wife kept
in touch with Sutapa didi. She told us that
he was taking due precautions since his
immunity was low and mainly kept to his
room. I came to know that he was in the
hospital a day before he passed away,”
Shreyas Talpade recalls.
It was back when the society in which
the two live was under construction and
Irrfan and Talpade met to discuss the issues
related to the builder and the construction.
“The meeting was so surreal. I knew the
actor that he was — absolutely fabulous, so
confident and brilliant. An actor who
could convey so much with his eyes. There
were times when I tried to copy him and
be like him but then you meet him and he
starts to discuss an aspect that is not acting, you realise that he like an innocent
child, a child who has no idea about things
other than the world of cinema. He was so
animated when he talked about how we
needed to get in touch with the builder to
sort out things. He said: ‘Shreyas isko dekh
le yaar, yeh kaise hoga?’ And I thought to
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myself, this is Irrfan Khan, a much senior
actor who had moved in before I had,”
Talpade recalls whose favourite Irrfan
Khan movie would be Hindi Medium.
He recounts another incident which
gives a glimpse of how much he loved doing
what he did — be an actor. “There was a
screening for Hindi Medium and we were
invited. When we landed, we realised that
he was not there. It was so funny. There were
so many who had turned but the star was
missing. We were told that he was shooting. It was so funny. But he came during the
interval and apologised and said that the
shoot for that film had got delayed. He
wanted to know what our thoughts were.
We all agreed it was fantastic. Work for him
was of paramount importance. That’s the
way he was. There are very few actors of his
calibre that when the camera is on, the actor
matches the persona that the character he
is playing,” Talpade says.
He tells you that for non-industry actors
like Irrfan, it is extremely difficult to get the
right director, the right role, the right film
and the right production house. “Then there
is the whole scenario of the film releasing
properly. For a newcomer, there ae many
issues. Besides the film releasing, it has to
work as well,” Talpade says and sites his film
Iqbal as an example.
“I remember my film released with No
Entry which was running to full house.
People who had come to see that film didn’t want to go back and ended up watching Iqbal and that is how the movie gained
popularity — through word of mouth. A
lot matters when it comes to a film.
Having said this, what Irrfan bhai had was
tremendous amount of confidence. That is
what we should learn from him. He was so
good at his craft, there was a charm to it.
It was like — Yeh scene to toh mein le jaaunga. Agar aap mein himmat hain toh isko
mujhse chcheen ke dikha do. This was true
for each frame he was in. The kind of presence he had, that factor is something each
new actor must imbibe and learn,” Talpade
tells you.
The fact that the 53-year-old actor was
able to move on-screen so effortless meant
that he had perfected his art. “For Irrfan
bhai, he just loved films. Like all he ever
wanted to do was to be in front of the camera — Please keep the camera in front of
me; give me a role aur mein usko sona bana
doonga. When you are born with this kind
of confidence, it is very difficult to stop such
a person. This was definitely not the time
for him to go away. He had so much more
to give,” Talpade says.
Actor Nitin Arora tells you that he is
fan of Irrfan Khan. “Mein unka murred
hoon after Amitabh Bachchan. I have seen
all his film barring one. I loved him in Paan
Singh Tomar. At that tme, I had wanted to
come to Mumbai and touch his feet. For
somebody to play a 20-year-old recruit to
a 55-year-old in the same film and playing
each part with so much conviction was brilliant. He lost 30 kg in order to play the
younger version of himself. He was outstanding in Maqbool. Every film that he has
done is great,” Arora says.
He, of course, has had the opportunity to work with Irrfan in a film that is has
yet to see the light of day — Pranam
Walekum — shot at a small place outside
of Pune. “The movie is directed by Sanjay
Mishra, his directorial debut. We shot the
entire film and edited it and post that
Tigmanshu sir (Dhulia) saw the film and
he wanted a scene to be added to give context to it. We shot that scene. I am very fortunate that I got a chance to work with such
a talented legend. And I am very upset as
well. It is a huge loss to the entire film fraternity. He was one the most chilled out
actors I have ever come across. The way he
used to explain a scene, the way he used to
portray a character in the most natural way,
was phenomenal. I have learnt quite a lot
from him. ‘Acting nahin karni, Nitin. Be
yourself ’ he told me,” Arora tells you.
He recounts a talk that he had with
Irrfan during the shoot. “He told me there
was a time when he had decided to go back
to Jaipur. Irrfan bhai told Tigamanshu sir
whom he knew from NSD days that he was
all set to go back since nothing was coming his way and the TV show he was doing
had also ended. He was asked to stay and
was promised a film. Tigmanshu sir told
him and before you go, take your National
Award with you. He shot the film in
Chambal with great difficulty and one day
dacoits came and took them away. He was
not so popular and very few recognised
him. I remember Irrfan bhai telling me how
with great difficulty they shot the film with
little money. Then, once the movie was
completed, there were no buyers for five
years. The film was Paan Singh Tomar and
he did walk away with the National Film
Award for Best Actor. Meanwhile, his
other movies kept releasing and he had
become a star,” Arora says.
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ollywood’s forever hearthrob,
who is loved by one and all, Rishi
Kapoor’s demise has left everyone
in tears. From a cute, bubbly boy
in Bobby to a notorious villain in
Agneepath, the legend from the Kapoor
Bollywood dynasty was famous for his
jovial nature.
Even when Kapoor was taking his last
breath in the Reliance Hospital, Mumbai
reports said that he kept the doctors entertained till the end. The jovial nature isn’t
the only quality that distinguishes the
iconic star from others but also his fullof-life attitude. A case in point is, even
during his two-year-long battle with
leukemia, the late actor’s lively attitude and
love for life kept everyone optimistic in
the family.
Kapoor’s obsession with films was
never ending and so was his love. When
asked in an interview about how he keeps
himself relevant even after four-decade
long career, the charismatic actor said that
it was because of his passion towards his
work.
Payal Ghosh, who has worked with
Kapoor in Patel Ki Punjabi Shaadi says
that he was one of the most humble and
down to earth person she has ever seen
in life. “When I was finalised for the film,
the team told me not to speak too much
infront of the senior actor. First day we
all had introductions and on day two we
were on the sets, shooting. That’s when
I found out that he was not the usual
superstar. There was something extra —
a lot of humbleness,” she tells you.
Ghosh travels back in time and tells
you that when he found out about the
actor’s love for ShahRukh Khan, he
shared a lot of stories with her. “One day
while we talking, I told Rishi sir that I
deeply admire ShahRukh Khan and is a
big fan of him. He was quick to tell me
the stories related to King Khan. He told
me how Gauri Khan didn’t want
ShahRukh to enter Bollywood and that
she wanted to take him back to Delhi
because she was possessive about him,”
she recalls.
Everyone knows how active was the
legendary hero on social media and that
he never holded his voice back. Be it for
slamming Godmen and Radhe Maa or
raising his voice on the delay in Nirbhaya’s
case verdict. So was the hero on sets. “I
remember during the shoot, Sanjay
Chhel sir (director of Patel Ki Punjabi
Shaadi) was just not in the right mood
and he raised his voice slightly with Prem
Chopra ji. Although it was not intentional but Rishi sir was quick to point it out
immediately and he told Chhel sir:
Sanjay you can’t talk like this with him,
he is a senior actor, say sorry. He respected each and everyone on the sets and I
immensely appreciate this quality of
him,” Ghosh tells you.
Now when you are reading that, if the
line ‘Sanjay you can’t...’ doesn’t echoes in
your mind in Rishi Kapoor’s voice, then
may be you are not one of the top fans.
Actor Nitin Arora recalls the last time
he met Rishi Kapoor. “It was three years
back at Adnan Sami’s birthday. Back then
he was absolutely fine. But I remember
he was such a foodie and enjoy his drink.
We were there the entire night. It was not
a large gathering, just around 20 of us —
there was Rakesh Roshan, Jeetuji
(Jitendra) to name a few. The whole night
he was cracking jokes, talking about food
and daru. We laughed so much that night.
He was such a bindas person and fun. He
was king and a large-hearted man. There
are very few people in Mumbai who
would talk in Punjabi. For someone who
is from Delhi to hear a conversation in
Punjabi was amazing. There are very few
people who talk in Punjabi in the industry. In singers we do have a Mika,
Badshah and Hansraj but few actors who
speak the language. It was great to have
witnessed and been a part of that night,”
Arora tells you.
According to Arora the reason
Rishi Kapoor became popular was the
manner in which his first film Bobby was
run and packaged. “My mother gives me
a story that Bobby. That it was the first
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film that she had seen with my late father
during their courtship period. There were
two things. First, the way he was launched,
he was declared him king of romance.
Even in the Amitabh Bachchan era of
angry young man, Rishi Kapoor managed
to carve a niche for himself. Second, He
was such a good looking and charming
man. When I met him, he was 64-65, yet
so charming and good looking. He didn’t belong to my era, but he was an amazing actor. His on-screen chemistry with
every actress was so beautiful and fantastic to watch. Whether you watch Damini
or Chandni or Bol Radha Bol or even
Prem Rog, his dedication in each character was brilliant. This was so different
from what other actors managed to do.
Hence, he not only managed to sustain
himself, he lived the life of king of
romance,” Arora says.
Siddharth Anand Kumar, VP Films
and Television Saregama, India, recounts
how he had had gone to Rishi Kapoor’s
Bandra bungalow. “It was a bungalow. Of
course, I had seen many, coming from
Delhi, but it was Mumbai and a bungalow was such a novelty. I had gone there
with a producer for a project.
Unfortunately, it didn't work out but I do
remember how friendly he was. So little
starry tantrums. Seems to be a very generous and well-brought up person. He was
a straight talker. That was the impression
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that I took away from that meeting. I was
amazed. More so since I had grown up
watching his films. It is always great to see
a person whose movies one has watched.
It has a different aura altogether,” Anand
tells you.
He says that an artiste never dies. For
the fans, he is immortal. But it is extremely difficult and terrible for the family since
he is much more than an actor, he is a
father, a husband, a brother and a son. "It
is terrible for the family. However, the
memories will always be there. With
greats like him he was left his stamp on
the wall. His work will always be there for
us. For fans we need to celebrate these
people and need to be grateful that they
are no longer in the grip of this terrible
disease that we know so little about,"
Anand says.
He tells you that anybody who is
able to adapt to changing times demonstrates the ability to move art and is a
thinking person. “Process of art is creation of reaction. All great artists have
managed to do so. It is amazing that a
person is able to change from the effervescence, cute, bubbly hero to the villain in Agneepath or to the lovely role
in Kapoor & Sons. Even what Rishi
Kapoor did in Love Aaj Kal. Mulk is
another great example. He literally gave
voice to a community that is being profiled into a box. Then there is Do Dooni
Chaar where he pulled off playing the
middle-class man from Delhi remarkably. The job of an actor, writer, director or producer is to make the consumer feel something and he had that
magical ability. When he smiled, you
smiled. When he was angry, you were
scared of him. He was able to transmit
emotions to you. Speaks volumes of his
ability and his art is immortal and it is
a privilege for him as well. We never
lose artists,” Anand says.
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THE GREAT

LOCKDOWN
& ITS IMPACT ON THE

INDIAN ECONOMY
here are certain events which remain
etched in one’s memory for a lifetime, for its impact is not limited to a
particular geography and neither is it
restricted to a particular aspect of
social living, but encompasses almost every
aspect of human life. The outbreak of coronavirus which has now taken the form of a pandemic affecting more than 180 countries across
the globe is one such event. Starting from a
small cluster in the capital of China’s Hubei
province, it has now affected almost everyone
in one way or the other and has brought the
world to a screeching halt.
Now as the governments across the world
have resorted to the only proven public health
measure, that is, social distancing to contain
the spread of the virus, the second thing which
has most severely been impacted is the economy and its growth with public health bearing
most of the brunt.
While it seems plausible on the part of the
government and the policy maker to take such
a stringent action, doing so has severed the
flow of goods and people and disrupted the
economic activities at almost every level —
right from farming to mining to industries to
services. And with this, the economic deceleration is spreading as fast as the coronavirus
itself.
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For any economic activity there has to be a
supply side and a corresponding demand side
and absence of either of the party stops the
activity. With people staying at home, there has
been a substantial dip in the supply side of the
economic chain. First, because of a decrease in
the labour participation on account of social
distancing and lockdown, the productivity has
declined as there are no workers running the
factories and mills, no farmers tilling their land
and no carriers to take goods from their source
(factories and farms) to destination (consumers). This particular problem of lack of carriers has already resulted in wastage of many
essential goods though the government is trying its best to keep the production of essential
commodities and its supply chain intact.
Secondly, because of this slowdown in the
economic activities the financial institutions are
facing liquidity issues and a credit crunch is
being felt everywhere. The banks are not looking anymore to increase their asset size and
their focus has primarily shifted in keeping the
balance sheet intact as many of them are still

recovering from the bad debt crisis. Also, the
scars of the 2008-09 financial recession are
vivid in their memories. To help in this regard
and to see that there is no additional impact of
coronavirus on India’s lenders due to a potential slowdown, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI)
has introduced measures to pump more rupee
liquidity into the banking system through its
‘Long Term Repo Operations’ and reduction of
25 basis point in its reverse repo rate.
Additionally, the central bank has relaxed the
asset classification norms which will help banks
not to classify some of the (non-NPA) stressed
borrowers as defaulters and has eased the liquidity coverage ratio for commercial banks
from 100 percent to 80 percent (to be restored
by April 1, 2021). All these measures will provide the much-needed liquidity and will keep
the credit flowing.
While there is a clear visibility of restrictions on the supply side, the demand side too
has started to contract, and this is further hampering the economy which might lead to a
vicious cycle of further decrease in supply until
the government intervenes and take necessary
steps to keep the demand flowing. Usually,
demand in any economy is driven primarily by
private final consumption, private investments
and government expenditure. According to the
Economic Survey 2020, private final consumption contributed to around 60 percent of India’s
GDP. With people cutting down their consumption to their basic essential needs and forgoing their discretionary expenses, the private
consumption has dampened. The private
investments too have witnessed a slowdown
primarily because of lower credit flow and secondly because of future uncertainty.
Government expenditure, however, is expected
to provide some relief and add to the GDP
growth. The stimulus package of $24 billion
(C1.7 lakh crore) in the form of Pradhan
Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojna to provide relief to
people is likely to mitigate some impact and
help the poor and daily wage earners sustain
during these difficult times.
Another issue which is more relevant to the
Indian economy is its huge informal sector
which accounts for roughly 94 per cent of the
total employment in the country and contributes about 45 per cent of the output.
Further, this informal sector employs mostly
contract workers or daily wage earners and
migrant labourers who are from low-income
households and they are the people who are the
most impacted because of the lockdown.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
has come up with a report and has projected a
gross domestic product (GDP) growth of 1.9
per cent for India in FY 2020-21. With this
subdued forecast, India might witness its worst
growth rate since its economic liberalization of
1991. Still, India is among the only two major
economies expected to register a positive
growth rate in FY 2020-21; the other being
China, as the global growth rate in FY 2020-21
is expected to fall to negative 3 per cent.
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While almost all the industries have been
impacted because of this pandemic, the ones
which have been hit hard are the Airlines and
Tourism, Hospitality, Automobile, and Power.
Aviation and Tourism is probably the worst
affected sector as all the passenger trafficinbound, outbound and domestic has been
grounded during the lockdown. As per
International Air Transport Association
(IATA), airlines globally can lose in passenger
revenue of up to $113 billion due to this crisis.
Further, the industry is already low on cash
reserves, and cancellation, rescheduling and
lower traffic may lead to job losses and pay
cuts. According to IATA report, more than 20
lakh jobs are at risk in India’s aviation space
and dependent sectors because of the coronavirus pandemic.
The hospitality sector which includes
hotels, restaurants and foods and beverages
have also seen a substantial downfall in its footfalls. Occupancy across hotels in key cities have
declined rapidly by a staggering 45 percentage
points compared to last year which has never
been seen before. Additionally, many restaurants which already run on a very thin margin
will be forced to layoff its staffs or close its
operations.
Automobile sector’s slowdown is also clearly
visible. With China accounting for more than
27 percent of imports of India’s automotive part
and closure of their factories, there has been a
delay in the production and delivery of vehicles.
Almost all the major manufactures witnessed a
drop in its March sales which is the peak period
of inventory clearance for the industry. Maruti
Suzuki India’s domestic passenger vehicle sales
fell 47 per cent and Hyundai witnessed a drop
of 40 per cent. Further, the requirement to comply with the BSIV emission norms which was to
be implemented from April 1 have decreased
the sales further as new BSIV vehicles were few
and most of the companies are pushing the pro-

duction of new BSIV compliant vehicles to a
later date.
Also, as most of the factories are closed
during this lockdown and with fewer vehicles
plying on the road, the consumption of electricity and petrol/diesel has come down substantially. While the electricity consumption
contracted by 26.6 per cent for April 1-10 2020
over last year, consumption of petrol fell by
16.4 per cent and diesel by 24.2 per cent in
March 2020 on a year-on-year basis.
The stock market too has reacted to this
pandemic and BSE Sensex fell from the level of
41,000 in mid-February 2020 to 29,000 by the
end of March 2020. A decrease of over 30 per
cent in such a short period of time has resulted
not only in the loss of investors wealth but also
in their trust in the capital market.
D85G1I6?BG1B4
The COVID-19 became a pandemic primarily because it is novel and till date no
proven cure for this disease has been found out.
So, it’s clear that once a cure or a vaccine, which
will help people build immunity against the
virus, is found, the need of social distancing will
gradually phase out letting loose the neck of the
global economy which it has presently gripped.
Till such a cure is found, social distancing, fullscale testing and rigorous quarantine is the only
solution to restrict the spread of the virus.
And while the medical practitioners are
doing their best to control its spread and finding a possible cure, the government need to
keep the economic activities to such a sustainable level from which it can be rebound easily
once the pandemic is over. While a stimulus
package was already announced in March, the
extension of this lockdown for another three
weeks would require another such package.
To ease the load of households and businesses struggling to make their regular payments, the central bank has advised all the
lenders to provide a moratorium of three
months on mortgage and other loan payment
for residential and commercial borrowers.
However, borrowers need to be educated of
such measures so that they can benefit from it
in case they are facing any liquidity issue.
Another focus point of the government
should be to take care of the small and medium enterprises (SMEs) which may not have
the adequate liquidity to survive the crisis.
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he real estate sector contributes 9% to India’s GDP and
employs over 40 million people. It is a bellwether to the
economy that has been going
through a severe downturn over the last
few quarters with affordable housing
emerging as one of the few sustainable
asset classes.
The COVID-19 pandemic has
brought the industry to a grinding halt
and brought in a level of uncertainty that
was not seen in previous economic
downturns. For the first time in an economic crisis people are also facing a genuine threat to life, mass reverse migration and prolonged isolation.
There is consensus that the pandemic will adversely affect the real estate sector. The real estate sector was already
reeling from high inventory, low sales and
cash flow issues but going ahead the situation is likely to worsen and the government should look to take pro active
measures shore it up.
The lockdown will most likely be
extended in areas that have emerged as
hotspots across the country. We are likely to see layoffs and salary cuts across the
board. Besides construction, retail, hospitality and entertainment sectors, other
large employers and income generators
with multiplier effects are likely to be the
worst hit. Conversations with hospitality leaders indicate that most are factoring in virtually no revenue over the next
two months and have brought in severe
cost cutting measures.
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We understand the affordable housing market broadly as homes priced
under 40 lac rupees across tier I, II and
III cities. This is a fairly new segment in
India that mostly came into the picture
2006-07 onwards. Since then in downturns it has remained the most resilient.
The lowest end of the market, units
priced C5 lakhs to C15 lakhs is largely
catered to by the government under the
Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana (PMAY).
The government is doing a fairly good
job but unable to meet demand. The current model that mostly outsources the
construction to contractors is inefficient
and has high working capital requirements. It also doesn’t assign any value to
the underlying land and is a huge drain
on government resources. On the
demand side, this segment is pre-dominantly first time buyers who are less
financially sophisticated and invest in a
home as their primary asset.
It is unlikely that there will be any
sales in the affordable housing sector over
the next quarter and possibly the second
as well. Buyers tend to postpone their

buying and particularly upgrading decisions in times of economic uncertainty.
The biggest challenge though will be
access to capital. The principal funders
in the current environment will be
banks and private equity players, and the
expected cost of capital is likely to be 1820% versus 12-15% pre-crisis. This could
hamper the sector going ahead for the
next few quarters.
Post crisis we believe the demand of
these homes will increase dramatically
for the following reasons. One, government homes are significantly undervalued and have easy access to financing.
Second, real estate and particularly
homes are already the most preferred
investment vehicle in India. Especially in
times of such uncertainty the economically weaker segment and the low income
group would want to create an asset that
would guarantee some security for their

families. Third, we believe that post
COVID-19 people, the sub 40 lakh market residents will opt not to upgrade and
stay with their current homes, whereas
the market immediately above 40 lakhs
is often people up-grading from the sub
40 lakh market. It is therefore possible
that over the next 6 to 8 quarters the
affordable housing segment will be a bigger part of the overall housing market.
However, with the current model the
government makes some loss on delivery of the unit, a complete loss on the
value of the land and loss of interest on
the working capital required. To address
a substantially increased demand after
COVID-19 ebbs, the government will
have to create policies to incentivise supply and ease the bottlenecks to demand.
The government would have to explore
alternate models and a Public Private
Partnership (PPP) could be one such.
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any of them are going to
shut their shops and many
might ask their banks to
restructure their loans. With the
limited fiscal resources that we
have, we cannot help all the ailing
SMEs but turning a blind eye to
their ailment will only worsen the
situation. Accordingly, the government and the central bank need to
find some innovative solution. For
instance, providing ‘bridge loans’ to
such SMEs at zero interest for the
duration of this crisis with an
extended repayment period might
provide them some support in sustaining their operations.
The entire idea of lockdown
rests on two assumptions. First that
it will help in checking the spread
of the virus so that public health is
not jeopardised. Second is that it
can be enforced only for a limited
period of time and extending it
beyond certain duration may not
be feasible as doing so will bring
down the economy to such a level
that people may start dying of malnutrition and hunger. While it is
said that social distancing has
helped contain the spread of the
virus to a certain extent (as per Dr
V K Paul, a government health
expert and member of NITI Aayog,
from doubling every three days, the
number of active cases is now doubling every eight days and instead
of 23,000 active cases in India as of
April 23, the number could have
been around 1,00,000 had lockdown not been implemented); the
trick is to find the duration for
which the government can afford
to keep the people and economy in
the lockdown stage. It is because
during this lockdown there wouldn’t be much economic activity and
the government would need to provide for all the marginal section of
the society. Doing so for an elongated period of time would, however, blow a dent to the government’s
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fiscal deficit which is already high.
And increasing it further would
make the government’s debt burden unsustainable, leaving it with
very little space to intervene in
future when necessary.
The policy makers appear to be
aware of this trade-off and in the
second stage of the lockdown it has
listed a set of economic activities
which could be carried out in a
restrained manner with all precautions in place so that essential
goods and services keep on flowing. Another approach which the
government can take is to identify
the areas which are least affected
because of the virus and start economic activities there at a much
larger scale. For instance, Sikkim
which is the only Indian state without any recorded Covid-19 positive
case as of April 14 may resume its
economic activity in full scale with
the necessary precautions in place.
Also, identifying and allowing only
healthy workers to join back the
work would be a critical step in
this direction. If the government
follows such steps, then it should
ensure that all the poor and contract workers including daily wage
earners who are not able to join
workforce because of their health
conditions are provided with essential foods and amenities so that
they can survive in this period of
crisis.
1CE2CD1>D91<C896D
There is no denying the fact
that the world will not be the same
once this pandemic end. The way
we live, the way the businesses and
trades are done, the way
Universities carry on their lectures
and the way corporates conduct
their HR practices is all going to
witness a substantial change.
Technology and its usage will
become more of a norm of life.
Students will get used to online

classes of their favourite professors
and video conferencing will get
more sophisticated with adoption
of virtual reality in almost all
offices. And while not every job
can be done from home, the resistance to work from home is likely
to see a substantial fall as the corporates would get used to and
become efficient in getting the
same productivity from their
employees which they had when
they used to work from their office
desk. This may initially increase
the technology cost but in the long
run may prove cost effective as the
corporates would be able to cut
down their rental expense and
employees would be able to save
their commute time and cost. This
in turn would help in easing the
traffic congestion and probably
might help people breath fresh air
again. Going to movie theatres and
restaurants will not be the same
again. With a splurge in the subscription based streaming services
already in place, movie producers
will release their movies directly on
these platforms. The millennials
are likely to learn the forgotten art
of cooking delicious food at home
and this will come as a sigh of
relief to their mothers and grandmothers. Whatever the future holds
for us, much has to be done in this
hour of crisis and only a collective
effort of everyone would help in
bringing an end to this crisis. Once
the situation is brought under control with a little nudge from India’s
hot and humid climate which is
likely to knock on our doors in a
month or so, what we need to do is
to reignite hope and rebuild India.
The writer is the author of
Index Investing: A Low Cost, Low
Risk Strategy to Investment
Success,
published by SAGE Publications
India
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● Structure developer friendly PPPs that
incentivise large players to participate
and create mega projects, this will
reduce leakages and improve quality
as compared to contracts to small
local players
● Incentivise developers investing in
affordable housing by bringing them
under priority sector lending
● Grant a one time one year moratorium on all debt and interest payments
● Recast project specific debt for affordable housing projects and bring it
under the anvil of priority sector lending
● Waive off stamp duty for affordable
housing loans
● In case of housing under 40 lakhs, the
government could classify mortgages
under priority sector lending to dras-

tically reduce interest rates and
Equated Monthly Installments (EMIs)
● Give accelerated single window clearance under set timeframes
● Extend income tax exemption under
Section 80 IB(A) and completely
remove MAT retrospectively
These incentives would not put a
load on government finances but incentivise both developers and buyers. This
could help the economy in general to
come out of the downturn much faster.
Dhaval Monani is CEO First Home
Realty Services; Director of Affordable
Housing at Centre for Sustainability,
Anant National University and Dr.
Miniya Chatterji is CEO Sustain Labs
Paris; Adjunct Professor, SciencesPo
Paris; Director of Centre for
Sustainability, Anant National
University
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ords have power. They
have the power to
change the way we
think, the way we behave and
even the way we feel. During a
lockdown, we are in a confined
space and restricted in many
ways. The state of the world adds
a sense of despair and fear to the
mix. While all this turmoil exists
outside ourselves, some of us will
face inner turmoil as well. Our
self-talk has a great effect on our
psyche. As much as we may critique our external world, we also
have a habit of being self-critical.
Not just that, but when someone
says anything negative, it also
affects how we feel about ourselves.
These feelings accompanied
by our inner self talk can affect
us deeply. At this time, it is
important to exercise self-care.
Focussing on the needs of others is all very noble, but it is
absolutely crucial to carry on
with inner calm. The words we
say to ourselves can affect our
mental state in various ways.
According to neuroscientist
Andrew Newberg, M.D. and
therapist Mark Robert
Waldman, words can literally
change your brain: ‘a single
word has the power to influence
the expression of genes that regulate physical and emotional
stress.’ A single negative word
releases dozens of stress-producing hormones. According to
the experts, using the right
words can transform our reality,
which means that the more selftalk that focuses on positive
words, the better the outcome of
our reality.
It all sounds a bit too simple
— change your internal talk and
everything around you will
improve. But apparently, it’s not
all mumbo-jumbo. Scientific
studies of brain scans show that

W

if we just change what we say to
ourselves, we can bring about a
big difference in our lives.
From my perspective, I feel
that writing can bring about that
kind of transformation, especially when thoughts are loaded
with simmering emotions. Many
times we are affected by what
others say to us, or by a negative
rant by our inner critic. By writing down these pent-up feelings,
we actually start calming down.
For me personally, the legendary
figure of Mirabai has often
inspired me to face inner and
outer negativity with courage,
compassion, and my favourite
activity — writing.
The purpose of writing or
journaling is to reflect on the
stream of thoughts and feelings.
Simply write whatever comes to
mind, don’t worry about grammar or spelling. You are not
sharing this with anyone. This
method is more about being
inwardly attentive, and letting
the words flow onto a page.
Through the written word, one
can explore one’s own thoughts,

feelings, impulses, memories,
and goals.
Negativity will not necessarily disappear right away. The
emotions will linger, but their
power to affect our mindset,
actions and decisions will
reduce over time. Writing sincerely and truthfully is a form of
spiritual healing. Very often,
writing brings up deep-seated
feelings that have been bothering us for a long time. Writing
from our most troubled selves,
we will be able to see things differently, and sometimes make
molehills out of mountains,
rather than the other way
around!
This form of regular writing
is not a complaint book; it is not
about wallowing in self-pity or
ranting. It is more to express our
true feelings that trigger a negative reaction — for example, to
notice when we feel bad about
feeling bad. It gives us pause to
understand our inner self. Don’t
write as an obligation, it’s not
something to add to a to-do list.
Use it as a tool to communicate

with your truest inner self, to be
perceptive of pent-up emotions
and reflect on them.
If writing doesn’t come naturally to you, then start by asking
yourself questions. What issue is
bothering me? What thoughts
are creating these feelings? Why
do I keep having these thoughts?
Am I being honest with myself?
What decision have I taken that
has affected me or others? An
even simpler approach is to simply write down what emotion
you are feeling, keeping a daily
mood log.
Writing down our most personal, deepest thoughts and feelings is a courageous act. To
enable it to flow, it is important
to be non-judgmental of ourselves. You can choose to face
your inner critic in the kind,
resilient way that Mirabai faced
the doubters around her. How
the sentence is structured doesn’t
matter. Just let the words spill
out.
The writer is an author. Her
10th book, The Blue Jade,
released recently
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t a time when the coronavirus pandemic has hogged the media
limelight, Pakistan-based terror organisations have unleashed a
A
wave of terror in Kashmir to attract attention from the media to upturn
the diminishing morale of the mercenaries. Seen in this perspective
are the recent sinister designs of the terror forces in Pulwama and
Shopian districts of the Valley. In the past one week, the insurgency
has resulted in the martyrdom of five Army soldiers and three CRPF
men in the Valley. This highlights the continued challenges the
Government faces on this terror front despite exigencies of its war
on Covid-19.
The Covid-19 pandemic has come as a hindrance in the resolve
to fight terror. While the world is grappling with the coronavirus pandemic, the news of Paris-based Financial Action Task Force (Groupe
d’action financière) halting the battle against money laundering and
terror financing is a setback. The Financial Action Task Force (FATF)
on April 26 said it has given countries on its watch, including Pakistan,
a four-month reprieve for meeting a deadline set by it to stop financing terrorist group given the temporary suspension of its activities
due to the coronavirus pandemic. However, thankfully it warned,
“Despite the decision to temporarily postpone the above-mentioned
process deadlines due to the current force majeure situation, the FATF
will not let up its efforts to fight money laundering, terrorist financing and proliferation financing, and will continue working with all
jurisdictions in its global network to ensure an effective implementation of its standards.”
Also, Pakistan’s recent attempt to delist over 1,800 terrorists is a
matter of grave concern. There is a strong possibility that Pakistan
is trying to push in coronavirus-infected infiltrators into Jammu &
Kashmir to foray into the biological warfare against India.
India is like to have in place a multilayered security apparatus
which can promptly deal with the issues related to funding of terrorists activities and cyber terrorism through enhancing the technological innovation and tightening border and maritime security
information gathering exercise. India needs to be quite agile and very
prompt in case of a surprise challenge. Hence, cooperation in building communication capability and management of security arrangements to deal with any kinds of threat is the main weapon in the combat strategy. Although India has boosted cooperative in this direction, the catch here is how to generate prudence to anticipate any
possible threat from insurgents.
There is strong need for a quick mechanism to facilitate cooperation between the security and defence establishment among the
nations of the world, also in apprehension that biological and chemical weapons may fall into the sinister hands of new breed of terrorists.
Also because biological and chemical weapons are not easily detected by forces and they can be transported swiftly. International cooperation in terms of forming strict laws and regulations to prevent the
possession of biological and chemical weapons can provide a strategic management in dealing with the worst form of terrorism.
The cooperation in strategies to death with drug trafficking will
provide a strong mechanism to crack the nexus between terrorists
and drug dealers. The increasing cases of drug peddling and their
support to terrorist and subversive activities have compelled the
Government to enforce drug laws vigorously and promptly.
The role of media in weakening the power of terrorism has been
discussed many times. The work titled Violence as Communication
by Alex P Schmid and Janny de Graaf reflects how terrorism, media
news and public response are connected. The authors conceive terrorism as a violent language or as a means of communication to get
public attention and to communicate messages to the audience.
Recently, there has been virtually mushrooming of local publications
and media debates leading to differences for vested interest. The
increasing liberalisation has resulted in sudden springing up of a number of self-claimed ideologues and supporters rattling narratives and
counter-narratives leading uncalled for battle of wits even during pandemic of life threatening consequences
Terrorists always crave for media attention since reporting of
media affects the minds of people as well as provides much needed
publicity to the perpetrators of gory acts. Cooperation between the
Government and the media can ensure quality assurance and positive outlook in patching the differences and defeating terrorism. India
has already in place a mechanism that gathers sufficient data about
the area within which the event is unfolding. There has been a hidden strategy to whip up religious sentiments that has helped certain
terrorist organisations create and reinforce their base to indulge in
proxy war with states across the globe. New fear psychosis induced
by terrorists is more pernicious since it involves local populace in
creating disturbance through stone pelting and shouting anti-India
slogans. Besides, the rampant use of battery operated improvised
explosive devices in public places has become an important part of
their tactics. A combating strategy has to be a combination of various tactics such as eliciting prior knowledge about the possible terrorist attack, learning secretive mission of the intruders and creating cognitive dissonance through relentless application of latest information on changing strategies with feedback from those deployed
and constant interactive communication with various branches dealing with law and order maintenance on daily basis.
Therefore, there is an urgent need for integrated programmes and
services which support both Army and local police making them more
efficient with present circumstances of dealing with the worst form
of propaganda terror.
The web of rigmarole entangled into challenges posed by the paradoxes of globalisation has finally brought about a paradigm shift at
the global level wherein there has been a confused struggle for locating religious identities based on regional parameters in modern democratic societies.
(The writer, a recipient of Bharat Gaurav Award, is a professor and
an expert on strategic affairs)

n December 29, 2019, a hospital
in Wuhan, China, reported severe
unexplained viral pneumonia. The
Chinese Government notified the
World Health Organisation (WHO)
about this outbreak. On January 8,
2020, this outbreak was identified as
the novel coronavirus 2019 (2019nCoV). The WHO declared this outbreak as an international concern and
China classified it as Class B communicable diseases and is managed as
Class A communicable diseases
(Guidance for Coronavirus disease
2019, National Health Commission of
the PRC, WHO collaborating centre
for health information and publishing). This news has shaken the entire
world and resulted in mass panic in
our country as well. We are already
aware of the Indian Government’s
spending on health is meagre: WHO
ranks India at 184th position out of
191 countries in terms of GDP percentage spending on healthcare. From
the earlier 3.6 per cent of GDP spending on health, it came further down to
one per cent (Rs 69,000 crore) of the
GDP in the 2020-21 budget allocation.
The quality of public health facilities
is poor.
In order to avoid the deadly virus,
certain precautions are necessary, as
recommended by the World Health
Organization. Particularly, respiratory masks and hand sanitisers (as a
means to curb the spread of coronavirus) are preliminary steps to escape
the effect of the pandemic. As a
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result, while these products became
scarce, their prices also skyrocketed.
The moot point is when the price
of everything is shooting up, how the
marginalised section of the society will
bear the burden of sustenance. They
cannot afford any expensive treatment,
nor are they in a condition to spend
so much on health-care facilities.
When public health spending is paltry, then the only way out is out-ofpocket expenditure on health care
(medical costs by households directly at availing health services). But poor
people neither have sufficient earnings,
nor savings. They are fighting every
single day to make both ends meet.
According to the latest National
Sample Survey (NSS) report (71st
round) on health spending, the share
of the burden of out-of-pocket expenditure on poor people is much
higher.
As per the National Health
Account Estimates for India Report,
2015-16 published in 2018, out of the
current health expenditures of India,
the share of households (includes
health insurance) is Rs 3,42,257 crore
(i.e., 69 per cent and out-of-pocket
expenditure being 64.7 per cent).
Also, the share of public spending on
health care in India is just over 1 per
cent of gross domestic product (GDP)
(Angell, Prinja, Gupt, Jha, and Jan,
2019).The out-of-pocket expenditure
on health has been increased from 64
per cent in 2005 to 81 per cent in 2012
and from 65 per cent in 2005 to 78 per

cent in rural areas and urban areas
respectively. This is corroborated by
higher rural households (6.34 per cent
in 2005 and 7.73 per cent in 2012)
expenditure than the urban households (5.05 per cent in 2005 and 5.74
per cent in 2012). In such a situation,
they cannot even think of buying
masks and hand sanitizers at a higher price. Thus, Government intervention, in terms of provision of the
necessities in this situation of crisis, is
very much needed.
Moreover, the Insurance
Regulator y and Development
Authority (IRDA) of India has directed the insurance companies to cover
the cost incurred by coronavirus diseases of the individuals under some
instructions. These instructions are
issued under the provisions of Section
14 (2) (e) of the IRDA Act, 1999, and
came into force with immediate effect
(March 4, 2020, Circular, IRDA,
Guidelines on the handling of claims
reported under Corona Virus). But
many insurance companies have will
not provide the facilities as the disease
is declared as epidemic/ pandemic by
the World Health Organisation.
The Government is taking necessary actions once the patient is already
affected by coronavirus, through quarantining them and putting them in
separate wards in hospital. But what
about the mass population? During
lockdown, the social distancing norms
are followed to a T because of the successful implementation of the guide-

lines by security forces. But what will
happen once all curbs are lifted. Most
of the people who travel to foreign
countries will go back to their hometowns once they are allowed to touch
base with their family. Considering the
incubation period for the coronavirus
is approximately five days, if they reach
their hometowns and then the symptoms start, then what will be the consequences in the concerned areas?
Most importantly, in rural areas,
the disease will spread more rapidly
because there is a lack of awareness
and preparedness. The literacy rate is
also low. Thus, precautionary measures by the Government for the general mass of the country are the need
of the hour.
Although
the
Central
Government, in collaboration with the
State Governments, has devised mechanism for staggered lifting of the
lockdown curbs, it is not sufficient if
healthcare facilities lack vigour to combat a relapse of the pandemic.
For this reason, the supply of
masks and hand sanitisers at free of
cost either to the marginalised section
of the society or universalisation of
easy access by reallocating the health
funds appropriately in this challenging situation is demand of the time.
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(Pratap C Mohanty is Assistant
Professor, Department of Humanities
and Social Sciences, IIT Roorkee;
Deepabali Bhattacharjee is a PhD
Fellow at the same department)
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ven as the world is witnessing one
E
of the worst tragedies — in the
form of Covid-19 pandemic that has
killed over 2.4 lakh people — in the
recorded history, the viral assault and
the combat against it have been varied across the globe. While debate on
the origin of the coronavirus continues unabated, with US President
openly blaming China and planning
to exact damages for the loss of
American lives, an important issue has
failed to gain the desired traction: the
relationship between the types of
governance/ society and the fight
against the pandemic.
There are two parameters against
which the issue can be adjudged: (A)
governmental system and governance
structure of a country, and (B) distribution of power and wealth among the
people of that nation.
There has always been a debate as
to which model of governance is
close to perfection. Generally, the
parameters to judge supremacy of one
over another are — participation of citizenry in government formation, gov-

ernment policies relating to people’s
welfare, protection of people’s right,
rule of law, defence power, development of science and technology, and
wealth creation.
Although, there is no perfect
structure to determine a model of perfection in this regard, however, any
model where people are permitted to
participate directly or indirectly in the
governance system is considered close
to perfection. Here a vibrant democratic country like India positions herself among the toppers.
However, considering the economic progress of China in the last few
decades, political pundits sometimes
try to make a compromise on human
rights which limit the absolute power
of a nation-state, and are ready to give
primacy to economic growth,
whichever way it is achieved, over the
democratic welfare system.
In war against coronavirus, governments across the world have been
exposed. Irrespective of the governance system, there is a wide gap in
leadership style and understanding of

its objective, between top leadership
and leaders at state/regional level.
In the time of crisis, cohesion is
the biggest attribute to mitigate the
impact of the pandemic on the health
of a nation and its inhabitants. On the
other hand, the largest democracy
India, despite its clumsy democratic
setup, has handled the situation fairly well.
The Indian Constitution permits
different political parties can rule
States and the Centre and all political
functionaries take their right of speech
and expression to criticise Opposition
parties very seriously. In the current
crisis, all political parties have shown
exemplary unanimity in taking hard
decisions without criticising the
Centre.
This one simple aspect has produced different results, in terms of
infections and mortality rates, for different governing systems.
Another aspect of relevance is
direct correlation of concentration of
power and wealth in a few hands,
although such concentration is a hall-

mark of humanity. The capitalism and
advent of technology has produced a
stark gap between “haves” and “have
nots” as a result, this pandemic has hit
the most vulnerable population the
hardest.
India recently saw a sea of humanity walking back from urban cities to
their homes in rural areas. I agree that
there is no perfect formula or mechanics to equi-distribute wealth among
two sets of people.
In order to create protection for
the entire human population, it is
imperative that concentration of power
and wealth should be limited and there
should be widespread use of wealth
and resources to mitigate miseries of
the poor around the world.
The current coronavirus crisis is
a grim reminder to bring parity
among two sections of the human
population and governments need to
work on it.
(The writer, a class 12 student of
DPS RK Puram, is a national-level tennis player)
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CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cWfX[[QTPcXcbQTbcH^dfX[[
Tg_TaXT]RTWPa\^]hX]h^dacWX]ZX]VP]S_Tab^]P[Xch
H^dfX[[QTRP[\UaXT]S[hP]Sbd__^ac^cWTabH^dVXeT
^cWTa_T^_[TcWTXab_PRTP]SPaTc^[TaP]c^UcWTXa]TTSb
H^dRP]RaTPcTPbPUTP]ScadbcX]VT]eXa^]\T]cU^a
cWT\P]SQTR^\TcWTXaX]U[dT]RTCWXbST\^]bcaPcTbP
[TeT[^Ub^UcR^]ca^[P]S_TabdPSX]V^cWTabc^h^dafPh
^UcWX]ZX]V>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]c[^]VcX\TRWP[[T]VTb
fX[[QT\TcH^dfX[[QTU^RdbbTS^]fWPch^d]TTSc^
S^8]cWXb_a^RTbbh^dfX[[aTVPX]bT[UR^]UXST]RT>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dQTP\fXcWWP__X]TbbP]ST]Y^h
cWTaT[PcX^]bWX_bH^daSaTP\bWPeTQTR^\TaTP[XchP]S
aT[PcX^]bWX_bfX[[UX]SP]Tf\TP]X]V<PaaXTSR^d_[Tb
fX[[Tg_TaXT]RTPbca^]VTaQ^]S

CWXbfTTZh^dPaTUX[[TSfXcWX\PVX]PcX^]P]SUTT[PcTPbT
^]cWT_WhbXRP[[TeT[CWT]TVPcXeXch^UcWT_PbcXbSX[dcX]V
P]Sh^dabcP\X]PP]SRaTPcXeXchPaT^]WXVW_[P]TH^d
fX[[f^aZWPaSfXcWP[^c^UT]cWdbXPb\c^Ud[UX[[h^da
SaTP\b=TfW^QQXTbP]SX]cTaTbcbfX[[SaPfh^da
PccT]cX^]H^daR^\\^]bT]bTP]S_aPRcXRP[P__a^PRWfX[[
[TPSh^dc^bdRRTbb>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cf^aZ_[P]bWT[S
d_SdTc^^QbcPR[TbbcPac^_T]X]Vd_fXcWUadXcUd[aTbd[cb
CWXbfTTZh^dRP]PUU^aSc^cPZTcWTaXbZPbh^dbWP[[UX]S
cPZTabU^ah^da_[P]bH^da_PbcX]eTbc\T]cbfX[[bcPac
bW^fX]VSXeXST]Sb]^fH^dPaTP[b^PQ[Tc^S^YdbcXRTc^
h^da_a^UTbbX^]P[P]S_Tab^]P[aTb_^]bXQX[XcXTb<PaaXTS
R^d_[TbfX[[T]Y^h\PaXcP[Q[Xbb2^d_[TbbcPhX]V
bT_PaPcT[hPaT[XZT[hc^bTcc[TcWTXaSXb_dcTbP\XRPQ[h

CWXbfTTZh^d]TTSc^[XbcT]c^h^daQ^ShfXcWVaTPcRPaT
P]SR^\_PbbX^]7P[U^UcWT_a^Q[T\bRP]QTb^acTS^dc
fXcWh^daPccXcdSTcWTaTU^aTQT_^bXcXeTH^d\PhUPRT
WTP[cWXbbdTb[XZTQPRZ_PX]^a[^fT]TaVhCPZTV^^S
aTbcATeXbXcX]Vh^dab_XaXcdP[aXcdP[bXb^]cWTRPaSb8c
\XVWcQTWT[_Ud[c^VXeTh^dabT[UcWTcX\TP]Sb_PRTc^
bTTZX]bXVWccWPc\XVWc_a^eTWTP[X]V2PaTTafXbTh^d
bTT\c^QTSXb^aXT]cTSP]S]^cbPcXbUXTSfXcWh^da
RdaaT]cY^QCWXbXbcWTaXVWcc^bfXcRWcWTY^Q?aT_PaT
h^daaTbd\TS^aTbTPaRWf^aZc^bTTZ^dccWTaXVWc
^_T]X]VP]S_aT_PaTh^dabT[UU^acWTX]cTaeXTfH^dPaT
eTahbT]bXcXeTP]ST\^cX^]P[cWXbfTTZ4eT]Pb\P[[
\PccTaR^d[S\PZTh^dRahUTT[[^fH^da\^^SbfX]Vb
^eTaST\P]SX]V]PcdaTR^d[SXaaXcPcTh^da_Pac]Ta
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;TcV^^UP[[cWT_Pbcf^aaXTbP]S[XeTX]cWT\^\T]c
3T_aTbbX^]Xb^[PcX^]P]SX]bTRdaXch¯cWTbTPaTcWT
cWaTTT]T\XTbcWPcPaT[XZT[hc^RPdbTWPa\Cahc^ZTT_
cWTbTcWaTTPfPhUa^\h^dH^da_^bXcXeT\X]SbTcfX[[]^c
^][hWT[_X]\PZX]Vh^dPbdRRTbbUd[_Tab^]QdcP[b^
bcPhX]VaTPcWTP[cWCWXbfTTZPe^XSaTSR^[^da>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]ch^dPaT[XZT[hc^SXbR^eTaPbZX[[fWXRWfPb
d]Z]^f]c^h^dP[[cWTbTfWX[TFXcWP]TffTTZh^d
PaTbTc^]P]Tf_PcWaTP[XbX]Vh^da_^cT]cXP[bP]S
fTPZ]TbbTbCW^bTfW^PaT[^^ZX]Vc^bcPaccWTXaRPaTTa
\PhWPeTc^caPX]h^dabT[Uc^b_TRXP[XbTX]^]TUXT[S>]
cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dcT]Sc^[^bTh^dacT\_TaPccWT
b[XVWcTbc_a^e^RPcX^]P]ScWXbfX[[PUUTRch^da
aT[PcX^]bWX_bfXcWh^daUP\X[hP]SUaXT]Sb

H^dfX[[QTWPeTX\\PcdaT[hfWT]XcR^\Tbc^h^daWTP[cW
P]SfX[[b^^]bdUUTacWTR^]bT`dT]RTbCWXbcX\Th^d
RP]]^cPUU^aSc^cPZT_aTbbdaTP]SP]gXTchAT[PgP]S
cPZTPSeXRTUa^\PWTP[cW_a^UTbbX^]P[7TP[cWXbcWTUXabc
P]ScWTVaTPcTbcfTP[cWcWTaTU^aTcPZTcX\T^dcU^a
h^dabT[U<PZTPaTb^[dcX^]cWPch^dfX[[T]VPVTX]b^\T
ZX]S^U_WhbXRP[TgTaRXbTU^aPc[TPbc"\X]dcTb0V^^S
\TbbPVTU^ah^daRPaTTaXbX]SXRPcTSH^da_Pac]TaP]S
h^dWPeTP_TaUTRcd]STabcP]SX]V^U_a^UTbbX^]P[\PccTab
P]Sf^aZU^acWTbP\T\^cXeT1P[P]RTP]S
STcTa\X]PcX^]cWTbTPaTcWTcf^ZThbU^ah^dabdRRTbb
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^daRaXcXRP[P]SP]P[hcXRP[]PcdaT
XbPcP_TPZCWTaT\PhR^]U[XRcX]h^da[^eT[XUT;Tch^da
_Pac]TaVa^fP]SWPeTPRWP]RTc^Tg_aTbbcWT\bT[eTb

CWTaTXbPb_PaZ[X]VP]SaTUaTbWX]VUPRc^aPQ^dch^da
_Tab^]P[XchcWPc\PZTbh^dSXbcX]RccWXbfTTZH^da
R^daPVTP]SaXbZcPZX]VPQX[XchfX[[^_T]d_]TfeXbcPb
H^dUTT[WTP[cWhP]SUTPa[TbbH^dWPeTcWTT]cWdbXPb\c^
Tg_TaXT]RTSXbR^eTaP]ST]Y^h[XUTH^dQT[XTeTX]
h^dabT[UP]SU^[[^fh^daWTPacCWXbXbPcX\TfWT]h^d
]TTSc^cad[hQT[XTeTP]SWPeT]^a^^\U^aUTPa2PaTTa
fXbTh^dfX[[UTT[cWPccWTaTXb_Tab^]P[Va^fcWX]cWT
_a^UTbbX^]H^dUTT[cWTWXVWTbc_^cT]cXP[U^ah^da[XUT
aTPRWX]VPbcPcT^UaT]TfP[P]S]TfQTVX]]X]VbfWTaT
TPRWSPhXbP]PSeT]cdaTP]STPRW\^\T]cXb[XeTSc^cWT
Ud[[TbcH^daT\^cX^]P[bcaT]VcWXbcWTVaTPcTbcc^^[c^fX]
P[[RWP[[T]VTbX][XUTBd__^ac^U]TPaP]SSTPa^]TbPaT
^]cWTRPaSb7PeTQ[X]SUPXcWX]h^daaT[PcX^]bWX_

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?X]Z
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da <PdeT
;dRZhSPh<^]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa (
;dRZhR^[^da FWXcT
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh
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CWXbfTTZh^dPaTcPZX]V[XUTTPbhP]SPaT]^cf^aaXTS
PQ^dcP]hcWX]V1TRPaTUd[Pbh^daXaaTVd[PaSXTcP]S
d]WTP[cWhTPcX]VWPQXcbR^d[ScPZTPc^[[^]h^daWTP[cW
H^d\PhUPRTWTP[cWXbbdTb[XZTfTXVWcVPX][TcWPaVh
P]S[^fbcP\X]P3^]³cR^\_a^\XbT^]WTP[cW3^
aTVd[PaTgTaRXbTc^QT^]PV^^ScaPRZCWXbfTTZf^aZ
fX[[_XRZd_b_TTS8cfX[[QTX\_^acP]cU^ah^dc^ZTT_
h^daQP[P]RTX]TeTah_^bbXQ[TfPhBT]X^abfX[[WPeT
WXVWTg_TRcPcX^]bUa^\h^d3^]^c[TccWXb\PZTh^d
]Tae^dbH^daR^\\d]XRPcX^]Xbh^dac^^[dbTXcU^a
TeTah^]T³bV^^S>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaT
^_cX\XbcXRH^da]Tcf^aZX]VfXcW_T^_[TXbbca^]VH^d
fX[[T]Y^hUd[UX[[\T]cX]aT[PcX^]bWX_bFXcWh^da
_Pac]Ta³bT\^cX^]P[bd__^ach^dfX[[UTT[_a^cTRcTS

CWXbfTTZh^daWTP[cW]TTSbPccT]cX^]0e^XSP]hZX]S^U
_WhbXRP[P]S\T]cP[bcaTbbCWTQP[P]RTQTcfTT]Q^Sh
\X]SP]Sb^d[XbaT`dXaTSPccWXbcX\TB^\TTgcTa]P[
]TVPcXeTU^aRTbPaTf^aZX]VPVPX]bch^dH^d\PhUTT[
_^fTa[TbbPbb^\TcWX]VR^\Tbc^PRaPbWX]VP]SbdSST]
T]SP]Sh^dUTT[PbXUh^dPaTQTX]VPccPRZTS^a
QPRZbcPQQTSQhb^\T^]TT[bT>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]cf^aZXb
UX]TP]Sh^dUTT[T[PcTS=Tf^__^acd]XcXTb]TfRaTPcXeT
_[P]bfX[[QT\PST]Tf_a^YTRcb^_T]d_X]Ua^]c^Uh^d
>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^d\PhUTT[bdUU^RPcTSfXcW]^
bR^_T^UbT[UTg_aTbbX^]X][^eTCW^bTfW^PaT[^^ZX]V
U^a[^eTbW^d[SWPeT_PcXT]RTCWXbXb]^ccWTaXVWccX\T
CW^bTUPRX]VPa^dVWcX\TX]\PaaXTS[XUTbW^d[SPS^_ccWT
aXVWcPccXcdSTc^fPaSbh^da\PaaXPVTP]S_Pac]Ta

H^dcT]Sc^cWX]ZfXcWh^daWTPacaPcWTacWP]h^da
\X]SH^d\Ph[PRZaPcX^]P[XchQdch^dPaTWXVW[h
X]cdXcXeTH^dPaT]dacdaX]VP]SRPaX]Vc^fPaSb^cWTab
F^\T]PaT[XZT[hc^bdUUTaW^a\^]P[cWha^XS^a
\T]^_PdbTXbbdTb8]bdRWPRPbTVTch^dabT[U
RWTRZTSCPZT\TSXRPcX^]QTU^aTXcPVVaPePcTb>]cWT
RPaTTaUa^]ch^da_Tab^]P[eP[dTbbhbcT\fX[[QaX]V
h^dcWTd[cX\PcTUd[UX[[\T]cP]SWP__X]Tbb0]P__aPXbP[
^aPeTah[dRaPcXeT^UUTaX]^]cWTRPaSbCahc^[^^ZU^a
^__^acd]XcXTbcWPc\PZTh^dUTT[bPcXbUXTSP]ScWPcPaT
P[XV]TSfXcWh^daeP[dTbH^dWPeTc^S^fWPcUTT[b
aXVWcc^h^dCWTfTTZXbV^^SU^ah^daT\^cX^]P[
WP__X]TbbPbfT[[CWTd[cX\PcTbPcXbUPRcX^]^UP[^]V
cTa\aT[PcX^]bWX_XbX]SXRPcTS

;dRZh]d\QTa !
;dRZhR^[^da ?TPRW
;dRZhSPh CdTbSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa
;dRZhR^[^da 1TXVT
;dRZhSPh Bd]SPh

;dRZh]d\QTa $
;dRZhR^[^da BZh1[dT
;dRZhSPhCWdabSPh
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H^dPaT]^cPeTahWTP[cWR^]bRX^db_Tab^]5^ah^d
_[TPbdaTbPaTX]bX\_[TcaPSXcX^]bP]SaXcdP[bH^d]TTS
c^[XbcT]c^h^daQ^ShP]SZ]^ffWPch^dPaTUTTSX]V
Xc8cXbPSeXbTSc^cPZT^]cX\TPRcX^]H^d\PhVTc
WTP[X]VfXcWb^\TW^\T\PSTaT\TSXTb^cWTafXbTh^d
R^d[SQda]PQXVW^[TX]cWT_^RZTc5^acWT_PbcUTf
fTTZbh^daU^RdbfPb\PX][h^]h^daUX]P]RXP[
bTRdaXch>]cWTRPaTTaUa^]ch^dfX[[]TTSc^PSP_cc^
cWTTgXbcX]VbTc^UQT[XTUbcWPcPaTP[aTPShX]_[PRT
X]bcTPS^UQTX]VX]]^ePcXeT?Tab^]P[[hcWXbXbcWTcX\T
c^eP[dTcWTaT[PcX^]bWX_bP]Sd]STabcP]ScWPcTeTah
Q^]SX][XUTWPbXcb\TP]X]V8UaT`dXaTScPZTWT[_Ua^\
P_bhRW^cWTaP_Xbc^aPb_XaXcdP[\T]c^ac^fW^\h^d
fX[[cda]U^afXbS^\

CWXbXbPV^^SfTTZH^dWPeTQ^cW\T]cP[P]S_WhbXRP[
PVX[XchP]SPaTUd[[^UP]cXRX_PcX^]CW^bTbdUUTaX]VUa^\
P]PX[\T]c_[TPbTZ]^fcWPch^dfX[[aTR^eTaeTahUPbc
=^fh^dfP]cc^WPeTUd]fXcW\T]cP[PRcXeXcXTb^UP[[
ZX]SbX]R[dSX]V[TPa]X]VTg_[^aX]VP]SaTbTPaRWX]VH^d
PaTUX[[TSfXcWUaTbWT]TaVhP]SUTT[[XZTP]PeXS[TPa]Ta
P]SP]TgRT[[T]cbcdST]cCWXbfX[[[TPSh^dc^[TPa]
ePaX^dbbZX[[bCWTbTfX[[WT[_h^d_a^UTbbX^]P[[hPbfT[[
H^dR^d[S_a^eTPb\PacbP[Tb_Tab^]U^acWTR^\_P]h
P]SfXcWh^dabZX[[bh^dWPeTPRWXTeTSb^\Td]Tg_TRcTS
cPaVTcU^acWTR^\_P]hh^dPaTf^aZX]VfXcWH^da
P__aPXbP[Xb[XZT[hCWTVaPbbXbVaTT]^]h^da_Tab^]P[
bXSTc^^CW^bTP[aTPShX]PaT[PcX^]bWX_Xc³beTah
_^bbXQ[TcWPcXcfX[[STT_T]P]SQTR^\TQTccTa

1TRPaTUd[^UfXbWUd[cWX]ZX]V^aX[[dbX^]bX]cWTRW^XRTb
h^dRdaaT]c[hUPRTH^dPaT\^aT^UPSaTP\TafW^bTTb
^][hQTPdch^dcfPaSPccaPRcX^]P]STgRXcT\T]cCWX]Vb
fX[[QTR^\Tf^abTXUh^dR^]cX]dTc^bcPhX]h^daSaTP\b
P]SUP]cPbXTbBcPhPfPhUa^\QPSWPQXcbP]SQPS
R^\_P]hCWXbXbcWTcX\Tc^[XeTX]aTP[XchP]SPfPhUa^\
P]hZX]S^UcT\_cPcX^]b?a^UTbbX^]P[[hh^dPaT[XZT[hc^
cPZTh^daQdbX]TbbX]c^P_Pac]TabWX_fWTaTh^dfX[[
Tg_TaXT]RTd]STabcP]SX]VWPa\^]hP]SQXV\^cXeTb
QTcfTT]cf^_T^_[TCWTbTTSb^f]]^ffX[[Q[^bb^\
X]c^PcaTT^UP__aTRXPcX^]>]cWT_Tab^]P[Ua^]ch^dPaT
aXRWQhWTPacP]SfXcWh^da_^RZTcc^^H^dPaT[XZT[hc^
X]Sd[VT\^aTPbh^dQT[XTeTX]`dP[Xch^eTa`dP]cXchP]S
X]T]Y^hX]VPUd[[P]SY^hUd[[XUT

;dRZh]d\QTa &
;dRZhR^[^da 6aTh
;dRZhSPhBPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa "
;dRZhR^[^da1a^f]
;dRZhSPh BPcdaSPh

;dRZh]d\QTa %
;dRZhR^[^da ?da_[T
;dRZhSPh 5aXSPh
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t is time to see how we can reinvent
the mind to come out with its wholesome power, which, if unfolded in
full, would know no limits. But before
that, let us go through a case study, how
important it is to address one’s habit tendencies. The person under consideration
was brought for counselling a couple of
years back by his family, worried about
his erratic behaviour. He was made aware
of all his fault lines, and was also advised
how to overcome them. But nothing got
registered in his preconditioned mind.
His unseemly conduct hit hard familial
peace and harmony all these years. Let us
now examine his astrological pointers.
He was born when Virgo lagna was
rising with headless Ketu there itself.
Lord of the sign Mercury was placed
adverse to Saturn. Virgo sign and its lord,
if free from any malefic influence is
marked with high intelligence, discriminatory abilities, and a practical sense. But
when afflicted, native’s conduct becomes
questionable. Even though their awareness level be low, they pretend to be allknowing, and present themselves as a
perfectionist. They suffer from what we
may call ‘I am the only right person syndrome’. They remain under the impres-

I
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sion that others can’t understand their
merit. If ever, others don’t prove true to
their expectations, they become overcritical, and belittle them with caustic
remarks. They try to impose their will on
others. Saturn’s adverse aspect further
grants him with a fixated one track
mind.
The finer coordinates of his chart too
are no good. The lagna sub-lord Venus
occupying the 9th house is opposite mischievous Neptune and also adverse to
erratic Rahu. That makes him stuck to
illusionary dream perceptions, distanced
from ground realities, and not open to
look beyond for a reality check. Venus
occupies the nakshatra owned by debilitated Mars, the 8th lord identified with
serious difficulties, and incidentally the
5th sub-lord. Whereas linkage of Venus
with the 9th and 5th houses makes him a
religious person, its opposition to
Neptune made him a fanatic. He can’t
digest if family members ignore his religion bound advisories, when he becomes
loud. For, debilitated Mars conjunct Sun
and opposite Jupiter points to his inflated
ego, bound by self-defined dos and
don’ts, and which also makes him irritable, impulsive, rash, temperamental,

intolerant and impatient.
Mind indicator Moon is posited in
Sagittarius, which makes him tactless
and undiplomatic. He doesn’t think
before he speaks and could embarrass
anybody with his unpleasant and illtimed remarks. Moon too, occupies the
nakshatra owned by Venus, which further adds to his self-delusional tendencies. On top of that, Saturn’s adverse
aspect to the Sun brings in a sense of fear
and insecurity. Over a period of time, he
has lost his sense of civility, sanity, order
and reasons and his thought process has
become incoherent, calling for immediate medical intervention. So, he neither
remains at peace by himself nor does he
leave any scope for others.
Had the person tried to purify his
mind as suggested, he would have come
out of his preconditioning, and his scope
of vision would have expanded. It would
have then dawned upon him that the
world doesn’t necessarily move to anybody’s asking. Second, nobody could
ever be born a perfect. Becoming aware
thus, he would have worked upon his
inter-personal relationship skill and
developed a sense of accommodation.
Also, he would have been alert enough to
consciously invoke his faculty of discrim-
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inate intelligence for due diligence,
before taking any move. His personal
and domestic life would have become
relatively happier. He keeps talking about
the need to sincerely follow religious
practices in order that life, post death
turns out good. What he doesn’t realise
that unless we learn to remain happy as
of now, which sets the trends of future,
life can’t have a pleasant ending, on
which birth trends, post death, are
premised.
Even otherwise, if you ever lose the
sense of alert, you may have to pay a
heavy price. Immediately after COVID19 cropped up in China, Taiwan took
preventive measures in January itself,
and so they remained least affected.
Other countries, including India, did not
take the signal seriously for long. As a
result, more than two hundred thousand
people, majority of them in the developed world, have already met their end,
and the number is mounting every day.
The topic continues...
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